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ABSTRACT 
 

The recent advancement in information technology (IT) is questioning the traditional forms of 

publishing. Many publishers are following e-publication. It has changed fundamentally the 

publishing industry and caused rise to a new phenomenon called electronic publishing (e-

publishing). E-publishing aims at generating, maintaining, keeping, and diffusing electronic data 

using computers and information networks. Changing from traditional to electronic publishing 

raises a number of opportunities. It provides the developing countries with appropriate 

opportunities for development and progress. These countries should reap the benefits of e-

publishing and have access to necessary technology. 

E-readiness assessments are intended to direct development attempts by allotting some suitable 

tools for comparison and gauging progress. Many e-readiness assessment models have been 

created and applied by different groups. However, critical issues related to e-readiness assessment 

for publishing companies have not been systematically investigated. Some existing studies have 

derived their critical factors from macro perspectives at country level and have not considered the 

important factors at micro level for SMEs in an integrated way. 

This research is probably the first to support the perspective of critical issues for e-readiness 

assessment in publishing companies based on macro models. Its purpose is first to make e-

publishing model and then implementing the model in Iranian publishing companies. 

Consequently, finding the appropriate model, we confirm it to be sure that the model is the 

appropriate one. Then, we try to find the status of each indicator in each factor and at last each 

factor in publishing companies to find the overall status of founded model in publishing 

companies toward e-publishing. Furthermore, it is tried to investigate the status of the Iranian 

academia toward e-publishing. Accordingly, a questionnaire based on Social factor will be made 

and send out to two famous and important Iranian universities, Tehran and Tarbiat Modares 

Universities. After that, it is tried to see whether the related laws toward e-publishing are enacted 

.Therefore, a questionnaire based on the Legislation factor will be made and ask the management 

of Ministry of culture and Islamic guidance in e-publishing sector, as a legislator toward e-

publishing, to fill out the questionnaire. At the end, some suggestions based on the findings will 

be proposed to remove challenges toward e-publishing.  

Keywords: E-readiness, E-publishing, E-publishing readiness, CFA, Iranian Publishing Companies 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 
1. Introduction 

In this chapter we are going to present the problem area. Initially, an introduction, and a 

background is provided in order to motivate the importance of the subject. Next, the problem 

discussion is included, which result in a formulation of the research problem and research 

question. Finally, a disposition of this study is provided to guide the reader through the rest 

of the report. 

1.1. Background 

The Knowledge Economy (KE) is emerging from two defining forces: the rise in 

knowledge intensity of economic activities, and the increasing globalization of economic affairs. 

The rise in knowledge intensity is being driven by the combined forces of the information 

technology revolution and the increasing pace of technological change (Beig et al., 2006).With 

the current trend toward globalization of e-business, e-readiness assessments are becoming of 
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increasing importance for diagnosing problems, and directing future development efforts(Bakry, 

2006). If any country wants to gain the benefits offered by IT, It has to implement technology and 

use it effectively across society and the economy. Moreover, countries face the threat of being left 

behind if they do not address the growing digital divides both between and within countries (Beig 

et al., 2006). E-readiness is the “state of play” of a country’s information and communications 

technology (ICT) infrastructure and the ability of its consumers, businesses and governments to 

use ICT to their benefit (EIU, 2006).An e-readiness process based on an objective assessment that 

leads to sound e-strategies can offer a path for converting good intentions into planned action that 

brings real changes to people’s lives (bridge.org, 2005). Electronic publishing (e-publishing) is 

the process of creating and disseminating information via electronic means including email and 

via the Web. Electronically published materials may originate as traditional paper publishing or 

may be created specifically for electronic transfer (about.com, 2003 ;cited by 

Kozak,2003).Furthermore, Aluri(1996) has defined electronic publishing as the dissemination of 

information in electronic form and its distribution to potential users either on electronic networks 

such as Internet and local area networks or in stand-alone formats such as CD-ROMs. Electronic 

publishing products may include text, graphics, audio, video, numeric and textual databases; 

reference sources such as directories and atlases; and computer programs. The greatest benefit of 

electronic publishing is the richness of information that is available to the end-user (Aluri, 

1996).Today’s global changes dictates a new model of thinking as a basic requirement.  

The number of electronic books rose from 1,000 (in August 1997) to 2,000 (in May 

1999), 3,000 (in December 2000) and 4,000 (in October 2001). Project Gutenberg had 5,000 

books online in April 2002 and topped 10,000 in October 2003, when it had a team of 1,000 

volunteers around the world making 350 new books available every month (Lebert,2004).  Up to 

know, there have been made 1,227,000 e-books in the world (worldebookkfair.org, 2008).   The 

revenue of just e-book selling was 11,875,783$ and procrastinated to increase 23% each year 

(Lebert, 2004). 

The entrance of e-publishing in Iran was begun from 1996 with the imported compact 

discs. These compact discs were generally databases of   the abstract of the most famous scientific 

researches in the world, and encyclopedias. By 2007, more than 4300 e-books in different 

branches like education, religions, culture and art were made in the forms of CDs (Enayat,2006). 

We have to notice that from 2006 to 2008 ,149981 books were published (Ketab.ir,2009) while 

up to the 2006, 4300 e-books in different fields were made which shows a lot of efforts needs to 
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be done to diffuse e-books among the society. The publishers in Iran have to reorganize their 

insight toward digital publishing which is currently more based on their traditional view concern 

to texts which they think it should be tactile. 

1.2. Research Problem 

In fact, since most of the publishers are now requiring their authors to send in their 

manuscripts in electronic format, it is relatively simple to load them on computers and make them 

available to readers and libraries (Aluri, 1996).It allows faster dissemination of information than 

print technology because the step of printing is eliminated. Recent empirical evidences from 

several countries show a strong tendency toward IT investment in general and e-publishing in 

special. However, most publishers in Iran still use their traditional business strategies and resist to 

any changes. As e-publishing is in its infancy in Iran, it is necessary to begin the introduction of 

ICTs in micro and macro levels to bring and ease the related changes of Iranian publishers. We 

need to know in which section they have done weekly or even vice versa. The first step is 

assumed to be an e-publishing readiness assessment to evaluate their e-publishing level.  

Nowadays, Publishers around the world are embracing electronic e-publishing. In every 

region of the globe, from developing countries to industrialized ones, national and local 

publishers are selling their books online, changing their books to e-books and interacting 

electronically with their customers. Consequently, publishers in Iran as a developing country have 

been embracing e-publishing to meet the mentioned aims. 

Moreover, the outstanding issue with e-readiness assessments is the lack of a common 

standard assessment policy that would provide integrated assessment measures, support relative 

analysis and comparisons, and help identifying problems and deriving solutions. It is needed to 

review some of the main e-readiness tools to see if we could find the model which could cover all 

the domains of e-readiness in e-publishing. In addition, we need to evaluate the e-publishing 

readiness of publishers based on founded model. 

1.3. Research Questions 

To fulfill the purpose of this research questions shall be addressed, 

RQ1. Is there any suitable e-readiness assessment tool which could be used in e-publishing?  
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RQ2.Do Iranian publishers have the ability to be e-publishers (what are the strong and weakness 

of them toward e-publishing)? 

RQ3. Which guidelines could be offered to improve e-publishing readiness of publishers? 

1.4. Hypotheses 

H1. There are not any suitable e-publishing readiness tools,  

H2. We could make a suitable model based on prior tools 

1.5 Disposition of the Study 

In the first chapter a broader problem has been narrowed down to research problem and 

main hypotheses. It aims at introducing the reader to the area investigated. The literature review 

in chapter two, will give the reader an overall review of different models connected to the 

hypotheses. This chapter starts with an introduction for e-publishing. Furthermore, the e-readiness 

concept and the existed frameworks for e-readiness assessment which could clarify the best 

framework to fulfill the requirements of research questions of thesis will be explained in details. 

Based on the literature review a frame of reference where the theoretical framework is selected to 

assist the data collection is presented .In chapter three the methodology of this study is presented. 

Chapter four presents the data analysis and results draw from the study and finally chapter five 

indicated discussion, and conclusions. A visualization of the disposition of this study is showed in 

figure 1.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Disposition of the Study 
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Chapter2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
 
2. Literature Review 
 

This chapter will have a review on literature and related models to the research problem. 
In this chapter we will introduce the concepts of e-publishing, e-readiness and different 
frameworks to assess e-readiness in general as a fundamental theory. Based on prior 
models, new e-readiness framework regarding to e-publishing will be presented. 

2.1. E-publishing  

2.1.1. Concept of e-publishing 

We are in the middle of another revolution in knowledge communication. The 

complacent publishing industry that has been in deep slumber for 550 years since Gutenberg 

invented the printing press in 1452 AD is now being shaken up with the advent of e-media 

(Moira, 2002). Electronic publishing (e-publishing) is the process of creating and disseminating 

information via electronic means including email and via the web (Kozak, 2003). Electronically 
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published materials may originate as traditional paper publishing or may be created specifically 

for electronic transfer. Electronic publishing is the dissemination of information in electronic 

form and its distribution to potential users either on electronic networks such as Internet and local 

area networks or in stand-alone formats such as CD-ROMs and diskettes (Aluri, 1996). The 

information so disseminated is intended for the user to read, print, and download for later use, 

within the limits imposed by copyright laws, including incorporation of selected information into 

other electronic documents. Electronic publishing products may include text, graphics, audio, 

video, numeric and textual databases; reference sources such as directories and atlases; and 

computer programs. The products of electronic publishing are seen everywhere (Aluri, 1996). 

These include indexing, abstracting, and full-text databases; computerized library catalogues (also 

referred to as online public access catalogues or OPACs); national and regional union catalogues 

of library collections such as OCLC (Online Computer Library Center, Inc.); digital libraries; 

encyclopedias, dictionaries , thesauri, directories, bibliographies, and other reference sources; 

refereed and non-refereed electronic journals and newsletters; multimedia sites such as museums; 

and news sources which display graphic, audio, video, and textual information. The vastitude and 

diversity of these sources is impressive and we are just witnessing the unfolding of a major 

technological revolution. Most such resources are readily accessible to users who have access to 

Internet. Also, According to Aluri (1996) electronic publishing is the culmination of a number of 

treads that Rave been emerging for the last four decades. First is the rapid development and 

widespread use of computer technology& especially the advent of microcomputers, and word 

processing and typesetting software which brought desktop publishing to millions of people. The 

second trend is the growth of computer networks which resulted in Internet-the global networks 

of networks- and opening of internet to commercial enterprises and citizens. The third trend is the 

merging of computer and telecommunications technologies which, with the help of 

microcomputers, telephone Bines, modems, and fiber optic networks have converted educational 

institutions, businesses, and homes into information centers and electronic publishing houses. The 

fourth trend is the development of information industry that demonstrated the feasibility and 

advantages of electronic information for managing library functions and serving library users, the 

greatest benefit of electronic publishing is the richness of information that is available to the end-

user. Users now have access to information that print technology could not deliver. For instance, 

encyclopedias and dictionaries can provide audio information which shows how certain words are 

pronounced-which is much simpler and more straightforward to understand than trying to read 

and decipher complex pronunciation guides provided in dictionaries. Electronic publishing allows 
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faster dissemination of information than print technology because the step of printing on paper is 

eliminated altogether. Information may be made accessible on electronic networks weeks or 

months before it can appear in print form. It is clear that electronic publishing will slowly gain 

supremacy over print publishing in the near future. 

2.1.2. Publishers’ Viewpoint toward e-publishing  

Publishers embraced electronic publishing technology in recent years because it speeds 

up the publishing process, makes editorial changes easier to accomplish, and enables the 

relatively small publishers to effectively participate in publishing activities (Harnad,1995). 

Electronic publishing has opened up new markets such as publication of encyclopedias in CD-

ROM format, creation and distribution of electronic databases of indexing and abstracting 

services, and electronic journals. In fact, since most of the publishers are now requiring their 

authors to send in their manuscripts in electronic format, it is relatively simple to load them on 

computers and make them available to readers and libraries. By the end of 1980, these trends 

converged and the explosive phenomenon of electronic publishing started taking shape. The dust 

has not settled yet but it is already evident that scholarly communication, the publishing industry, 

and library and information centers will be affected irrevocably, The traditional print-based 

publishing industry, which developed over hundreds of years, served scholars in furthering 

scholarly communication, libraries in preserving and disseminating scholarly communication, and 

publishers in obtaining reasonable returns on their investments (Harnad, 1995). Scholars, 

subsidized by educational institutions, state and federal government, and research-supporting 

foundations, created the information; publishers evaluated, published, and marketed that 

information; and libraries acquired, catalogued, stored, preserved, and helped in disseminating 

electronic publishing is likely to upset this neat picture. All the prayers-scholars, publishers, and 

libraries-will be affected by the electronic publishing revolution. The generic term "e-publishing" 

covers a variety of publishing models and formats. E-books include downloadable books that can 

be transferred to your computer, a PDA (such as a Palm) or a handheld e-book reader; books on 

disk or CD-ROM; and books that are printed out in "print-on-demand" format. Some publishers 

offer e-books in a wide range of programs, including Adobe PDF and HTML, and formats 

tailored for handheld devices. (Some also offer books in Word or .exe files, but these formats are 

less popular) (Moira,2002).  
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2.1.3. Classification of different e-publishers 

E-publishing companies include commercial electronic publishers, subsidy publishers 

(which includes most print-on-demand publishers), "distributors", and self-publishers (Moira, 

2002) which will be described below in details.  

2.1.3.1. Commercial E-publishing 

Commercial e-publishers operate much like commercial print publishers, accepting books 

on the basis of quality and marketability. While authors do not receive an advance, they do 

receive royalties (often as high as 40 percent), and do not pay anything toward the cost of 

producing the book. Most commercial publishers provide the same process of review, editing and 

proofreading before publication as a print publisher. Most also accept fewer than 10 percent of 

submissions. Commercial e-publishers typically sell their books through their own Web site, as 

well as through Amazon.com, Barnes and Noble, and other electronic bookstores. Some also 

produce editions for hand-held e-readers and other handheld formats (such as the Palm). Some 

offer both electronic downloads and disks or CD-ROMs, and some also offer print-on-demand 

services. Most provide such service as obtaining ISBN numbers, copyright registration, and 

(sometimes) a Library of Congress listing. While it is generally possible to order a commercially 

published e-book by ISBN through a bookstore, most bookstores do not actually carry them on 

the shelves.  

2.1.3.2. Subsidy E-publishing and Print-on-Demand 

Subsidy e-publishers, like their print counterparts, produce and distribute books for a fee 

(generally ranging from $200 to $500 per book). Authors receive a royalty, which is usually 

comparable to that offered by commercial e-publishers (around 40 percent). Most subsidy 

publishers will accept any book, regardless of quality, except for pornography or hate material. 

Books are not edited or proofread, but published "as is." Many subsidy publishers have a range of 

"extra" charges -- such as charges for formatting the book if the author has not done so, charges 

for illustrations, for cover designs, for editing, for an ISBN or copyright registration, etc. These 

charges can add up quickly. Subsidy publishers provide no promotion, and may offer a lower 

royalty rate for books that are not sold directly from the publisher's Web site (e.g., if they are sold 

through Amazon.com or another online bookstore). Xlibris, for example, offers 50 percent 
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royalties for e-books sold from its Web site, but only 25 percent for e-books sold through other 

sites. Another form of subsidy publishing that is becoming increasingly popular is "print-on-

demand" (POD) publishing. This is considered a form of "electronic" (or "digital") publishing in 

that a book is submitted to the publisher electronically, and is stored as an electronic file, to be 

printed out in "book format" only when it is actually ordered by the customer. Many publishers 

offer both electronic and print-on-demand editions of the same book. While a handful of 

commercial publishers offer both print-on-demand and electronic editions, most POD publishers 

(including iuniverse and xlibris) are subsidy publishers. Prices for POD publishing range from 

$200 to $1000 or more. [UPDATE: Lulu.com is the outstanding exception to subsidy POD 

publishing. The author pays no up-front fee; to order one's own book, one pays only for the cost 

of printing (around $4 plus 2¢ per page for black and white or 15¢ per page for color printing). 

Lulu charges a small commission on every copy of your book that is sold.]  

2.1.3.3. No-fee "Distributors" 

A type of electronic publisher that is difficult to categorize is the "publisher" who accepts 

electronic manuscripts "as is," usually already formatted by the author, and provides a 

"bookstore" where those books can be purchased. Generally, such a distributor charges no fee to 

the author, but takes a percentage of royalties (usually around 25 to 30 percent). A distributor 

generally does not get involved in editing, designing or producing the book and the author can 

usually set the price (though the distributor may have a minimum price limit). Some distributors, 

like Booklocker.com, are highly selective about what books they will offer for sale; others will 

accept most manuscripts. This type of e-publisher/bookseller provides an excellent alternative for 

the author who is primarily self-published, but doesn't wish to go to the hassle of setting up his or 

her own online "bookstore," accept credit cards, fulfill orders, etc. This also enables a self-

published author to avoid registering as a retail business, as the author receives royalties from the 

distributor rather than direct sales from customers.  

2.1.3.4. Electronic Self-publishing 

Many authors choose to electronically self-publish their books. This offers an excellent, 

inexpensive alternative to print self-publishing -- for the obvious reason that one does not incur 

the cost (which usually runs to several thousand dollars) of getting one's book printed. Marketing 

costs are usually lower as well, as a self-published e-author generally does the majority of 
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marketing via the Web. Distribution costs are minimal (if the book is offered as a disk or CD-

ROM) or nonexistent (if it is offered as a download). In addition, if one offers only downloads, 

rather than providing a "tangible" product such as a diskette or CD-ROM, one may be able to 

avoid the need to establish oneself as a "publisher" and a "retail business" (for which a business 

license is needed).Most self-published e-authors publish in PDF or HTML format. Self-published 

e-authors are also eligible to participate in Amazon.com's "Advantage" program; however, they 

must be able to provide a disk version of the book, with an ISBN. It's important to be aware that 

many subsidy publishers attempt to promote their services as a form of "self-publishing." There 

is, however, a profound difference between subsidy publishing and self-publishing. The primary 

difference is in ownership. A self-publisher owns all rights to his or her book; no rights are 

licensed to another publisher. A subsidy publisher, however, receives a license of rights just like a 

commercial publisher. Another key difference is revenue -- the self-publisher receives 100 

percent of book sale revenues, while the subsidy-published author receives only a percentage of 

those revenues in the form of royalties. The self-publisher also retains complete control over the 

book -- its cover, its design, its marketing process, its price and discounts -- while the subsidy-

published author may not have any say over these matters.  

In this section we investigate the electronic subsidy e-publishing companies to find the e-

publishing readiness model .Since they are in the mature level ,we could find whether each 

variable related to e-publishing could be useable or not.  

Definition of e-publishing and enumerating some its advantages, we need to define e-

book as an essential part of e-publishing. The novel progress made in e-book publishing industry 

is one of the considerable progresses in the field of e-publishing during the last decades(Rao, 

2004). There have been many important technological advances since the book industry began, 

but until the advent of the internet and electronic commerce, the book industry remained in 

essence unchanged. The appearance of e-book technology in recent years has been a significant 

development, and the continued presence of electronic books or e-books as an information stock 

medium throughout this time has significantly influenced the publishing industry (Rao, 2004).  

The e-book can be defined variously as: a text in digital form ;as a book converted into 

digital form; as digital reading material; as a book in a computer file format or electronic file of 

words; or as images with unique identifiers – the metadata may be displayed on computer screen 

or read on a computer through a network or viewed on a desktop/notebook/dedicated portable 
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device, or read on any type of computer or formatted for display on specific e-book readers (Rao, 

op. cit.). Rowley and Vassiliou (2008) propose the following two-part definition for e-books: 

• An e-book is a digital object with textual and/or other content, which arises as a result of 
integrating the familiar concept of a book with features that can be provided in an 
electronic environment. 

• E-books , typically have in-use features such search and cross reference functions, 
hypertext links, bookmarks, annotations, highlights, multimedia objects and interactive 
tools. 

Describing the e-publishing and its criteria, we investigate the second concept in continue 

which is e-readiness. 

2.2. E-readiness Concept  

The Knowledge Economy is emerging from two defining forces: the rise in knowledge 

intensity of economic activities, and the increasing globalization of economic affairs. The rise in 

knowledge intensity is being driven by the combined forces of the information technology 

revolution and the increasing pace of technological change. Globalization is being driven by 

national and international deregulation, and by the Information Technology (IT) related 

revolution (Houghton and Sheehan, 2000) in order for a country to gain the benefits offered by 

IT, technology must be implemented and used effectively across society and the economy. 

Moreover, countries face the threat of being left behind if they do not address the growing digital 

divides both between and within countries(Montazer et al.,2006).Many developing country 

leaders have embraced IT as an engine for growth and development to help their nations, and they 

are driving the necessary changes to make that happen(Montazer et al.,2006). Decision-makers 

need to know where the country currently stands in terms of IT availability and use, so they can 

plan toward their goals to knowledge economy or knowledge society. Governments and 

development aid professionals often frame this discussion in terms of "e-readiness",or how ready 

a country is to gain the benefits offered by IT in terms of policy, infrastructure and ground-level 

initiatives ( Montazer et al.,2006).An e-readiness process based on an objective assessment that 

leads to sound e-strategies can offer a path for converting good intentions into planned action that 

brings real changes to  people's lives (bridge.org, 2005). 

E-readiness is a relatively new concept that has been given impetus by the rapid rate of 

Internet penetration throughout the world, and the dramatic advances in uses of information 

technology (IT) in business and industry (Choucri et al., 2003).The e-readiness concept was 
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originated by the intent to provide a unified framework to evaluate the breadth and depth of the 

digital divide between more and less developed or developing countries during the later part of 

1990s (M.Mutulaa and van Brakel,2006).The first efforts in defining e-readiness were undertaken 

in 1998 by the Computer Systems Policy Project (CSPP) when it developed the first e-readiness 

assessment tool known as Readiness Guide for Living in the Networked World 

(CSPP,2001).CSPP defined e-readiness with respect to a community that had high-speed access 

in a competitive market; with constant access and application of ICTs in schools, government 

offices, businesses, healthcare facilities and homes; user privacy and online security; and 

government policies which are favorable to promoting connectedness and use of the 

network(Bridges.org, 2001). “E-readiness” is shorthand for the extent to which a country’s 

business environment is conducive to Internet-based opportunities (EIU, 2002). It is a concept 

that spans a wide range of factors, from telephone penetration to online security to intellectual 

property protection. It is an idea that has outlasted the Internet “bubble” that sparked such 

exuberance; and delivered such disappointment in the late 1990s (EIU, 2002).E-readiness can 

mean different things to different people, in different contexts, and for different purposes 

(bridges.org, 2001).E-readiness is also defined as the aptitude of an economy to use information 

and communications technologies to migrate traditional businesses into the new economy. E-

readiness reaches its optimal level when the economy is able to create new business opportunities 

that could not be done otherwise (Koulopoulos and palmer,2001).E-readiness  in construction 

organization also is defined as ability of an organization, department or workgroup to 

successfully adopt, use and benefit from information and communication technologies (ICTs) 

such as e-commerce (Ruikar et al.,2005).Since the development of the first e-readiness tool 

several e-readiness tools have emerged through efforts of development agencies, research 

organizations, academia, business enterprises and individuals (M. Mutulaa and van Brakel,2006). 

Some of the organizations that have been on the forefront in developing e-readiness assessment 

tools include but are not limited to: McConnell International (MI), a global technology policy and 

management consulting firm (with its Ready?Net.Go tool), the Centre for International 

Development at Harvard University(with its Network Readiness Index tool), the Economist 

Intelligent Unit (with its E-readiness Rankings), And the Mosaic Group (with the Framework for 

Assessing the Diffusion of the Internet) (Rizk, 2004).  

The Centre for International Development at Harvard through its macro Readiness for the 

Networked World tool defines e-readiness in relation to a society that has: the necessary physical 
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infrastructure (high bandwidth, reliability, and affordable prices); integrated ICTs throughout 

business, communities, and government and universal access (CID, 2001). Likewise, MI tool 

defines e-readiness in relation to a country that  has extensive usage of computers in schools, 

businesses, government, homes; affordable reliable access in a competitive market; free trade; 

skilled workforces and training in schools; a culture of creativity; government-business 

partnerships; transparency and stability in government and an evenly enforced legal system; 

secure networks and personal privacy; regulations allowing digital signatures and encryption; 

consumers’ trust in e-commerce security and privacy; more trained workers; lower training costs; 

less restrictive public policy; new business practices adapted to information age, and lower costs 

for e-commerce technology (MI, 2001). Despite the variations in the definitions of e-readiness by 

different tools, they on average, measure the level of infrastructure development; connectivity; 

Internet access; applications and services; network speed; quality of network access; ICT policy; 

ICT training programs; human resources; computer literacy; and relevant content. By and large 

information access tends to be subsumed under ICTs and consequently gets crossly under-valued( 

M.Mutulaa and Brakel,2006).The extant macro e-readiness tools measure the phenomenon using 

largely quantitative approaches that assign to countries numerical scores depending on how well 

they have performed on specific components of e-readiness measures(M.Mutulaa and 

Brakel,2006).A weighted average is calculated based on the relative importance accorded to these 

components to determine the level of e-readiness of countries (Rizk, 2004).  

2.2.1. Importance of e-readiness assessments 

There are various reasons why there is increased impetus among countries in assessing 

their e-readiness statuses (Mutulaa and Brakel, 2006) .The concept of e-readiness is important 

because its level can be a strong predictor of how well a country can perform in the new 

economy. An e-readiness assessment would provide policy makers with a detailed scorecard of 

their economy’s competitiveness relative to its international counterparts (X.Bui et al., 2003).By 

and large, countries are striving to become inclusive global information societies where all 

persons without distinction are empowered to create, receive, share and utilize information for 

their economic, social, cultural and political development (Consulting and Audit Canada, 2004, p. 

1). Moreover, in the current Internet age, competitiveness of countries is being increasingly 

associated with their level of e-readiness (Economist Intelligence Unit and IBM Corporation, 

2004, p. 26). Countries with high level of e-readiness can use the Internet to improve services and 

create new opportunities and have a competitive edge over those whose levels of e-readiness are 
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low. For example, countries such as Denmark, United Kingdom, Sweden, Norway, Finland and 

the United States that are ranked top in e-readiness have also competitive business environments 

(EIU and IBM Corporation, 2004, p. 26).The Economist Intelligence Unit Limited (2003) pointed 

out that globally, information and communication technologies (ICTs) had changed the nature of 

global relationships, sources of competitive advantage and opportunities for economic and social 

development. Other changes that have been brought about by ICTs are in the way businesses now 

interact with key stakeholders such as suppliers, customers, employees and investors(M.Mutulaa 

and van Brakel,2006).Increasingly now than before, success in the information age is dependent 

largely upon the widespread integration of ICTs into the society at large(M.Mutulaa and van 

Brakel,2006).Technologies such as the Internet, PCs and wireless telephone have turned the globe 

into an increasingly interconnected network of individuals and firms communicating and 

interacting with each other through a variety of channels (M.Mutulaa and van Brakel,2006).As 

the Internet continues to pervade all aspects of the social fabric of countries, large private and 

small enterprises alike and public sector organizations were increasingly changing their business 

models to take advantage of the information highway (M.Mutulaa and van Brakel,2006). 

Furthermore, high level of e-readiness allows enterprises to transact business 

electronically in order to achieve less turn-around time, faster delivery of services, enhanced 

product selection, international competitiveness, a broader market reach, increased convenience 

for customers, reduced procurements costs, decreased average transaction costs, efficient 

purchasing processes, enhanced profitability, faster and limitless access to new customers and 

suppliers, increased depth of communication, exchange of information, and enhanced open 

standards allowing start-ups of small companies (M.Mutulaa and van Brakel,2006). 

High level of e-readiness can make available quality information to individuals, reduce 

the digital divide between firms and the outside world, creates new business opportunities, 

maintains interconnectivity across nations and overcome virtual and physical isolation. The 

Commission of the European Communities (2002, p. 8) noted that e-readiness of enterprises 

ensured anytime, anywhere access to information, thus contributing to effectiveness. E-readiness 

assessments are also useful in understanding and identifying the most key and relevant ICT based 

development opportunities (M.Mutulaa and van Brakel, 2006).For example, to put ICT to 

effective use, a country must be ‘e-ready’ in terms of infrastructure, the accessibility of ICT to the 

population at large and the effect of the legal and regulatory framework on ICT use, 

benchmarking progress, collaborations, determining vision, strategy, and priorities (Docktor, 
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2002). An e-readiness assessment should lead to the development of a strategy and the 

preparation of an action plan that would address the opportunities and constraints identified in 

order to further the objectives of a country in the area of ICTs. Furthermore, e-readiness 

assessment enables governments to set measure and achieve realistic goals for an information 

society, information-based economy, or e-government. It is important to develop and conduct an 

e-readiness assessment so that the results can be leveraged to catalyze action, improve global 

competitiveness, and use limited resources wisely (M. Mutulaa and van Brakel, 2006).In addition 

a well-conceived assessment will map a country’s regional and global position, improve 

competitive strengths and promote those areas where a country has an advantage over others.  

Understanding other countries’ e-readiness strengths and weaknesses can also help a 

country to leapfrog technologies and policy decisions to position itself ahead of its neighbors. 

Moreover, e-readiness assessments can help Stakeholders make difficult decisions on how to use 

scarce resources and how to turn existing strengths into new revenues. E-readiness assessments 

can also reveal which bottlenecks are worth the investment of time and money to be removed, and 

which can be worked around. Using a globally recognized e-readiness assessment methodology 

can be helpful in securing the necessary funding to develop an e-strategy and implement 

eprograms (M. Mutulaa and van Brakel, 2006).The SADC E-readiness Task Force (2002, p. 12) 

noted that the value of e-readiness assessments was based on the theory that countries with 

pervasive information infrastructures that used ICT applications possessed advantages for 

sustained economic growth and social development. Ramsay et al.(2003, p. 251) have noted that 

top performing organizations made use of ICTs especially  the Internet and the World Wide Web. 

Ramsay et al. (2003, p. 253) further pointed out that adoption and implementation of new 

technologies such as the Internet was essential to the survival and growth of the economy in 

general and the small business sector in particular.  

The results of e-readiness rankings of countries have regularly been published annually 

by some agencies. For example, the Economist Intelligence Unit publishes annually a 

comprehensive ranking of countries on the basis of their measured e-readiness. The ranking 

categorizes countries on the basis of their overall e-readiness as calculated across such 

dimensions as connectivity, business environment, consumer and business adoption, legal and 

regulatory environment, supporting services, and social and cultural infrastructure (M.Mutulaa 

and Brakel, 2006).The consequence of the calculations is the classification of the world’s largest 

economies on the basis of their perceived adopter category. For example, ‘leaders or innovators’ 
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are countries with most of the elements of e-readiness in place. On the other hand, ‘contenders’ 

are countries that have both a satisfactory infrastructure and business environment but are lacking 

in some other areas. Furthermore, ‘followers’ are countries that lack the sophistication of the 

leader and contender but have seen the importance of the Internet and are moving towards 

establishing the necessary Infrastructure to support it. Finally, ‘laggards’ are countries that are at 

risk of being left behind. They have serious obstacles in terms of infrastructure and lack support 

to take advantage of the opportunities that the information economy can engender (Economist 

Intelligence Unit Limited, 2001). 

Reading the definition of e-readiness, we could not answer that which definition for e-

readiness is precise and is beyond the scope of this research, but a few thoughts are outlined here 

to aid such a discussion. First and foremost, it should be noted that all assessment tools have an 

underlying standard of e-readiness (Bridges.org, 2001). This standard will necessarily shape the 

results of the tool; i.e. there is no objective test of e-readiness. This standard may or may not fit 

the prospective user's personal views .No standard definition for e-readiness is perfect. WITSA's 

method of asking participants for their subjective opinions, and generating a plan of action from 

them seems problematic to use for e-readiness recommendations.  

The other models simply state what factors are necessary for e-readiness, but do not 

provide a detailed rationale. It seems likely that the bias of these models came from their authors’ 

individual experiences and knowledge of "best practices" in their field. In sharp contrast, 

Crenshaw and Robinson's model, as well as many of the competitive / benchmarking reports 

(EIU, NRI, KAM etc), rely purely on a statistical analysis(Bridges.org,2001).  While the 

statistical analysis superficially appears to get beyond subjective standards of e-readiness, 

decisions of what to measure and subject to analysis cannot be scientifically objective. 

Additionally, a cross-national statistical analysis is invalid if the unique circumstances of 

individual countries are more important than generic measurements. In that case, a country-

specific tool such as Mosaic or McConnell, or case studies would be better suited. At the 

international level, there is a growing need for a process whereby governments and international 

decision-makers can monitor countries’ progress on a regular and consistent basis. A number of 

such reports are now produced on an annual basis. Whilst these reports are valuable tools for 

developed world economists, bankers and government officials, they are of less use to developing 

countries, which can only aspire to be included in these comparisons. However, they do provide a 

recognized benchmark against which progress can be measured annually, and provide useful 
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strategy examples for developing countries to consider, especially when there are specific country 

and regional reports. Some of these reports (notably Orbicom’s report, Monitoring the Digital 

Divide…and beyond) reflect some convergence between indicators that link ICT and societal 

factors (Bridges.org, 2001). 

2.2.2. Classification of E-Readiness Assessment Tools 

Largely, all the e-readiness tools measure the e-readiness phenomena at national level 

across key sectors of the economy and in general each of the tools uses a different definition of e-

readiness and techniques of its measurement (Bridges.org, 2001).These studies have 

predominantly been focused on global tools for measuring the ‘digital divide’ between rich and 

poor countries(Machado, 2007).Diverted from global perspectives, a second wave of e-readiness 

studies has been introduced to specific ICT-related areas. Thus, in the context of electronic 

banking, e-readiness is conceived as the function of the ability to pursue value creation 

opportunities (Choucri et al., 2003); in the property world, to achieve e-readiness, five actions 

need to be taken. These are actions in the fields of innovation, flexibility and service, 

connectivity, brand and location (Feenan & LaSalle, 2001); and within electronic trade (Özmen, 

2003), e-readiness is presented as a resource to be implemented in any enterprise. Docktor (2002) 

mentioning to these variations observed that the diversity of e-readiness definitions represented 

the multiple levels of ICT development and the exact definition of what constituted ‘e-readiness’ 

was still open for debate. Similarly, Agriculture and Food Canada (2001) points out that there are 

many degrees of e-readiness and each could include any one or more than one of the following 

activities: 

• using e-mail as the most preferred communication method; 
• using a website for internal and external communications; 
• selling goods and/or services using the internet; 
• making travel arrangements using online internet services; 
• finding and purchasing computer equipment and software, supplies and even services  through    

a company website; 
• Sending electronic invoices to customers and receiving electronic bills from suppliers; and       

electronically paying and receiving payments. 

The choice of e-readiness tool largely depends on the purpose and goals for which a 

particular assessment is meant to achieve. Most of Available tools except WTI is broken down 

into different categories to clarify how each is used. For example, three major categories are used 

which offer different underlying goals: those that seek to measure e-economy metrics, and those 
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that look at e-society indicators. E-Economy assessment tools look at the ability of ICTs to 

impact the economy, while e-Society assessment tools look at the potential impact of ICTs on the 

wider society (bridges.org, 2005). In the next section the e-readiness tools which focus on either 

e-society or e-economy will be investigated. 

2.2.3. E-Economy versus e-Society 

E-readiness assessment tools and models can be divided into two main categories: those 

that focus on basic infrastructure or a nation’s readiness for business or economic growth, and 

those that focus on the ability of the overall society to benefit from ICT. These two categories of 

tools which this research describes respectively as "e-Economy" and "e-Society” are not mutually 

Exclusive (Bridges.org, 2001). However, "e-Society" tools incorporate business growth and use 

of ICT as part of their larger analysis, and consider business growth necessary for society's e-

readiness. "e-economy" focused tools also include some factors of interest to the larger society, 

such as privacy and universal access .Another way to look at the e-readiness assessment models 

would be to consider them in terms of e-Society, e-Economy, and "e-Systems," where e-System 

models examine the underlying technology infrastructure that is a prerequisite for both E-

Economy (including ecommerce, ICT sector jobs, etc), and e-Society (use by the general 

population, etc)(Bridges.org,2001).The ITU’s World Telecommunication Indicators examines 

primarily infrastructure and the use thereof, and would thus fit into the "e-Systems" category. In 

this research this distribution will be used: These rough categorizations are as follows: 

E-Economy Tools 

• APEC's E-Commerce Assessment 
• McConnell International's E-Readiness Report 
• Mosaic's Global Diffusion of the Internet Framework 
• EIU’s e-business readiness rankings 
• WITSA E-Commerce Survey 
• United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) 

E-Society Tools 

• CSPP's E-Readiness Assessment Guide 
• CIDCM’s negotiating the Net Model 
• CID's E-Readiness Assessment Guide 
• World Bank’s Knowledge Assessment Methodology (KAM) 
• WEF’s Networked Readiness Index (NRI) 
• Orbicom’s report 
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E-System tool 

• WTI (The ITU’s World Telecommunication) 

This research describes the various tools that are Available and what they measure, to 

foster informed decisions about approaches to e-readiness assessment.  Almost For each 

assessment tool, this research answers the following questions: What is the goal of the tool? What 

is measured? What standard is used, or how is ‘e-readiness’ defined? How is the assessment 

carried out? What result is produced?  

2.2.4. E-readiness tools focus on E-Economy  

I.1. APEC’s E-Commerce Readiness Assessment 

The Asian Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) Electronic Commerce Steering Group 

developed this guide. It was published in 2000. The APEC E-Commerce Readiness Initiative is a 

partnership of the business community and APEC to enable member economies to participate 

competitively in e-commerce and to increase community prosperity from electronic trade (APEC  

,2000).Every economy, regardless of its level of development, presents a readiness profile on the 

global stage, composed of its national policies, level of technology integration, and regulatory 

practices. The Initiative provides a process whereby each economy can assess its own state of 

readiness for e-commerce and engage with the business community to set strategies to improve 

positioning for the digital economy (APEC, 2000). The Guide points to prescriptions for the 

changes that are necessary to improve the business environment. Readiness is the degree to which 

an economy or community is prepared to participate in the digital economy .Every economy, 

regardless of its level of development, presents a readiness profile on the global stage, composed 

of its national policies, level of technology integration, and regulatory practices. Readiness is 

assessed by determining the relative standing of the economy in the areas that are most critical for 

e-commerce participation. A country that is 'ready' for e-commerce has free trade, industry self-

regulation, ease of exports, and compliance with international standards and trade agreements, 

and focus on Promotion of free Trade, regionally and internationally (Bridges.org , 

2001).Readiness is assessed by determining the relative standing of the economy in the areas that 

are most critical for e-commerce participation (APEC, 2000). 
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I.1.1. APEC Indicators 

Six broad indicators of readiness for e-commerce are developed into a series of questions 

that provide direction as to desirable policies that will promote e-commerce and remove barriers 

to electronic trade (APEC, 2000).These Factors are: 

1. Basic infrastructure and technology (speed, pricing, access, market competition, industry   
    standards, foreign investment). 
1. Access to necessary services (bandwidth, industry diversity, export controls, credit card  

regulation)  
3. Use of the Internet (Use in business, government, homes) 
4. Promotion and facilitation  
5. Skills and human resources (ICT education ,workforce) 
6. Positioning for the digital economy (Taxes and tariffs, industry self-regulation,government 
regulation, consumer trust) 
7. Consumer Confidence 

I.2.The Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) E-Readiness Ranking Tool 

The Economist Intelligence Unit is the business information arm of The Economist 

Group, publisher of The Economist Newspaper. The Economist Intelligence Unit has published 

an annual e-readiness ranking of the world’s largest economies since 2000 (EIU, 2006). The 

ranking evaluates the technological, economic, political and social assets of 69 countries through 

our global network of over 500 analysts; it continuously assesses and forecast political, economic 

and business conditions in more than 200 countries. As the world’s leading provider of country 

intelligence, it help executives make better business decisions by providing timely, reliable and 

impartial analysis on worldwide market trends and business strategies-readiness is the “state of 

play” of a country’s information and communications technology (ICT) infrastructure and the 

ability of its consumers, businesses and governments to use ICT to their benefit. When a country 

does more online or, as is increasingly the case, wirelessly the premise is that its economy can 

become a more transparent and efficient one. A country’s level of e-readiness more often than not 

mirrors its overall economic environment. Consistent economic development usually dictates a 

higher level of sustained investment in ICT infrastructure and the commitment to policy 

development (EIU, 2006).Now the EIU indictors will be defined briefly: 
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I.2.1.EIU Indicators  

Based on EIU(2007)The six categories (and their weights in the model) and their 

criteria are: 

1.Connectivity and technology infrastructure(Broadband penetration; broadband affordability; 
mobile-phone penetration; Internet penetration; PC penetration; Wi-Fi hotspot penetration; 
Internet security; electronic ID.  
2. Business environment(Overall political environment; macroeconomic environment; market 
opportunities; policy toward private enterprise; foreign investment policy; foreign trade and 
exchange regimes; tax regime; financing; labor market). 
3. Consumer and business adoption( Consumer spending on ICT per capita; level of e-business 
development; level of online commerce; availability of online public services for citizens and 
businesses. 
4. Legal environment (Effectiveness of traditional legal framework; laws covering the Internet; 
level of censorship; ease of registering a new business). 
5. Social and cultural environment (Level of education; level of Internet literacy; degree of 
entrepreneurship; technical skills of workforce; degree of innovation). 
6. Government policy and vision ( Government spend on ICT as a proportion of GDP; digital 
development strategy; e-government strategy; online procurement) (EIU, 2007). 

I.3.McConnell International Risk E-Business 

McConnell International prepared this report in collaboration with World Information 

Technology and Services Alliance (WITSA), and it was released in August 2000(bridges.org , 

2001).Some of the main purposes are listed here: to do ethical work of the highest quality at the 

intersection of business, technology, and governance; to share freely the first fruits of its labor; 

and to have its work validated and substantiated by its global, people-to-people networks founded 

on mutual trust(McConnell International,2001).The main and important one is To assess a 

national economy’s e-readiness, or “capacity to participate in the global digital economy" 

(bridges.org, 2001). An ‘e-ready’ country has extensive usage of computers in schools, 

businesses, government, and homes; affordable reliable access in a competitive market; free 

trade; skilled workforces and training in schools; a culture of creativity; government-business 

partnerships; transparency and stability in government and an evenly enforced legal system; 

secure networks and personal privacy; and regulations allowing digital signatures and encryption 

(bridges.org, 2001). World economic growth depends increasingly on information and 

communications Technologies (ICTs) and the abilities of countries and enterprises to collect , 

processes, and Use digital information(MI,2001). “E-Readiness” measures the capacity of nations 

to participate in the digital economy. E-Readiness is the source of national economic growth in 

the networked century and the Prerequisite for successful e-business. Neither countries nor 
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companies can prosper unless the basic building blocks are in place. For countries that have taken 

the basic steps, the pace of change makes complacency a constant danger(MI,2000).For each 

country and each category, the report performs a "dynamic evaluation of the relevance and 

accuracy of available quantitative data with an understanding of myriad cultural, institutional, and 

historical factors." These general ratings and their narratives can then be used as a starting point 

for further planning (Bridges.org, 2001). Countries are rated in the five categories listed above on 

a scale of one to three ('blue,' 'amber,'   'red'), in which blue indicates the majority of conditions 

are suitable to the conduct of e-business and e-government, amber indicates improvement needed 

in the conditions necessary to support e-business and e-government and red indicates substantial 

improvement needed in the conditions necessary to support e-business and e-government (MI, 

2000),and extensive analysis and recommendations are given. 

I.3.1. MCCONNEL Indicators 

According to MI (2000), McConnell measures five dimensions which are listed below: 

1. Connectivity: Connectivity directs the overall availability and reliability of these infrastructures. 

Key elements include: 

 Availability of wire line and wireless communication services, community access Centers (free 
and paid), and networked computers in businesses, schools, and homes. 
 Affordability and reliability of network access, including the cost of service, downtime, and the 
prevalence of sharing access among individuals. 
 Underlying infrastructure, including the reliability of electrical supply for business, critical 
computer operations, and the ease of importing and exporting goods and of Transporting 
them within a country 

2. E-Leadership: E-Leadership addresses the scope and nature of government and industry efforts 

to promote the networked world within a country and to promote the country as a regional or 

global center in the networked world 

3. Information Security: A vital aspect of E-Readiness is the level of information security that an 

emerging market can assure. At base the question is one of trust. Obsolete laws or weak 

enforcement to protect the creation, maintenance, and dissemination of information make an 

inhospitable environment in which to conduct e-business. 

4. Human Capital: Beyond a cadre of skilled partners, e-business needs a population that is able to 

use the network and is interested in it. Key elements include: 
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 Quality of and participation levels in the education system, with an emphasis on efforts to 
create and support a knowledge-based society. 
 Culture of local creativity and information sharing within the society. 

 Skills and efficiency of the workforce. 

5. E-Business Climate: E-businesses operate in a complex context of regulatory policies and 

institutional Arrangements that set and enforce the rules of private action in a competitive 

marketplace. Where policies and practices favor e-business, returns on investment will be higher. 

Key elements include: 

 Existence of effective competition among communication and information services Providers. 
 Rule of law, and general business risk (political stability, financial soundness). 
 Openness to financial and personal participation by foreign investors in ICT Businesses. 
 Ability of the financial system to support electronic business transactions Transparency  
  Predictability of regulatory implementation, openness of Government, 

I.4.Mosaic’s Global Diffusion of the Internet Project 

The Mosaic Group traces its origins to Princeton University, where Professor Seymour E. 

Goodman began studying the Soviet Union’s efforts to produce and employ computers in 1977. 

In 1981, Professor Goodman and a core group moved to the University of Arizona. By 1995, the 

Mosaic Group had expanded beyond the university to include a broad range of analysts 

throughout the country (Mosaic.unomaha.edu,1998).The scope of research in international 

technology development has correspondingly expanded both geographically and topically. The 

Mosaic Group applies a combination of foreign-area studies and technology assessment to the 

study of international developments in the information technologies. Since 1977, members of the 

group have visited or studied almost more than 90 countries (Mosaic.unomaha.edu,1998).The 

Global Diffusion of the Internet (GDI) Project is a multi-year project undertaken by The Mosaic 

Group to measure and analyze the growth of the Internet throughout the world.   The research 

approach uses the nation-state as the unit of analysis and includes the development of an analytic 

framework for capturing the state of the Internet with a country at a particular point in time the 

tool’s goal is “To measure and analyze the growth of the Internet throughout the world 

(Mosaic.unomaha.edu, 1998).The framework does not describe an ‘e-ready’ society per se, but 

the reasons behind and readiness for growth of Internet infrastructure and usage (which are, by 

most accounts, requirements of an e-ready society). The GDI uses a combination of statistics, 

narrative description and comparison to explain the growth of the countries' Internet, focusing on 

the six Internet statistics described above (Bridges.org, 2001) . 
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I.4.1. Mosaic Indicators 

Mosaic (1998) measures six dimensions which are involve: 

1. Pervasiveness  
2. Geographic dispersion  
3. Sectoral absorption(Academic: primary and secondary schools, universities,b. Commercial: 
businesses with more than 100 Employees,c. Health: hospitals and clinics d. Public: top and 
second tier government entities) 
4. Connectivity infrastructure(domestic backbone, international links, Internet Exchanges, Home 
access)  
5. Organizational infrastructure 
6: sophistication of use 

I.5.WITSA’s International Survey of E-Commerce 

WITSA is a consortium of 38 information technology (IT) industry associations from 

economies around the world. Founded in 1978 and originally known as the World Computing 

Services Industry Association, WITSA has increasingly assumed an active advocacy role in 

international public policy issues affecting the creation of a robust global information 

infrastructure (witsa.org, 2000).As the global voice of the IT industry, WITSA is dedicated to 

advocating policies that advance the industry's growth and development; facilitating international 

trade and investment in IT products and services. WITSA is also dedicated to strengthening its 

national industry associations through the sharing of knowledge, experience, and critical 

information (witsa.org, 2000). The association provides members with a vast network of contacts 

in nearly every geographic region of the world and hosts the World Congress on IT, the only 

industry sponsored global IT event (witsa.org, 2000).“An ‘e-ready’ country requires consumer 

trust in ecommerce security and privacy; better security technology; more trained workers and 

lower training costs; less restrictive public policy; new business practices adapted to the 

information age; and lower costs for e-commerce technology” (Witsa,2000). 

I.5.1.WITSA Indicators 

There are many factors that may influence the rate of growth in different parts of the 

world. WITSA members were each asked to identify issues that they regard as the most 

significant influences on the growth of electronic commerce in their region (Witsa.org,2000).The 

survey focused on the direct experiences of companies with ecommerce and their subjective 
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views of what is needed to promote e-commerce. The questions cover a range of issues, 

including: barriers to technology industry, role of consumer trust, problems with e-commerce 

technology, internal business practices that support e-commerce, workforce problems, taxes, 

public policy issues, and resistance from consumers (Witsa.org, 2000).According to WITSA 

international survey of e-commerce (2000), its indicators are listed below: 

I.5.1.1.Trust 
I.5.1.2.Understanding 
I.5.1.3.Skills 
I.5.1.4.Existing business processes 
I.5.1.5.Public Policy  
I.5.1.6.Costs 
I.5.1.7.Insufficient Corporate Budget,I.5.1.8.Technology Limitations 

I.6.United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 

In the early 1960s, growing concerns about the place of developing countries in 

international trade led many of these countries to call for the convening of a full-fledged 

conference specifically devoted to tackling these problems and identifying appropriate 

international actions (UNCTAD.org, 2002).The first United Nations Conference on Trade and 

Development was held in Geneva in 1964. Given the magnitude of the problems at stake and the 

need to address them, the conference was institutionalized to meet every four years, with 

intergovernmental bodies meeting between sessions and a permanent secretariat providing the 

necessary substantive and logistical support (UNCTAD.org, 2002).Simultaneously, the 

developing countries established the Group of 77 to voice their concerns. (Today, the G77 has 

131 members.).Currently, UNCTAD has 191 member States and is headquartered in Geneva, 

Switzerland. UNCTAD has 400 staff members and an annual regular budget of approximately 

US$50 million and US$25 million of extra budgetary technical assistance funds. UNCTAD tries 

to develop ICT development, by this goal it tried to define e-readiness via defining ICT.The ICT 

Diffusion index was calculated for 1999, 2000 and 2001 across 166-200 countries.  

I.6.1.UNCTAD Indicators 

It develops a conceptual framework for and selects key indicators measuring ICT 

development, with a specific focus on information and communication technologies (ICTs) as 

pervasive technologies of global impact, wide application and growing potential. Also, it 

benchmarks levels of existing infrastructure connectivity, as well as measures of future potential 
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and important determinants affecting countries' abilities to absorb, adopt and make use of these 

rapidly evolving technologies (UNCTAD, 2003).Like the other tools UNCTAD has some 

indicators, which are to some extent like the other e-economy tools, that According to 

UNCTAD(2003) will be listed below: 

• 1.Connectivity (Internet hosts per capita, PCs per capita ,Telephone mainlines, Mobile 

subscribers per capita) 

• 2.Access (Number of Internet users, Literacy, Cost of a local call, GDP per capita) 

• 3.Policy (Presence of Internet exchanges, Competition in the local loop/domestic long distance, 

Competition in the ISP market) 

• Usage (International incoming telecom traffic, International outgoing telecom traffic) 

II. E-readiness tools focus on E-Economy 

II.1.CSPP’s Readiness Guide for Living in the Networked World 

The Computer Systems Policy Project (CSPP) developed this guide. It was published in 

1998. CSPP is a "public policy advocacy group...comprised of the Chairman and Chief Executive 

Officers" of US information technology companies(Computer Systems Policy Projects, 

1998).This self-assessment tool is designed to help individuals and communities determine how 

prepared they are to participate in the "Networked World" (Bridges.org, 2001).This self-

assessment tool is designed to help you and your community determine how prepared you are to 

participate in the Networked World (CSPP, 1998).It facilitates the first step of understanding 

where you are and provides a vision of where you need to be to reap the benefits of being 

connected in a Networked World. Most importantly, it prepares you to take actions that will 

enable your community( government, businesses, schools, community groups, and citizens) to 

benefit  from being as connected as possible(CSPP,1998).An ‘e-ready’ community has high-

speed access in a competitive market; with constant access and application of ICTs in schools, 

government offices, businesses, healthcare facilities and homes; user privacy and online security; 

and government policies which are "favorable to promoting connectedness and use of the 

Network" (Bridges.org, 2001).The assessment produces a rating that indicates which of four 

progressive stages of development the community is at for each of the five categories listed 

above."An overall 'score' for the community can be estimated by simply averaging the scores 

across the criteria. The CSPP Readiness Guide provides a series of 23 questions, for community 
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members to ask about the community itself. For each question, the users choose from a set of 

answers, which represent four progressive "stages" of development. The 23 questions are divided 

into the five categories listed below (Bridges.org, 2001). 

II.1.1.CSPP Indicators  

The guide measures the prevalence and integration of ICTs in    homes, schools, 

businesses, health care facilities, and government offices, with additional focus on competition 

among access providers, speed of access, and government policy (CSPP,1998) .Measurements are 

divided into five categories  which are involved:  

 
• infrastructure  
• Network Place(access)  
• Networked Applications and Services 
• Networked Economy  
• Networked World Enablers  

II.2.CIDCM’s negotiating the Net Model  

The Leland Initiative Telematics for Africa project at the Center for International 

Development and Conflict Management (CIDCM) at the University of Maryland published case 

studies and a book on it in 2001(bridges.org,2001).To help advance the diffusion of ICTs in 

developing countries, especially Africa, by helping decision-makers improve the processes of 

negotiation through which ICTs are diffused by governments, NGOs and the private sector.An 'e-

ready' society has an ISP market that has passed through three phases of development: 

 (1) Pre-commercial (access limited to a pioneer community),  
 (2) Commercial (access is sold to consumers),  
 (3) Competitive (the ISP market has multiple competing actors). 

 
The negotiations between actors should be transparent, conclusive, speedy and inclusive of the 

major players in public, private and NGO sectors. The assessment is conducted through 

interviews with key actors in the relevant institutions and draws upon a range of background 

statistics and information as outlined above (Bridges.org, 2001).  
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II.2.1.CIDCM’s Indicators 

The framework measures four categories of information for each country: 

• Background and history : structural context (economy, education levels, existing infrastructure), 
political structure and culture ( type of government, policy making style), cultural norms 
(religion, etc). 
• Key players in Internet development – responsibilities and objectives of relevant players in 
government, local and foreign businesses, universities, NGOs, international financial institutions, 
research groups.  
• Internet development and ICT policy over time – access, regulation, competition. 
• Negotiations between players in developing the country's Internet - each aspect of Internet 
development and ICT policy is categorized into one of four stages (pre- commercial, commercial, 
competitive, and consolidated) (Bridges.org,2001). 

II.3.CID’s Readiness for the Networked World  

The Center for International Development at Harvard University developed this guide. It 

was published in 2000, to develop a better Understanding of technology’s pivotal role in 

Economic development(Bridges.org,2001).To presents the Networked Readiness Index (NRI), a 

major international assessment of countries’ capacity to exploit the opportunities offered by ICTs, 

and the first global framework to map out factors that contribute to this 

capacity(Kirkman,2001).CID short-term aim is for the information presented in the NRI to 

enhance business leaders’ and public policymakers’ understanding of the factors contributing to 

ICT advancement, so that business practice and public policy can be shaped in the most informed 

manner possible. In the longer term, we hope this information will help extend the benefits of a 

Networked World to a greater number of people, organizations, and communities worldwide 

(Kirkman et al.,2002). An ‘e-ready’ society is one that has the necessary physical infrastructure 

(high bandwidth, reliability, and affordable prices); integrated current ICTs throughout businesses 

(e-commerce, local ICT sector), communities (local content, many organizations online, ICTs 

used in everyday life, ICTs taught in schools), and the government (e-government); strong 

telecommunications competition; independent regulation with a commitment to universal access; 

and no limits on trade or foreign investment (Kirkman et al. ,2002).The Network Use component 

index is defined as a straightforward measure of the extent of ICT proliferation in a specific 

country. The Enabling Factors component index is constructed to reflect the preconditions for 

high quality Network Use as well as the potential for future Network proliferation and use in a 

country.  
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II.3.1.CID Indicators  

According to Kirkman et al. (2002) the four subindexes that make up Enabling Factors 

with constituent micro-indexes in parentheses are listed here: 

• Network Access(Information Infrastructure and Hardware, Software, support) 
• Network Policy(ICT Policy, Business and Economic Environment)  
• Networked Society(Networked Learning, ICT Opportunities, Social Capital) 
• Networked Economy(e-Commerce, e-Government, General  Infrastructure) 

II.4) World Bank’s Knowledge Assessment Methodology 

In 1999, the Knowledge for Development Program of the World Bank Institute developed 

the Knowledge Assessment Methodology (KAM) with the objective of helping country clients 

make the transition to the knowledge economy. In order to facilitate countries trying to make the 

transition to the knowledge economy, the Knowledge Assessment Methodology (KAM) was 

developed. It is designed to provide a basic assessment of countries’ readiness for the knowledge 

economy, and identifies sectors or specific areas where policymakers may need to focus more 

attention or future investments (Chen et al., 2005). The KAM is currently being widely used both 

internally and externally to the World Bank, and frequently facilitates engagements and policy 

discussions with government officials from client countries. We have to differentiate between KI 

and KEI: The KAM also allows deriving country’s overall Knowledge Economy Index (KEI) and 

Knowledge Index KI).The KAM Knowledge Index (KI) measures a country's ability to generate, 

adopt and diffuse knowledge. This is an indication of overall potential of knowledge development 

in a given country. Methodologically, the KI is the simple average of the performance scores of a 

country or region on the key variables in three Knowledge Economy pillars which are: education 

and human resources, the innovation system and information and communication technology 

(ICT). The Knowledge Economy Index (KEI) takes into account whether the environment is 

useful for knowledge to be used effectively for economic development. It is an aggregate index 

that represents the overall level of development of a country or region towards the Knowledge 

Economy. The KEI is calculated based on the average of the performance scores of a country or 

region on all four pillars related to the knowledge economy - economic incentive and institutional 

regime, education and human resources, the innovation system and ICT. 
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II.4.1.KAM Indicators 

The KAM consists of more than 80 structural and qualitative variables to measure 

countries' performance on the four Knowledge Economy (KE) pillars, these pillars are involved: 

a) The Economic Incentive and Institutional Regime(Tariff & Nontariff Barriers ,Regulatory     
    Quality, Rule of Law) 
b) Education and Human Resources (Adult Literacy Rate, Secondary Enrollment, Tertiary 
Enrollment) 
c) The Innovation System (Researchers in R&D, Patent Applications Granted by the US Patent 
and Trademark Office, Scientific and Technical Journal Articles) 
d) Information and Communication Technology (Telephones per 1,000 people, Computers per 
1,000 people,Internet Users per 10,000 people )(KAM,2004) 

II.5.Orbicom’s Monitoring the Digital Divide.and beyond 

Jointly created in 1994 by UNESCO and Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM), 

Orbicom, the Network of UNESCO Chairs in Communications, embodies 25 Chairs and over 300 

associate members in 71 countries with representation from communications research, ICT for 

development, journalism, multi-media, public relations, communications law, and more. Orbicom 

currently comprises Chairs from Australia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Colombia, Ivory Coast, 

Denmark, France, Germany, Hungary, Japan, Kazakhstan, Lithuania, Mexico, Morocco, South 

Africa (2), Philippines, Russia, Spain (2), United Kingdom, United States, Uruguay, Chile and 

Peru together with 246 associate members. Each of these Chairs includes communications leaders 

from the private and public sectors. The international collaboration of academics, corporate 

decision makers, policy consultants, and media specialists makes Orbicom a unique network and 

constitutes a truly multidisciplinary approach to the promotion of communications. development. 

Since 1996, Orbicom has general consultative status with the Economic and Social Council of the 

United Nations(orbicom.ca,2007).Our society is increasingly reliant upon information. As well, 

knowledge-based industries demand innovative ways of exchanging information, technology and 

expertise(orbicom.ca,2007). We require new models for sharing what we know. Set up to address 

these needs,Orbicom is an international network that links communications leaders from 

academic, media, corporate and government circles with a view to providing for the exchange of 

information and the development of shared projects(orbicom.ca,2007).The emphasis on 

developing countries is an important shift in focus for such "ranking reports", and results in a 

resource that is useful in assessing a country’s comparative performance, relative strengths and 

weaknesses and, at a more detailed level, linking the changes to specific initiatives and policies. 
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The measurements are explicit both across countries at a given point in time and within countries 

over time, in such a way that comparisons are not reduced to changing rankings from year to 

year(Bridges.org,2005). 

II.5.1.Orbicom Indicators 

As suggested by the title of their study, Orbicom’s research breaks new ground in the 

realm of global ICT ranking reports by considering the issues from a "digital divide" perspective 

as opposed to e-readiness as it is traditionally understood. The approach’s innovation lies in its 

inclusion of existing education data and thereby going beyond the usual indicators of ICT use and 

access (bridges.org,2005).The nature of ICTs is dual; they are both productive assets, as well as 

consumables. In that setting, the framework developed the notions of a country’s Info density and 

Info-use. Infodensity refers to the slice of a country’s overall capital and labour stocks, which are 

ICT capital and ICT labor stocks and indicative of productive capacity, while info-use refers to 

the consumption flows of ICTs. Technically, it is possible to aggregate the two and arrive at the 

degree of a country’s .ICT-ization.,or Infostate. The Digital Divide is then defined as the relative 

difference in info states among countries. Divides of course can be identified for each constituent 

component(Orbicom,2003).Thus, 

Infodensity  

• Networks(main telephone lines per 100 inhabitants, waiting lines/,digital lines ,cell phones    
  per 100 inhabitants ,cable TV subscription per 100 households,…) 
• Skills(adult literacy rates,gross enrollment ratios,primary education,…) 
 

Info-use  

• Uptake(TV equipped households per 100 households,Residential phone lines per 100,…) 

• Intensity(Broadband users/Internet users,International outgoing/ingoing telephone traffic)  
 

Infostate = aggregation of infodensity and info-use 

II.6. Networked Readiness Index (NRI)  

The NRI is prepared by the World Economic Forum (WEF), INSEAD and infoDev 

(Kirkman et al., 2002), and was refined further in 2002–2003 (Dutta et al., 2003) to  provide not 

only a model for evaluating a country’s relative development and use of ICT, but also allow for a 

better understanding of a nation’s strengths and weaknesses with respect to ICT,And   provides a 
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relative benchmark of the overall success of a country in participating in and benefiting from ICT. 

(Dutta et al., 2004),Also it  provides a relative benchmark of the overall success of a country in 

participating in and benefiting from ICT(Dutta et al.,2004)The Networked Readiness Index (NRI) 

is defined as a nation’s or community’s degree of preparation to participate in and benefit from 

information and communication technology (ICT) developments(Bridges.org,2005). 

II.6.1.NRI indicators 

According to (Dutta et al., 2003) the index is a composite of three components: 

• Environment(Individual environment,Political/Regulatory environment , Infrastructure  
  environment) 
• Individual Readiness(individual readiness,business readiness,government readiness) 
• Usage(individual usage,business usage,government usage) 

III. E-System Tool 

E-System models examine the underlying technology infrastructure that is a prerequisite 

for both E-Economy (including ecommerce, ICT sector jobs, etc), and e-Society (use by the 

general population) (Bridges.org,2001) . 

III.1. ITU World Telecommunication/ICT Indicators (WTI) 

ITU is based in Geneva, Switzerland, and its membership includes 191 Member States 

and more than 700 Sector Members and Associates (itu.int, 2007).ITU is the leading United 

Nations agency for information and communication technologies. As the global focal point for 

governments and the private sector, ITU's role in helping the world communicate spans 3 core 

sectors: radio communication, standardization and development. ITU also organizes Telecom 

events and was the lead organizing agency of the World Summit on the Information Society 

(itu.int,2007).The 2007 ICT-Opportunity Index, which is the result of the merger of the ITU’s 

Digital Access Index (DAI) and Orbicom’s Monitoring the Digital Divide/ conceptual framework 

has been modified since it was last published in 2005 (itu.int,2007).The ITU’s World 

Telecommunication Indicators examines primarily infrastructure and the use thereof, and would 

thus fit into the "e-Systems" category. 
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III.2.ITU indicators 

Ten variables, covering four areas provide overall county scores. These four areas are 

composed of the following indicators:  

• Network index(Fixed telephone lines per 100 inhabitants, Mobile cellular subscribers per 
100  International internet bandwidth ) 

• Skills index(Adult literacy rate,Gross school enrolment rates) 
• Uptake index(Computers per 100 inhabitants,Internet users per 100 inhabitants and 

proportion  of households with a TV) 
• Intensity index(Total broadband internet subscribers per 100 inhabitants,International 

outgoing telephone traffic (minutes) per capita. (ITU,2007) 

2.2.5. The differences and Resemblance among perspectives of                                    
e-readiness tools 

Realizing the importance of e-readiness measurement and its implications for Economic 

planning, many governmental and world organizations have created Instruments either in the 

form of self-assessment tools or surveys. The most prominent of These institutions are the World 

Bank, McConnell, APEC, MOSAIC, and CSPP (X.Bui et al., 2003).Even though they set out to 

measure, presumably, the same E-readiness element, they share little commonality in terms of the 

standards they use. For example, APEC and CID factor only macro-economic factors and digital 

infrastructure in estimating e-readiness whereas MOSAIC includes ‘knowledgeable citizens’ as 

an ereadiness Measure. CSPP has the same number of factors as MOSAIC, namely three, but 

They only share one common factor, ‘macro-economy’, with CSPP using two new factors Called 

‘competitiveness and access to skilled workforce’(X. Bui et al.,2003)McConnell uses six factors 

in estimating e-readiness, doubling the number used by CSPP, and tripling those of APEC and 

CID .The World Bank and EIU propose the largest inventory of factors, namely seven, used as an 

instrument in Evaluating e-readiness but they are not the same; World Bank uses a factor called 

‘Culture’ and EIU uses a factor called ‘cost of living and pricing’, each of which is not Shared by 

the other organization (X.Bui et al., 2003).Even when the same factor is used by two evaluation 

instruments, its measurement differs using a different set of metrics. An example is how APEC 

and MOSAIC measure ‘Macro-economy’, APEC uses two criteria, namely ‘regulatory 

framework’ and ‘tariff and Non-tariff barriers’; MOSAIC, on the other hand, uses only a single 

criterion,i.e.,‘local competition’ to measure this factor (X.Bui et al. ,2003). 
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The tools discussed here use four main methods to assess countries' e-readiness: 

(1) Questionnaires ask a set of direct questions about information technology and policy in a 

country, and the same set of questions is asked for any given country. 

(2) Statistical methods mathematically analyze prior data on the country to test for Relationships 

between the individual factors, for example, by looking for a casual relationship between Internet 

access and political democracy. 

(3) Best practices use experience learned in other countries or direct comparison with other, 

similar, countries. 

(4) Historical analyses of the unique political, economic and social events in the country use these 

unique events to explain or forecast information technology in the country (Bridges.org,2001). 

The categorization of tools based on assessment method are illustrated in table 2.1 below  
Table 2.1. Table of Assessment methodology 

Tools Questioners Statistics Best Practices Historical Analysis 

CSPP Y Y   
CID Y Y   

APEC Y Y   
WITSA Y Y   

MCCONNEL  Y Y Y 
CIDCM  Y Y Y 

MOSAIC Y Y Y Y 
EIU  Y   

KAM  Y   
NRI Y Y   
WTI Y Y   

Orbicom  Y   
**Unctad * Y * * 

   * Varies, depending on the report, **Also UNCTAD  was not in the list but is added to the list  
Source : bridges.org,2001 

To make a comparison between different tools bridges (2001)made a table which is shown in 

table 2.2 below .It is used  to find the strengths and weaknesses of that each e-readiness tool and 

so it helps users to choose the best tool for any dimensions of e-readiness. In table 2.2, bridges 

scored each tool in which 1 show that it has not done much work in special criteria of e-readiness, 

and also 3 describes that it focuses on the special dimension of e-readiness tool. Likewise, two 

shows it works on special criteria but is not enough and need many works to do.  
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Table2.2. E-Readiness Assessment Tools Comparison (Economy oriented approach) 

Source: (Bridges.org, 2005) 

Now we try to explain which indicator each tool emphasis on, and also explain which 

tool could be used as National confine and which ones on firms. 

 

Tools 

K
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C
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C
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PE
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G
D
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Technology 

Infrastructure 3 3 3 2 3 3 1 2 2 3 3 

Pricing 1 2 1 0 2 3 1 2 1 1 0 

Speed and Quality 1 2 3 2 2 3 0 2 1 2 3 

Other Technology Issues 2 3 3 0 3 3 0 1 2 2 2 

Econom
y 

Use within Businesses 0 3 3 1 2 2 2 0 1 1 0 

E-Commerce 0 3 3 1 2 3 3 1 0 1 0 
Market Competition / 

Privatization 1 3 1 2 0 3 1 2 2 3 0 

Export Trade, Foreign Investment 2 0 0 0 0 3 0 2 2 2 0 

Other Economic or Business 
Factors 3 3 1 0 0 3 3 1 2 2 1 

G
overnm

ent 

Policy Regulations 2 0 3 1 2 3 2 3 3 2 0 

E-Government 0 3 3 1 2 1 0 2 1 1 0 

Political Openness, Democracy 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 

Education 

Use in Schools 0 3 2 1 2 2 0 2 1 1 1 

Tech Training in Schools 2 3 2 1 2 2 0 2 1 1 0 

Availability of Trained workforce 3 3 3 1 0 2 3 2 1 1 2 

Social 

Use of ICT in Everyday life 1 3 3 1 2 2 0 2 1 2 2 

Utilization of Technology 
throughout Society 2 3 3 1 2 1 0 2 1 2 1 

Basic Literacy,Poverty,other 
Factors 3 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 

Locally relevant content 0 2 2 0 2 1 - 1 0 1 0 

Consumer Trust 0 2 3 1 1 0 3 0 1 1 0 

Unique Political, Business, Social 
History 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 3 0 
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i. APEC focuses most on all of the indicators of technology construct which infrastructure ،

pricing ،speed and quality are its indicators, and also all of the indicators of education construct, 

which are e-commerce market competition and export trade. Also, Availability of Trained 

workforce , which is an indicator of education construct , and policy regulations ,which is an 

indicator of  government construct ,are being emphasized  by APEC .but Political openness 

,which is an indicator of government, and consumer trust ,which is an indicator of social 

construct, are  being ignored by APEC .Most of APEC researches are done in different regions, 

and what it has done are to provide a general frame work that any economy or community can 

apply the purpose of APEC is not comparison between economies, but for analysis within 

them(APEC,2000).By seeing the APEC indicators, it can be noticed that APEC indicators can be 

implemented to use in firms or enterprises and also in a national confine. All of the indicators 

except position for the digital economy, which  taxes &  tariffs, government regulations are 

subcategories of it are supported and serviced and controlled by the government &international 

laws, can have a vital role in enterprises. 

ii. EIU focuses most on consumer and business adoption (weight: 25%) which is an indicator of    

economy construct, EIU assesses how prevalent e-business practices are in each economy. It also   

focuses on  consumer spending on ICT per caption ,public service, etc. The next important        

indicator is connectivity and infrastructure (weight: 20%).This criterion measures the extent to        

which individuals and   businesses can access mobile networks and the Internet, and their ability        

to access digital services through means such as digital identity cards.EIU publishes an annual e-

readiness ranking of the world largest economy and not for a special country or region and its  

report help executives make better business decisions. Seeing the EIU indicators, it can be seen 

EIU tool could be implemented by firms and all of the indicators except legal environment, which 

covers laws covering the internet& ease of registering a new business, and government policy 

which both implemented by government policies and not by special  firms could be implemented 

by firms. 

iii.MI focuses most on information security which is an indicator of government construct. A vital    

aspect of e-readiness is the level of information security that an emerging market can assure. The          

information security itself categorized to intellectual property, privacy, electronic signature. The           

next important one is human capitals, who are the right people available to support e-business           

and build a knowledge-based society. McConnell has done its researches either on a national           

confine   like Jordan or also globally, but most of the researches of McConnell are globally to          
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assess a national economy’s readiness or capacity to participate in the global digital economy.          

Investigating the McConnell indicators, it can be noticed that all of the indicators except e-           

leadership, which covers government policies and regulation, and implemented by government          

and not by specific organization could completely implemented by enterprises and also in a          

national confine 

iv. Mosaic focuses most on infrastructure, which is an indicator of technology construct and it         

can be divided to two subgroups: connectivity and organizational infrastructure, and also market       

competition which is an indicator of economy construct. But Political openness, such as       

democracy which is an indicator of government construct is being ignored by Mosaic. Seeing the 

Mosaic indicators, it can be noticed that all of the indicators could be completely implemented via 

enterprises and also in a national confine, but unfortunately  

v. WITSA focuses on e-commerce which is an indicator of economy construct and availability        

of trained workforce which is an indicator of education construct. It also focuses on trust which        

is an indicator of  social construct because lack of trust in  or familiarity with electronic          

commerce is  a great barrier .From the  start of its emergence as a commercial network in the        

early 1990’s, the trustworthiness of the Internet  has  been a key issue   for both businesses and       

consumers. Trust still remains a significant stumbling block in its development. But many         

indicators like speed and quality, export Trade, e-government, use of ICT in everyday life and        

Basic literacy are ignored or not mentioned by WITSA. It can be seen that all of the indicators     

could be completely implemented via enterprises and also in a national confine 

vi. CSPP is not focused on special indicator but it tried to underline on infrastructure, speed, and        

quality and market competition. Also many indicators like pricing, export trade, political        

openness are ignored and not mentioned by CSPP. This self assessment tools is designed to help         

you and your community determine how prepared you are to participate in the networked world.       

Seeing the CSPP indicators and also the CSPP’s goal, which is expressed to help individuals        

and communities determine how prepared they are to participate in the network world, it can be         

noticed that all of the indicators could be completely implemented by enterprises and also in a       

national confine, but like Mosaic, it has not being updated since 1998 . 

vii. CIDCM focuses most on policy regulation which is key players in internet development and       

negotiation between players, because the goal of CIDCM is to help advance the diffusion of        

ICT’s in developing countries via helping decision maker improve the process of negotiation       

through which ICTs are differed by government, NGO and private sector. Most of CIDCM’s 

researches are for African region and also in developing countries. By seeing the CIDCM 
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indicators, we notice that the CIDCM framework could completely be  implemented in a national 

confine and not by firm, because all the indicators are made to help decision makers in 

developing countries to improve the process of negotiation through which  ICTs are diffused by 

government, NGOs and private sector and not for just a special firm  

viii. CID focuses most on Infrastructure and technology issues, but availability of trained  

workforce, privatization, political openness and basic literacy, which is an indicator  of social 

construct, are    played  down by CID.  Seeing the CID indicators, it can be noticed that the CID 

framework could be implemented by enterprises and also in national confine 

ix. KAM focuses most on Infrastructure, Political openness, which is an indicator of Government         

construct, availability of trained workforce and Basic literacy. But many other indicators like e-          

commerce, e-government, market competition and consumer trust are ignored by KAM.          

KAM has done two kinds of researches it has done its researches globally to comprise among           

countries and also in a national confine. Some countries have being evaluated by KAM indicators  

to help to identify problems and opportunities that a country may face, and where it may need to  

focus policy attention or future investments, with respect to making the transition to the 

knowledge economy. By seeing the KAM indicators and also its different modes ,it can be  

noticed that it  could be more useful to use KAM in national confine because  it should be noticed 

that KAM measures a countries ability to generate ,adopt ,diffuse knowledge and also provides 

the flexibility  to customize various combination of variables to be in benchmarking comparison 

,but it could be noticed  by adopting the scope and definition of the its indicators  the KAM 

indicators also have  the ability to be used in enterprises   

x. Orbicom focuses most on the indicators of Technology construct like infrastructure , speed and   

quality. It also underlines availability of trained workforce and use of ICT in everyday life. But   

most of the other  construct like economy or government which are comprised of e-commerce ,e- 

government, market competition are ignored or not  mentioned by Orbicom. By seeing the 

Orbicom indicators, it could be noticed that the info density and info use indicators could be 

implemented by enterprises and also in enterprises. 

xi. WTI focuses on all of the indicators except export trade and political openness which shows  

 that WTI  tried to cover all aspect of the ICT readiness.  Most of its researches have been done 

globally, and it also publishes the e-readiness ranking globally to measure the preparedness of 

nations for ICT world. The WTI indicators have a lot of similarities with Orbicom, both of them 

use skill index and infrastructures their indicators but with different name Like Orbicom, WTI 

indicators could be completely implemented and adopted by enterprises. 
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xii. UNCTAD focuses most on infrastructure which divided to connectivity, access, Telecom 

traffic however The table did not mentioned ,but UNCTAD focuses most on infrastructure which 

divided  to connectivity, access, Telecom traffic. By connectivity indicator It represents the basic       

“Limiting factor” regarding access to and use of ICTs – without the essential physical hardware,   

 ICT use is not possible. By seeing the UNCTAD indicators, it could be noticed that all of its         

indicators could be implemented by enterprises and also in a national confine. 

xiii.NRI focused on most of the indicators except Export   trade and policy regulation which 

shows that NRI tried to cover all aspect of the Network readiness.NRI annually publishes its e-

readiness ranking to notice the level of each country toward the other countries, it also researches 

about  some countries which are in the bottom of the e-readiness ranking to help them to promote 

themselves specially African countries like Gambia .By seeing the NRI indicators, it can be  

noticed  that the NRI framework could be implemented by enterprises and also in national confine 

We have to notice that the suitable tool depends on the user's goal .As the descriptions 

above have shown, e-readiness assessments are, in fact, very diverse in their goals, strategies and 

results. The right tool depends on the user's goal. The user should choose a tool that measures 

what they are looking for, and does it against a standard that fits their own view of an e-ready 

society (bridges.org, 2001). 

 If the goal is to gauge the readiness of a particular company or group of companies to 

participate in e-commerce, the WITSA and UNCTAD study would seem to be best suited. If the 

goal is to assess a country's preparedness for e-commerce, APEC might have the best suited tool. 

The survey is quite detailed with 100 questions, and straightforward to use (X.Bui et al.,2002). 

However, the digital divide reports suggest that wide-scale e-commerce is doomed if technology 

is not also spread throughout the society, a topic that the APEC survey gives only minimal 

coverage. Moreover, consumers would need locally relevant content and products, and training to 

use the computers to buy e-commerce products (in the business-to-consumer field). Also, unlike 

its stated goal, the APEC survey is not geared to specific environments. It measures specific 

environments against a single standard of how a country should be in order to promote e-

commerce (Bridges.org, 2001). 

If the goal is to assess the current level of technology in a region as a basis to forecast 

future technology levels, there are a number of options. The Mosaic method provides a detailed 

and deep understanding along six different axes. There are also a number of sources of raw 
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statistics like WTI that the user could employ in this process (Bridges.org,2001).Questionnaires 

such as the CID and CSPP guides measure a slightly wider set of statistics, such as bandwidth, 

reliability, pricing, and usage in homes, schools, businesses, and government. However, these are 

very rough measurements, and the granularity is low for answers, since users choose from one of 

four multiple choice answers. If the goal is a quick but rough gauge of technology usage, then 

CSPP and CID are useful (Ruikar,2005). 

If the goal is to understand the relative roles of political, economic, and social factors in 

technology's growth and usage, then NRI and WTI seem to fit best. These statistical methods 

would help prioritize what elements (and sets of elements) in a society are most important for e-

readiness. These method could be combined with a detailed survey of the current state of these 

factors (such as with McConnell's method) to identify and prioritize key areas to work on. On the 

other hand, the Mosaic framework provides a detailed narrative analysis of these factors (though 

with less focus on the social factors), and conceptualizes the analysis with respect to another 

country (Ruikar, 2004).If the goal is to understand why particular countries progress differently, 

the case-study method used by Mosaic and CIDCM is appropriate, as are the EIU, and the NRI. If 

the goal is to assess the effects of the technology on the lives of real people, and consider how 

widely the technology is really being used, then it would be helpful to look to the digital divide 

reports; specifically to the group of digital divide reports that focus on education, local and 

relevant content, and effective use of technology throughout society. The Orbicom report would 

be relevant for this objective .If the goal is to understand the why particular countries progress 

differently, the case study method used by Mosaic and CIDCM is appropriate (Cheng and law, 

2003). 

As seen in 2.4, there are a lot of resemblances among tools, each tool defines some 

indicators in their own words but with the same function .since it is needed to evaluate the e-

publishing readiness of the Iranian society, publishing companies, ministry of culture and Islamic 

guidance, there is not any perfect model which may focus on all dimensions of e-readiness .Most 

of aforementioned tools focus on infrastructures but don’t pay attention to on some main 

constructs such as social or policy aspects. So we need to investigate all the tools belong to all the 

three criteria of e-readiness such as e-economy, e-society, and e-system. 
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2.2.6. Proposed E-Publishing Readiness Model 

 Studying the publishing concept, components of e-readiness, and comparative studies we 

offer a new model based on e-publishing criteria in which it covers all aspects and dimensions of 

e-readiness. It is tried to find most appropriate variables which are either common among the 

tools or belong to the special tools. Our proposed model council prior models and covers the 

weaknesses of the previous tools and also based on the aim of e-publishing which we found 

generating, maintaining, keeping, and diffusing electronic data using computers and information 

networks. So by adding new indicators and variables to these constructs and also adding 

constructs to the framework, the new tool will have competency to cover the weaknesses of the 

prior tools and push publishers to e-publishing. Since the indicators related to e-readiness 

architecture framework are commonly used in the thirteen prior models which are listed in in 

tables 2.3 to 2.9 and thorough in Appendix B, our proposed e-publishing readiness model would 

consist of a combination of these 13 models which adapted to e-publishing.the conceptual model 

which is shown in figure 2.1.Moreover, I used two papers and a thesis related to e-readiness and 

e-publishing and put them on the new model which is mentioned below. 

Figure 2.1: The conceptual e-publishing readiness model 
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Table 2.3.List of six constructs for the proposed model 

 

C.1.The first construct is Technical Infrastructure which is consisted of fourteen indicators. Its 

indicators are listed in table 2.4.  

 
Table 2.4.The indicators of Technical Infrastructure 

Indicators E-readiness Assessment Tools 

Number of telephone lines KAM,UNCTAD,NRI,CID,WTI
,ITU ,Orbicom 

Number of computers UNCTAD,ITU,WTI,KAM, 
NRI,CID 

The bandwidth offering(#Kilobyte, Megabyte) UNCTAD,Orbicom 

Capability of Readability and Revisory of eBooks  
(by Mobile,PDA,..) 

(Enayat T,2006) 

Number of computers access to internet KAM,UNCTAD,ITU,WTI, 
Orbicom 

Existence of suitable standard for any 
hardware,software, book reader operation tools 

(Enayat T.,2006) 
 

Using broad band services to access the internet  APEC,EIU,CID,WTI,Orbicom 
Supporting of Farsi characters and language in the 

web 
( Enayat T.,2006) 

Existence of security of information in organization  
( like firewalls ,VPN, Antivirus softwares) 

(Fathian et al.,2008) 

The quality of services and technical patronage 
(existence of technical patronage units) 

(Fathian et al.,2008) 

Efficiency of browsers on retrieval of information (Enayat T.,2006) 
The quality of network facility (servers, wireless, .. CID,NRI,ITU,EIU,McConnell, 

Possibility of buying and  selling books online (Enayat T,2006) 
The speed and quality of access to the internet EIU,APEC,CID 

Constructs E-Readiness Assessment Tools 

Technical Infrastructure APEC, EIU, McConnell, GDI,WITSA,UNCTAD, 
CID, KAM, Orbicom , NRI,WTI 

Economical and financial issues NRI,APEC, ITU, APEC, McConnell, WITSA, 
UNCTAD, CID, WTI,UNCTAD 

Legislation and Policies EIU, GDI,APEC, McConnell, GDI,KAM, NRI, 
WITSA 

Social (EIU,2008),KAM, Mosaic, UNCTAD 

Human Resources MC,APEC ,EIU,KAM,WTI,CID 

Management CID,CSPP,CIDCM 
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C.2.The Second construct is Economical and financial issues which is consisted of seven 

indicators. Its indicators are listed in table 2.5.  
 

Table 2.5.The indicators of Economical and financial issues 

 

C.3.The third construct is Social which is consisted of eleven indicators. Its indicators are listed 

in table 2.6.  
Table 2.6.The indicators of Economical and financial issues 

Indicators E-readiness Assessment Tools 

Use of computers in everyday life via 
people 

EIU,GDI,Orbicom,CID,McConnel,APEC, 
KAM,WTI,ITU,UNCTAD 

Existence of social trust toward e-texts Eanayat T.,2006 
Level of customers’ Internet Literacy UNCTAD,KAM,NRI,WTI,Orbicom,EIU 
Perception of people toward e-texts Enayat T.,2006 

Cognition of people toward features and 
usages of e-publishing 

Enayat T.,2006 

Range of House hold online CID,APEC,CSPP,McConnell,NRI 
Liability: Existence of Liability in 

publishing companies toward customers 
WITSA, UNCTAD,CID,NRI 

Standards: Observance of standards and 
Security mechanism in company 

APEC,WITSA,MC 

Flexibility of monitors compared to 
paperbacks 

Enayat T.,2006 

Readability of e-books compared to texts Enayat T,2006 
Inexpensiveness of e-book reader 

apparatuses 
Enayat T,2006 

Indicators E-readiness Assessment Tools 

Affordability of local fixed line to access the internet NRI,CID,EIU,WTI,ITU,UNCT

AD 

Rate of access to the internet and databases of 

publishing companies 

CID,UNCTAD 

Fairness of Internet tariff regard to access the database 
of publishing companies and web   services 

EIU,CID 

Fairness of payment to the computer technician via 
publishers 

(CID) 

Fairness of expenses of registering and disseminating 
of online information of e-books in the web 

CID,NRI 

obstacles and perplexities of e-book pricing in the web Enayat T,2006 

Persuade of publishing companies toward e-publishing Enayat T,2006 
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C.4.The fourth construct is Legislation and Policies which is consisted of eighteen indicators. Its 

indicators are listed in table 2.7.  
 

Table 2.7.The indicators of Legislation and Policies 
Indicators E-readiness Assessment Tools 

Making competition among publishers toward 
using IT from government 

(WTI,NRI,KAM 

Admission of foreign investment APEC,EIU,McConnell,GDI,KAM 
Prevalence of foreign technology licensing NRI 

Existence of suitable reference against cyber 
squatting  (e- plagiarism) 

Enayat T.,2006 

Existence of suitable contracts in order to 
preserve emoluments of e-book publishers 

Enayat T.,2006 

Joining to the copyright convention Enayat T,2006 
Assimilation of domestic laws with international 

ones to omit the obstacles of foreign and local 
investments 

WITSA 

Existence of policy toward making an enormous 
e-publishing market in the Persian language 

countries like Afghanistan and Tajikistan 

Enayat T.,2006 

Acquaintance of publishing policy makers toward 
information technology and e-publishing 

Fathian et al,2008 

Existence of proper policy and also publishing 
system in Iran 

Enayat T.,2006 

Existence of governmental persuasive facilities in 
order to propagate and introduce e-publishing 

products 

Enayat T.,2006 

Increasing the allocated budget of government 
toward development of e-publishing 

Enayat T.,2006 
 

Existence of suitable policy in order to 
disseminate and effluence of e-books in domestic 

and foreign markets 

Enayat T,,2006 

Existence of non tariff facilities in order to 
improve financial condition of publishing 

companies 

APEC,EIU,WITSA,KAM,NRI,WTI 

Financial credit to the publishing sectors to 
support and  motivate  them toward e-publishing 

KAM,Mosaic 

Existence of legal mechanism related to pricing of 
eBooks 

Enayat T,2006 

Limiting bureaucracy of the e-publishing confine McConnel,KAM 
Existence of laws related to emoluments of 

ownership for legitimate of website registering 
related to publishing company 

Fathian et al.,2008;Enayat T.,2006 
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C.5.The fifth construct is Human Resources which is consisted of nine indicators. Its indicators 

are listed in table 2.8.  
Table 2.8.The indicators of Human Resources 

 
C.6.The sixth construct is Management which is consisted of seven indicators. Its indicators are 

listed in table 2.9.  
Table 2.9.The indicators of Management 

Indicators E-readiness Assessment Tools 
Public expenditure on increasing literacy of 

personnel 
KAM,NRI,CID,MC 

Number of secondary or tertiary educated 
employees 

NRI,KAM 

Level of acceptance Enayat T,2006 
existence of specialists in the legislation of e-

publishing criterion 
Enayat T,2006 

Description of the role and responsibility of 
personnel precisely 

Fathian et al,2008 

Existence of specific and advanced Content 
related to e-pub 

Enayat T.,2006 

Availability of trained workforce EIU,MC,APEC,WITSA,CID,KAM, 
Orbicom,NRI 

Technical skills of workforce APEC,MC,GDI,CID,KAM,Orbicom, 
NRI 

Level of IT  literacy KAM,NRI,EIU 

Indicators E-readiness Assessment 
Tools 

Quality of services to expand IT (Ruikar et al,2005) , 
(Fathian et al.,2008) 

Level of Investment in e-publishing criterion via 
publishing companies 

APEC, EIU, MC,  
GDI, KAM 

Level of enthusiasm of publishing companies toward 
expanding e-publishing 

(Ruikar et al,2005), 
(Enayat T,2006) 

Quality of schedules and policies toward expanding e-
publishing 

Fathian et al.,2008 

Acquaintance of managers of publishing companies with 
IT in general and e-publishing in  special 

Enayat T,2006 

Cognition of CEO’s of publishing industry on 
opportunities and threats of IT 

Enayat T,2006 

Using e-publishing as competitive advantage via Managers (Ruikar et al,2005), 
(Fathian et al.,2008) 
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2.3. Summary 

In this chapter, first the concept of e-publishing was reviewed. We investigated all the 

variety of different e-publishing. Second, the definition of e-readiness was investigated. Also, we 

described the different e-readiness tools which were 13 tools.  Then the weakness and strength of 

each tool was explored. At last, based on these models, we tried to propose a model which could 

cover all these weaknesses and also be related to e-publishing confine in order to be used in 

evaluation of publishers toward e-publishing. In the next chapter, the research methodology will 

be discussed.   
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Chapter3 

Research Methodology 
 
 
3. Literature Review 

In this chapter, we are going to describe the every step of the methodology that is 

used in the research and the theoretical basis behind the approach and their definitions 

the focus of the discussion will be on the method chosen in our thesis. The chapter will be 

summarized by a discussion on reliability and validity of the research instrument. 

3.1. Research Purpose 

Categorizing  business research based on our purpose help us to know how the nature of 

the problem influences the choice of research strategies., the nature of the problem determines 

whether the research is exploratory, descriptive or causal (Potter, 1996). Likewise, Yin (2003) 

declares that scientific research has three different objects: exploratory, descriptive and 

explanatory. 
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Exploratory should generally be the first major step in research. It is useful because the 

researcher often does not have a clear idea of the problems that will surface in the study (Emory, 

1985). According to Emory (1985) exploration serves several purposes. In the first place, the area 

of investigation may be so new or vague that a researcher needs to perform an exploration just to 

learn something about the problems. Also, the researcher may explore to be sure that is practical 

to do a study in the area. Also exploratory research could be suitable when a problem is clearly 

structured and when the purpose of research is not about factors related to cause/effect 

relationship (Zinkhan, 2002).Also Patton MQ(1990) states that the aim of  an exploratory 

research is to gather as much information as possible about a related subject. It is common to use 

many different sources to gather information).An exploratory study should be designed by 

starting a purpose and stating the criteria to judge whether the exploration is successful 

(Yin,1994). 

The objective  in a descriptive  study is to learn the who,what ,when,where,and how of a 

topic( Emory,1985). The simplest descriptive study concerns a univariate question or hypothesis 

in which we ask about, or state something about the form, distribution, or existence of a variable. 

At last, Causal or explanatory research is often preceded by exploratory and descriptive research. 

Our concern in causal analysis is with the study of how one variable affects, or is “responsible 

for,” changes in another variable. The stricter interpretation of “causation” found in 

experimentation, is that some external factor “produces” a change in the dependent variable. In 

much business research, however, we are interested in cases in which the cause-effect relationship 

is less explicit. In fact, we are more interested in understanding, explaining, predicting, and 

controlling relationships between variables in each construct than we are with determining causes 

per se (Emory,1985).Furthermore, INN(1994) explains that an explanatory research could be used 

where the study aim to describe specific phenomena from different perspectives or situations with 

given set of events. 

The research problem of this thesis indicates that this study is mainly descriptive because 

we have  to  evaluate the e-publishing readiness of publishing companies toward e-publishing 

which is the major part of thesis and would be preliminary descriptive. Furthermore, we have to 

find the relationship between each construct and its variables and at last between e-publishing 

readiness and it construct which could be explanatory.  
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3.2. Research approach 

3.2.1. Deductive versus Inductive Research 

To draw a conclusion that we think logically follows from one or more statements is to 

make an inference, in other words, to reason. There are two major types of inference-making 

processes-induction and deduction. Both are important in research and are briefly described here 

(Emory, 1985). 

• Induction. To induce is to draw a conclusion from one or more particular facts or pieces of 

evidence. The conclusion explains the facts and the facts support the conclusion. The inductive 

way to drawn conclusion is founded on empirical data. 

• Deduction. This is the other form of making inferences. To deduce is to reason in such a way 

that the conclusion reached must necessarily follow from the premises: the conclusion must be 

true if the premises are true. In particular, for a deduction to be correct, it is necessary that it be 

both true and valid. That is, the premises (reasons) must agree with the real world (be true).In 

addition, the premises must be arranged in such a form that the conclusion will necessarily follow 

from the premises. A deduction has a valid form if it is impossible for the conclusion to be false 

when the premises are true (Emory, 1985). 

On the other hand, if the researches have a deductive approach, researchers must use 

existing theories and investigate these empirically, with different methods. Existing theories is the 

base for deciding what information should be selected, how it should be understood and at last 

how to relate the consequence to the theory (Johnson, 1993).In this research, at first, I could make 

the most appropriate framework based on prior frameworks in the e-readiness criteria before start 

gathering data. Therefore this research has deductive approach.  

3.2.2. Qualitative and Quantitative Research 

Two approaches or methods are available to researchers: qualitative and quantitative 

(Guba and Lincoln, 1994) which will be described below. 

3.2.2.1. Qualitative Approach 

The qualitative approach focuses on processes and meanings that could not be evaluated 

in terms of quantity, amount, intensity or frequency. Qualitative approach is one in which the 
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inquirer often makes knowledge claims based primarily on constructivists perspectives (i.e., the 

multiple meaning of individual experiences, meaning socially and historically constructed, with 

an intent of developing a theory or pattern) or  advocacy / participatory perspectives (i.e., 

political, issue-oriented, collaborative or change oriented) or both (Creswell, 2003).Qualitative 

research is suitable for recognizing the scope of the research and can be used to fully understand 

the views, opinions and attitudes that researcher might come across. We have to notice that that a 

hypothesis is produced in the early step of a qualitative research and not at the beginning of it 

(Silverman, 2000). 

According to Sullivan (2001), the distinction between qualitative and quantitative 

approaches depends primarily on two factors: first the state of our knowledge on a particular 

research topic, and second the researcher’s assessment regarding the nature of the phenomenon 

being studied. While the purpose for both qualitative and quantitative approach is to create a 

better understanding of the society and comprehend how individuals, groups and institutions act 

and have an influence on each other (Holmes and Slovang, 1997). At all, Quality is the essential 

character or nature of something; quantity is the amount .Quality is the what; quantity the how 

much. Qualitative refers to the meaning, the definition or analogy or model or metaphor 

characterizing something, while quantitative assumes the meaning and refers to a measure of it 

(R.Cooper and S.Schinder, 2003). 

3.2.2.2. Quantitative Approach 

The quantitative research is based on numerical data, which then are analyzed and 

presented in figures with statistics (Davidon and Patel ,2003).Quantitative approach is one in 

which the investigator primarily uses post positivist claims for developing knowledge (i.e. cause 

and effect thinking, reduction to specific variables and hypotheses and questions, use of 

instrument and observation, and the test of theories), employs strategies of inquiry such as 

experiments and surveys and collects data on predetermined instruments that yield statistical data 

(Creswell, 2003).Quantitative research is frequently referred to as hypothesis-testing research. 

According to (Newman & Benz, 1998), studies characteristically begin with statements of theory 

from which research hypothesis are derived. Then an experimental design is established in which 

the variables in question (the dependent variables) are measured while controlling for the effects 

of selected independent variables. Subject included in the study are selected at random is 

desirable to reduce error and cancel bias. The sample of subject is drawn to reflect the population. 
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The procedures are deductive in nature, contributing to the scientific knowledge base by theory 

testing. This is the nature of quantitative methodology. Since true experimental design requires 

tightly controlled conditions, the richness and depth of measuring for participant may be 

sacrificed. As a validity concern, this may be a limitation of quantitative design (Newman & 

Benz, 1998).A positive aspect of the quantitative approach is appropriate for generalizing from 

the gathered information. However, according to Holmes and Slovang (1997) it should be noticed 

that gathered information should be pertinent to the problem definition. 

Since the purpose is to understand the e-publishing readiness of publishing companies 

and analyzing data statistically, quantitative research is found to be more approach for this study. 

3.3. Research Strategy 

According to Saunders et al (2000) research strategy is a general plan of how to answer 

the research questions that have beset. They identify six strategies as follows. Each of these 

strategies is a different way of collecting and analyzing empirical evidence.  

• Experiment: It is the research technique used in casual research. Experiment is the process of 

manipulating one or more independent variables and measuring their effect on one or more 

dependent variables, while controlling for the extraneous variables (all variables other than the 

independent variables that affect the response of the test units (K.Malhotra and Petterson,2006). It 

is a kind classical form of research that is used in natural and social sciences like psychology. 

• Survey: It is a kind of the deductive approach and a structured questionnaire given to a sample 

of a population and designed to elicit specific information from respondents (K.Malhotra and 

Peterson, 2006). Surveys are used when the research involves sampling a large number of people 

and asking them a series of questions. Having the advantages of usability, reliability, and 

simplicity, survey method is a favorite and common strategy in business research.  

• Case study: is of particular interest when the purpose is to gain a rich understanding of the 

context of the research and the processes begin enacted. It refers to the collection and presentation 

of detailed information about a particular participant or small group, frequently including the 

accounts of subjects themselves (Howell et al., 2005). A case study is an empirical inquiry that 

investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the 

boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident (Yin 2002).  A form of 

qualitative descriptive research, the case study looks intensely at an individual or small 
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participant pool, drawing conclusions only about that participant or group and only in that 

specific context. Researchers do not focus on the discovery of a universal, generalizable truth, nor 

do they typically look for cause-effect relationships; instead, emphasis is placed on exploration 

and description.  

• Grounded theory: data collection starts without the formation of an initial theoretical 

framework. Theory is developed from data generated by a series of observations. These data lead 

to generation of predictions that are then tested in further observations. grounded theory is 

defined as "an inductive, theory discovery methodology that allows the researcher to develop a 

theoretical account of the general features of a topic while simultaneously grounding the account 

in empirical observations or data" (Martin and Turner ,1986) 

• Ethnography: Ethnographic research comes from the discipline of social and cultural 

anthropology where an ethnographer is required to spend a significant amount of time in the field. 

Ethnographers immerse themselves in the lives of the people they study (Lewis 1985, p. 380) and 

seek to place the phenomena studied in their social and cultural context. It is a research process 

that is very time consuming and takes an extended time period. 

• Action research: Action research is a process in which participants examine their own 

educational practice systematically and carefully, using the techniques of research (ferrance, 

2000) and the researcher is member of the company so the research and change process are taking 

place. 

While experiment is the only strategy that requires control over events, history is the 

strategy that does not deal with contemporary events. Case study is appropriate for examining 

contemporary events when the relevant behaviors cannot be manipulated (Yin, 1994). In this 

Research, since my goal is to find information meticulously regarding the reality related to 

organizations and investigating an industry (publishing) in order to achieve a more holistic view 

of the situation, I choose the survey method to gather my necessary information related to the e-

publishing. The item in the questionnaire measured the most important indices of e-publishing in 

the publishing criteria. 

3.4. Time Horizon 

Based on time restriction and independent of which strategy to take, research design can 

be cross-sectional or longitudinal. When the view is diary it is longitudinal. The main strength of 

longitudinal is the capacity to study change and development (Saunders et al.2000).Also a 
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research is cross-sectional if it is done in a special time. The time perspective of this research is 

cross-sectional study. 

3.5. The Sample Design Process 

According to K.Malhotra and Peterson (2006) the sampling design process includes five 

steps which will be described each below orderly. 

3.5.1 Define the population 

Firstly, the target population needs to be identified. The collection of elements or objects 

that possess the information that researcher seeks and about which the researcher will make 

inferences. The target population is the specified group relevant to the research project, the group 

that posses the information relevant to the researcher (K.Malhotra, 1996). In this research, The 

target population is all the experts in the e-publishing criterion, Legislators in publishing criteria, 

Iranian society. 

3.5.2 Determine the sampling frame 

Defining the target population, we need to identify the sampling frame, which is a 

representation of the elements of the target population which is a representation of the elements of 

the target population. It consists of a list or set of directories for identifying the target population, 

a telephone book, a directory listing the firms in an industry, or a mailing list. The sampling 

frame for this study is the managers of e-publishing companies ,experts in e-publishing and 

publishing criteria, Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance, and the other skillful staff in the 

field of IT. 

3.5.3 Select a Sampling Technique 

Selecting a sampling technique involves choosing probability and non probability 

sampling. In probability sampling every element in the population has a known nonzero chance of 

selection for each population element (Emory, 1985).  

In probability sampling, researchers use a randomization process of element selection in 

order to reduce or eliminate sampling bias. Under such conditions, one can have substantial 

confidence that our sample is representative of the population from which it is drawn (Emory, 
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1985). With non probability sampling, one can use a variety of approaches to choose which 

persons or cases to include in the sample. In non-probability sampling, the selection of elements 

for the sample is not necessarily made with the aim of being statistically representative of the 

population. Rather the researcher uses the subjective methods such as personal experience, 

convenience, and expert judgment and so on to select the elements in the sample. As a result, the 

probability of any element of the population being chosen is not known (R.Cooper and 

S.Schindler, 2003). But, most of researches are based on nonprobability sampling because of cost 

and time requirement. Probability sampling clearly calls for more planning and repeated callbacks 

to assure that each selected sample member is contacted which are expensive. According to 

K.Malhotra and Peterson(2006)we have four different kinds of non probability sampling 

techniques which will be described below: 

• Snow ball sampling: an initial group of respondents is selected, usually at random. Subsequent 

respondents are selected based on the referrals or information provided by the initial respondents. 

• Quota samplings: It is used when researcher tries to assure that the sample is representative of 

the population from which it is drawn. The logic behind quota sampling is that certain relevant 

characteristics describe the dimensions of the population (Emory,1985) .If a sample has the same 

distribution on these characteristics, then it is likely to be representative of the population 

regarding other variables on which we have no control (R.Cooper and S.Schindler, 2003). 

However, the findings from this sampling cannot be generalized because the choice of elements is 

not done using a probability sampling methods (Hair et al, 2003). 

• Convenience sampling: as the sample implies, involves obtaining a sample of elements based on 

the convenience of the researcher. Examples of convenience sampling could be students, 

members of social organization, people on the street, and internet browsers. 

• Judgmental sampling: It is a form of convenience sampling in which the population elements 

are purposively selected based on the judgments of the researcher. It occurs when a researcher 

selects sample members to conform to some criteria (Emory, 1985). When one wishes to select a 

biased group for screening purposes, this sampling method is a good choice. Group of people who 

have knowledge about particular problem they can be selected as sample element (Hair., 

2003).This sampling techniques is most appropriate in research when broad population 

generalizations are not required. In judgment sampling the sample is selected based on some 

appropriate characteristic of the sample members, and in convenience sampling the units or 

people most conveniently available is selected (Zikmund, 2000). 
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Based on what mentioned above, in this study, we use different sampling technique. We 

use non-probability sample, so the managers of e-publishing companies, and IT experts were 

asked to provide necessary information regarding e-publishing implementation in traditional 

publishing companies in the first phase of the research which is making a suitable e-publishing 

readiness model .Consequently, the selection of study objects is based on the judgment of 

experienced individuals, which is in accordance with the sampling technique called judgment 

sampling. Furthermore, the probability sampling techniques is used in the second phase of the 

research which is to evaluate the e-publishing readiness of publishing companies.  

3.5.4 Determining the sample size 

Sample size refers to the number of elements to be included in the study. It s difficult to 

determine the size of the sample, and in order to make the right decision different factors must be 

considered (Zikmund, 2000), but as a general rule ,the more important the decision, the more 

precise the information must be (K.Malhotra and Peterson,2006). The nature of the research is 

such a factor. For this study at first to find the e-readiness model regarding e-publishing, we 

distributed 105 questionnaires to IT experts in e-publishing criteria and managers in e-publishing 

companies and 80 questionnaires were collected. In the second phase, we needed to evaluate the   

e-publishing readiness of publishing companies, the readiness of society toward e-publishing, and 

the Ministry of culture and Islamic Guidance as a legislator, we distributed 60 questionnaires to 

the most popular and famous publishing company and 49 questionnaire were collected. 

Furthermore, a part of the questionnaire with Society construct, which was used to evaluate the 

readiness of the society toward e-publishing, was distributed to the people who were students in 

universities. Consequently, 200 questionnaires were distributed among students and 152 were 

collected. To evaluate the e-publishing readiness of legislator, we distribute one questionnaire to 

who was a manager in the publishing criterion in the ministry of culture and Islamic guidance. 

3.6. Data Collection 

Defining the research problem and selecting the type of research, we need to find which 

technique for collection of data is going to be used. In the following, the different numbers of 

techniques will be presented, as well as the specific choice for this study. 
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3.6.1. Classification of Data & Data Collection Method 

One can classify information sources into primary and secondary types. Primary data 

come from the original sources and are collected especially for the task at hand (Emory, 

1985).Thus you collect primary data when you observe certain production operations and 

measure their cost. Secondary data has already been collected for purposes other than the problem 

at hand (K.Malhotra and Peterson, 2003). The main advantage of secondary data is the time and 

money it can save. The basic rule of a research is to examine available secondary data first. The 

research project should proceed to primary data collection only when the secondary data sources 

have been exhausted or yield marginal returns (K.Malhotra and Peterson, 2003).Secondary 

sources can usually be found more quickly and cheaply. You can find it in the library, on the 

Internet, or it can be bought from organizations providing information on different subjects. It can 

be collected more quickly and more cheaply than primary data (Emory, 1985) and has shown to 

be useful when performing exploratory studies since it saves the researcher from reinventing to 

wheel. However, what is worth remembering is that secondary data has been collected for another 

purpose and thereby might not meet the needs of the researcher or the data might be out-of-date 

(Zikmund, 2000).Yin (1994) defines six sources of information when performing a case study. 

These sources of information are described below: 

• Documentation: documentary information includes written reports from events and 

communication, administrative documents (proposal, progress report and internal documents), 

formal studies/evaluations or the site under investigation, and articles from mass media.  

• Archival Records: organizational records, maps and charts, lists of names, survey data previous 

collected and personal records such as diaries and calendars. 

• Interview: is the technique of gathering data from humans by asking them questions and getting 

them to react verbally (Potter, 1996).There is different forms of interviews, such as open-ended 

interview, focused interview, and survey.  

• Open-end interviews are performed in a conversational manner. The respondent may 

provide facts, opinions about events, and own insights about occurrences. Also, In the 

focused interview the aim is to confirm facts that already have been established and not ask 

questions of a broader nature. The interview last for a short period of time, for about an hour, 

and the questions derives from a protocol.  
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• Finally, to survey is to question persons and record their response as the data for analysis 

(Emory, 1985).The great strength of questioning as a data collecting technique is its 

versatility. It does not require that there be a visual or other objective perception of the 

sought information by a researcher. 

• Director Observation: Much of what one knows comes from observation. The value of 

observation is that one can collect the original data at the time it occurs. One need not depend upon 

reports by others (Emory, 1985). Visits to the case study site which enables direct observations, 

through attending at meeting, in classrooms, or by visiting the factory. 

• Participant Observation: In participant observation researchers become involved in the daily lives 

of their subjects and record detailed field notes of their observations and experiences. This allows the 

researcher to engage in an open-ended exploration that allows great flexibility; however, the 

observations are difficult to generalize to other situations and people and the researcher's presence 

can alter people's behavior (Emerson, 1983). 

• Physical Artifacts: a technological device, an instrument, a work of art, or some other physical 

evidence that may be collected or observed when making a visit at the case study site (Yin, 1994). 

In this study both primary and secondary data have been used. The secondary data about e-readiness 

and e-publishing was collected from external sources, such as websites and books. In order to get 

basic knowledge about the study objects, external data was collected from the internet. The primary 

data was collected through the questionnaire from the IT managers and experts in the e-publishing 

criteria. Also since survey is chosen for our data collection, the various means to gather information 

from individuals in a survey method will be discussed following. A researcher can conduct a survey 

by personal interview, telephone, mail, computer, or a combination of these. As it is seen in Figure 

3.1, while there are commonalities among these approaches, several considerations are unique to 

each.  
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Figure3.1. Survey Methods 
 (Source: Fallahi, 2007) 

Based on the information of figure 3.1 and the thesis criteria (e-readiness of publishers), 

we concluded that the most suitable data collection method for the study is found to be and 

personal interviews and also self administrated surveys. Numbers of questionnaires were sent via 

emails. 
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3.6.2 Collecting primary data using questionnaire 

The greatest use of questionnaires is made by the survey strategy (Saunders et al., 2000). 

It is a structured technique for data collecting that consists of a series of questions, written or 

verbal, that a respondent answers (K.Malhotra and Peterson, 2006).Questionnaires can therefore 

be used for descriptive research, such as that undertaken using attitude and opinion questionnaires 

and questionnaires of organizational practices, will enable you to identify and describe the 

variability in different phenomena. 

3.6.2.1. Questionnaire Design 

We deduced the questionnaire from the Proposed e-Readiness Model for publishing 

companies toward e-publishing. Our questionnaire designing is based on two phases: Firstly to 

make a suitable framework for e-readiness of publishing companies, we made a questionnaire. 

This questionnaire is categorized in six factors: Technical Infrastructure, Economical and 

Financial issues, Social, Management, and Human Resources .Also five options (index) ranked 

by 1-5 for the raised questions could be found as follows:1: Not at all important, 2: Not important, 

3: Neutral, 4: important, 5: very important. Secondly: to evaluate the e–readiness of publishing 

companies we made a second questionnaire based on five options (index) ranked by 1-5 for the 

raised questions. Also in the second questionnaire, to see whether laws related to e-publishing 

were enacted   or not in the legislation criterion, we used the questions with Yes or NO answers. 

3.6.2.2. Pilot Testing 

The purpose of the pilot test is to improve the questionnaire so that respondents will have 

no problems in answering the questions and there will be no problems in recording data (Saunders 

et al. 2000).For small-scale questionnaires, it is unlikely to have sufficient time or financial 

resources for such testing. However, it is still important to have the questionnaire pilot tested. For 

most questionnaires the minimum number for a pilot is 10 (Fink 1995). 

We chose the indicators of questionnaire from the combination of 13 prior models like 

APEC (Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation), EIU (Economist Intelligence Unit), and KAM 

.Then, we handed it out to 15 managers of e-publishing companies and experts in e-publishing 

criteria to make certain that no problems were raised. Having completed the pilot testing and 

feedback received, small changes were made through the questionnaire. 
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Also, to evaluate the e-readiness publishing companies toward e-publishing we made 

second questionnaire bade on our approved model handed it out to 5 managers of publishing 

companies and experts in e-publishing criteria and also two PhD students in psychology field to 

test our questionnaire psychologically and make certain that no problems were raised. 

Fortunately, then we made some changes based on what experts said. 

3.6.2.3. Data Gathering 

To get the most important indictors related to the e-publishing, we needed to interview 

with the ones who experiences were straightly related to the e-publishing and had done some 

works in these criteria. So to extract the factors related to e- readiness of publishing companies, 

The research focused on e-publishing companies and also some experts on the criteria of e-

publishing in Iran, specializing and working in an ICT domain including hardware and software, 

ICT consulting and ICT services. 

It is tried to concentrate on companies which are with ‘‘e’’ activities and are seen as 

pioneers in this criteria in Iran. Also we found some experts in the criteria of publishing in some 

public organization such as Libraries and also Industrial Management organization. The main 

sampling targets were senior managers, department managers and personnel who were involved 

in decision-making and also have at least three years experience in the publishing 

criteria.102questionnaires were sent out which 20 of them sent through e-mails. At last 80 

questionnaires returned showing a 78.4% return rate. The descriptive statistics of the samples is 

illustrated in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1. Tabulate statistics for Experts (N=80) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Finding a proper model, we come through the next phase of our research which is evaluating the 

e-publishing readiness of Iranian publishers. After making the second questionnaire, we have to 

divide our questionnaire to three parts in which each part evaluate the readiness of that sector. 

These sectors are Ministry of culture &Islamic Guidance the authority of making e-publishing 

laws, people, and Publishers. We choose the Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance to 

investigate the readiness of rules toward implanting the e-publishing .Also, however, since the e-

publishing is a new concept among Iranian society and most of the people that are familiar with 

this new phenomena are educated people, we tried to distribute the questionnaire in the 

universities. So, 152 persons out of 300 randomly from three different universities (Tehran, 

Tarbiat Modares) filled out the questionnaire related to societies readiness toward e-publishing 

and 49 publishers made out the questionnaire related to e-publishing readiness of publishers.  

3.7. Quality standards 

Having high quality is essential for a research project, and this cannot be achieved only 

through collecting data. The criterion for testing whether a thesis has high quality or not is 

whether the research instruments are neutral and if the same conclusions should be drawn by 

other researchers (Denzin and Lincoln, 2003). To increase the possibility of getting the right 

Indices Items N % 

Education 

College or below 
 

4 5 

Above College to 
Bachelor 

38 47 

Above Bachelor 32 40 
missing 6 7 

Age 

< 30 years 14 17 
30-40 years 35 43 
40-50 years 17 21 
>50 years 9 11 
missing 5 6 

Tenure 
<5 years 5 6 
5-8 years 32 40 
>8years 35 44 
missing 8 10 
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meaning of the answers, the researcher has to pay extra attention to reliability and validity 

(Saunders, 2000). 

3.7.1. Issues regarding Validity and Reliability 

There are two common measurement problems that the researchers need to consider 

when determining whether the study has been successful or not. These are reliability and validity 

( Wiedersheim-Paul and Eriksson ,1991). Reliability is the degree of accuracy of the collected 

data, i.e. if the study is repeated, the identical results were emerged. Also, Validity is concerned 

with if the researchers have studied what they intended to do and nothing else (Robson 

1993).According to Yin (1994) we use four commonly testing methods to establish what sort of 

reliance and quality the research study could use. These testing methods are described below: 

• External validity: It refers to the extent to which the results of a study are generalizable or 

transferable. Also, Most discussions of external validity focus solely on generalizability 

(Campbell and Stanley, 1966) 

• Internal validity: Internal validity refers to (1) the rigor with which the study was conducted 

(e.g., the study's design, the care taken to conduct measurements, and decisions concerning 

what was and wasn't measured) and (2) the extent to which the designers of a study have taken 

into account alternative explanations for any causal relationships they explore (Huitt, 1998). In 

studies that do not explore causal relationships, only the first of these definitions should be 

considered when assessing internal validity. 

• Construct validity: Construct validity seeks agreement between a theoretical concept and a 

specific measuring device or procedure. For example, a researcher inventing a new IQ test 

might spend a great deal of time attempting to "define" intelligence in order to reach an 

acceptable level of construct validity (Howell et al., 2005).  

         In order to affect the construct validity the interview guide was developed. The 

interviews were conducted in Persian to omit or reduce the misunderstandings and then were 

translated in to English. We have contacted the interviewees after interviews in order to check 

accuracy. This has affected the construct validity of our study. To increase the external validity 

even more some additional interviews could be provided, but due to limitation of time it was not 

possible. 
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• Reliability: It explains that the processes of a study such as the data collection can be repeated 

by others with the same results (Yin, 1994). If a question can be misunderstood, the information 

is said to be low validity. In order to avoid low validity, we piloted the questionnaire after 

confirming the questionnaire by my supervisors, we handed it out to 7 managers of e-publishing 

companies and experts in e-publishing criteria to make certain that no problems were raised. 

Also, to evaluate the e-readiness publishing companies toward e-publishing we made second 

questionnaire bade on our approved model handed it out to 5 managers of publishing companies 

and experts in e-publishing criteria and also a PhD students in psychology field to test our 

questionnaire psychologically and make certain that no problems were raised. Based what we did, 

our ambiguities were removed and accordingly the validity was, thus increased. 

3.7.2. Issues regarding Reliability  

Reliability is the extent to which an experiment, test, or any measuring procedure yields 

the same result on repeated trials. Without the agreement of independent observers able to 

replicate research procedures, or the ability to use research tools and procedures that yield 

consistent measurements, researchers would be unable to satisfactorily draw conclusions, 

formulate theories, or make claims about the generalizability of their research (Howell et al., 

2005) .According to Robson (1993) there may be four threats to reliability: 

• Subject error: has to do with the interview is carried out, it is of great importance to select a 

neutral time and date. 

• Subject bias: is a great problem in organizations where the management is of an authoritarian 

character where the interviewee(s) might say what the manager wants them to say, not what they 

feel. 

• Observer error: can be lessened with a high degree of structure to the interview structure. 

• Observer bias: this is a question about how the interviewer interprets the data received. As we 

dispensed in time and place that the respondents preferred, we really did not face the subject 

error. To reduce the subject bias, we contented the respondents that their answers will be 

confidential. Moreover, by designing the questionnaires based on survey format, we omit 

observer bias and error.  

To test the reliability of our questionnaires, the Cronbach’s alpha was used. Cronbach’s 

alpha measures how well a set of items (or variables) measures a single unidimensional latent 
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construct (UCLA,2008).Cronbach's alpha can be written as a function of the number of test items 

and the average inter-correlation among the items(UCLA,2008).  Below, the formula 3.1 for the 

standardized Cronbach's alpha is shown. In this formula which N is equal to the number of items, 

c is the average inter-item covariance among the items and v equals the average variance. 

.
.

  (3.1) 

As the average inter-item correlation increases, Cronbach's alpha increases as well. This 

makes sense intuitively - if the inter-item correlations are high, then this shows that the items are 

measuring the same underlying construct.  This is really what is meant when someone says they 

have "high" or "good" reliability.  They are referring to how well their items measure a single 

unidimensional latent construct. As illustrated in table 3.2, (Cronbach ,1951) ‘s Alpha value of 

0.86 for the first questionnaire indicates reliability of the questionnaire. 

 
Table 3.2: Reliability of the 1st questionnaire 

 

 

Also As illustrated in table 3.3, the alphas’ cronbach for the 2nd  questionnaire is 0.84 that 

indicates the reliability of our questionnaire. 

 
Table 3.3: Reliability of the 2nd questionnaire 

 

 

3.8. Summary 

In this chapter the research methodology of thesis was discussed. We reviewed the 

research purpose, approach, and strategy of this research. Next, the sample design was explained. 

Moreover, the different methods of data collection were investigated deeply. At last the reliability 

and validity of our questionnaires were investigated. In the next chapter, the data that was 

gathered will be analyzed. 

Cronbach's Alpha No. of Items 

0.86 66 

Cronbach's Alpha No. of Items 

0.856 63 
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Chapter 4 

Data Analysis 

 
4. Data Analysis 
 

 

In this chapter, the descriptive and analytical analysis of this thesis will be presented.  At 

first, the descriptive conditions of sample and other statistics about responses’ frequency 

distribution are brought. Then the procedures of finding the main indicators for each 

category of framework are explained. After that data analysis on each category as well as 

further studying in terms of different comparisons and hypothesis test have been done as the 

implication and contribution to both theory and management. Moreover, a structured model 

is developed to demonstrate the importance and relationships among attributes of the new 

Model. Furthermore, the e-publishing readiness of publishers, Social will be evaluated based 

on presented model. At the end, the statue of e-publishing readiness of publishers will be 

illustrated. 
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4.1. Descriptive Analysis with Usage of Frequency Distribution 

To see whether the respondents accept the 66 indicators, each indicator was graded on a 

scale of 1 to 5, where 1 =Not at all important, 2= Not important, 3=Neutral, 4=Important and 

5=very important .The frequency tables and histograms followed by a cumulative analysis to 

describe the frequency and percentages of answers to questions of each category are reflected in 

appendix A .Below the summary of frequency related to each category is brought.  

4.1.1. Technical infrastructure Construct 

According to the questionnaire, the first 14 questions are designed to measure the 

“Technical” attribute .So in order to have a better sense of data to analysis, in the following 

means of answers to each question is described separately. 

 

 
                 Figures 4.1.Mean Score of Responses to Technical infrastructure Category’s Questions 

According to figure 4.1, the current situations shows that among the questions related to 

Infrastructure category, all the mean scores  of answers except  for question I7 have mean score 

greater or equal to three which show that all the respondent  have seen the variables as important 

or very important indicators which have impressive effect on Infrastructure. 

4.1.2. Economical and Financial issues 

The 7 following questions measure the “Economical and Financial” attribute. Like the 

previous parts the descriptive tables and histograms are provided to show the mean score of 

different answers to questions of this category. 
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Figures 4.2. Mean Score of Responses to Economical and Financial Category’s Questions 

In analysis of questions which measure Economical and Financial Issues, the calculation 

illustrates the mean score over 3 for all the indicators. As it is seen in figure 4.2 all the indicators 

are important or very important one in this category. 

 4.1.3. Legislation Factor 

According to the questionnaire, 18 following questions measure the “Legislation” 

construct. The following histogram is provided to show the frequency and percentages of 

different answers to questions of this category. As it is illustrated in figure 4.3, respondents gave 

all the indicators high scores. 

 

Figures 4.3. Mean Score of Responses to Legislation Category’s Questions 
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4.1.4. Social construct 

We designed 11 questions to measure the “Social” attribute. To have a better sense of 

data and doing further analysis, in following histogram the frequency and percentages of different 

answers to questions of this category is brought. 

 
Figures 4.4. Mean Score of Responses to Social Category’s Questions 

Accordingly in analysis of question related to Technology attribute the results shows that 

question 1 has the highest mean score while others have the same statue approximately and 

respondents saw them as important indicators.  

4.1.5. Human resources 

Based on our questionnaire, 9 designed questions measure the “Human Resources” 

construct. The following histogram (Figure 4.5) is provided to show the frequency and 

percentages of different answers to questions of this category. 

 
Figures 4.5. Mean Score of Responses to Human Resources Category’s Questions 
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The analysis of this category’ questions shows that among those questions, which 

measure the people, attribute, question 1 has the most rate of agreement among respondents that 

they think this indicator is important or more important one. This causes a high mean score for 

this question while for the question 5; Respondents do not put this indicator as an more important 

one which made the lowest mean score for this question. 

4.1.6. Management Construct 

According to the questionnaire, the 7 questions are designed to measure the 

“Management” attribute. To have a better sense of data to analysis, in following histogram the 

mean score of each question is described separately. As it is seen in Figure 4.6, the current 

situations shows that among the questions related to management category, in questions 3, and 6 

have high mean scores. The important issue is that respondents marked all the indicators as 

important or high important factors. 

 
Figures 4.6. Mean Score of Responses to Management Category’s Questions 

 

4.2. Finding Indicators of Each Category   

As it stated before the procedure of data gathering in this research was through doing a 

survey by using a questionnaire. The adjusted questionnaire consists of six categories of 

Technical Infrastructure, Management, Human Resources, Economical and Financial issues, 

Legislation, and Social. So in order to make a new model we need to test the reliability of model 

at first, then explore the common factors and at last achieve a structured model to reflect the 

importance and relationship of mentioned attributes, according to some common characteristics 

of questions in each category. So each step will be discussed below in details:  
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4.2.1. Reliability and Exploratory Factor Analysis 

Factor analysis can be broadly characterized as a set of multivariate statistical methods 

for data reduction and for reaching a more parsimonious understanding of measured variables by 

determining the number and nature of common factors needed to account for the patterns of 

observed correlations (C.Hayton et al, 2004). Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) is particularly 

appropriate for scale development or when there is little theoretical basis for specifying a priori 

the number and patterns of common factors (Hurley et al., 1997). Thus, one of the most critical 

methodological decisions for researchers using EFA is the number of factors to retain. 

Furthermore, In general, factor analysts should retain factors until additional factors account for 

trivial variance; however, different methods of specifying the number of factors to retain often 

lead to different solutions. One of the most commonly used methods is the Kaiser or mineigen 

greater than 1 criterion (K1), which retains factors with eigenvalues greater than 1 (Kaiser, 

1958).Moreover, we have to notice that all the EFA methods tend to have the same results with 

the Principal component analysis .Gursuch (1983) declared that if the number of variables are big 

enough (greater than 30) and the communalities are not lower that 0.4, all the EFA methods 

results could have the same results. Wortzel (1979) argued that the result is highly reliable if the 

Cronbach’s α value is between 0.70 and 0.98 and it should be ignored if the Cronbach’s α value is 

below 0.35. The Cronbach’s α values and KMO for each construct which was found in literature 

review were all shown in Table 4.1. 

Table4.1.Measure of Reliability 

Construct Items Cronbach’s Alpha KMO’s 

Infrastructure 14 0894 0.805 

Legislation and policies 15 0.90 0.804 

Social 11 0.801 0.814 

Human resources 9 0.839 0.835 

Economical and financial 
issues 7 0.843 0.800 

Management 7 0842 0826 

The Cronbach’s alpha calculated from the 66 variables of this research is 0.86, which 

shows high reliability for designed scale. In order to determine whether the partial correlation of 
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the variables was small, the authors used the Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling 

adequacy (Kaiser, 1958). As seen in table 4.1, the result shows that all of the KMOs for the 

variables is above 0.8 which is meritorious. Moreover, in order to investigate the reliability of the 

model derived from literature review and find the structure of factors have made each construct, 

in continue we use the exploratory factor analysis statistical method and principle component 

analysis technique .Furthermore, we use the Varimax Rotation method to have a factor structure 

in which each variable load highly on one and only one factor and also have loading over 0.5. It is 

tried to identify and label the confirmed factors based on the principle of being concise without 

losing clarity of meaning. So by analyzing each construct separately, we could find the common 

factors related to each indicator which is shown in table 4.2 to 4.7.When a factor solution has 

been obtained in which all variables have a significant loading, it is tried to assign some meaning 

to the pattern of factor loading. It is shown in appendix G. 

Table 4.2.  Result of EFA on Technical Infrastructure construct 

Factor Communality Factor Loadings 
1 2 3 

I1 .758 .047 -.064 .867 
I2 .680 .150 .090 .806 
I3 .656 .743 .159 .280 
I4 .689 .739 .255 .279 
I5 .617 .757 .159 .137 
I6 .715 .826 .049 -.175 
I7 .620 .733 .288 .002 
I8 .573 .664 .364 .008 
I9 .596 .535 .529 .172 
I10 .544 .665 .249 .200 
I11 .535 .316 .650 .114 
I12 .691 .340 .656 .380 
I13 .744 .077 .856 -.071 
I14 .723 .221 .814 -.106 

Eigenvalues 4.355 2.937 1.851 
Percentage of variance explained 31.106 20.975 13.219 

Total cumulative percentage of variance 
explained 65.301 
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Table 4.3. Result of EFA on Economical and financial construct 
  
 
 
                            
 
                          
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Table 4.4. Result of EFA on Legislation and Policies construct 

  
Factor 

 
Communality 

Factor Loadings 
1 2 3 

L4 .661 .799 .105 .105 
L5 .550 .630 .026 .391 
L6 .711 .177 .014 .824 
L7 .668 -.056 .392 .715 
L8 .490 .694 -.020 .090 
L9 .767 .170 .853 .100 
L10 .775 .147 .854 .156 
L11 .536 .404 .146 .593 
L12 .770 .822 .295 -.083 
L13 .571 .490 .547 .178 
L14 .674 .491 .594 .283 
L15 .799 .098 .886 .065 
L16 .572 .645 .386 .085 
L17 .601 .676 .347 .153 
L18 .611 .710 .186 .268 

Eigenvalues 4.309 3.472 1.975 
Percentage of variance explained 28.728 23.145 13.169 

Total cumulative percentage of variance 
explained 65.041 

Note: the L1, L2, and L3 indicators are omitted from the  legislation constructs because of having low 
communalities ,loadings, or the same factor loadings in  two underlying factors 
 
                                     
 
 
 

Factor 
 Communality Factor Loadings 

1 2 
E1 .687 .782 -.275 
E2 .725 .847 .085 
E3 .749 .782 .371 
E4 .646 .316 .739 
E5 .603 .091 .771 
E6 .433 -.133 .644 
E7 .251 -.004 .501 

Eigenvalues 2.411 1.682 
Percentage of variance explained 34.442 24.034 

Total cumulative percentage of variance 
explained 58.477 
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                                Table 4.5. Result of EFA on Human Resources construct 
  
Factor 

 
Communality 

Factor Loadings 
1 2 

H1 .744 .169 .846 
H2 .781 .232 .852 
H3 .721 .152 .836 
H4 .523 .558 .461 
H5 .482 .674 .164 
H6 .417 .590 .263 
H7 .479 .692 .012 
H8 .792 .876 .156 
H9 .415 .557 .323 

Eigenvalues 2.776 2.577 
Percentage of variance explained 30.843 28.632 

Total cumulative percentage of variance 
explained 

59.475 

  
Table 4.6: Result of EFA on Social construct 

 
Factor 

 
Communalities 

Factor Loadings 
1 2 3 

s1 .547 0.729 0.115 0.052 
s2 .590 0.764 0.070 0.041 
s3 .752 0.846 0.191 -0.023 
s4 .595 0.713 0.295 0.013 
s5 .681 0.143 0.809 -0.078 
s6 .688 0.181 0.707 0.394 
s7 .737 0.243 0.823 0.010 
s8 .614 0.560 0.533 0.130 
s9 .687 -0.143 0.224 0.785 
s10 .786 0.061 0.032 0.884 
s11 .740 0.161 -.082 0.841 

Eigenvalues 2.812 2.317 2.289 
Percentage of variance explained 25.565 21.063 20.808 

Total cumulative percentage of variance 
explained 

67.436 
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 Table 4.7.Result of EFA on Management construct 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The analyses in table 4.1 to 4.6 show that all the factors for each construct could explain 

more than 50% of variance. Furthermore, the communalities, which are the variance of observed 

variables accounted for by a common fact, were more than 40%. Consequently, at most all the 

indicators have loading, which is the correlation between observed variables and factors, over 0.5 

.So All the indicators could be accept by software except three items related to 

Legislation(L1,L2,L3).These items were rejected because of being under two factors or having 

low loading. In the next section we try to confirm the model and find the relationship between 

indicators. 

4.2.2. Validity and Confirmatory Factor analysis 

In the prior section we used EFA. In EFA the structure of the factor model on the 

underlying theory is not known or specified a priori; rather data are used to help reveal or identify 

the structure of the factor model. Thus EFA can be viewed as a technique to aid in theory building 

.In confirmatory factor analysis, the precise structure of the factor model, which is based on some 

underlying theory is hypothesized(Sharma,1996).CFA inspects the relationship between 

indicators and their latent variables. So, to identify the underlying structure of the activity items 

and investigate the validity of the model explored from the previous section, we conducted a 

Confirmatory Factor Analysis in LISREL 8.5 (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 2001). We illustrate the 

relationships between indicators and their latent variables in distinct figures. Also, to confirm 

each model for the six constructs, Based on the recommendations of Bentler and Hu (1995), 

Factor Communalities Factor Loadings 
1 2 

M1 .608 0.772 0.108 
M2 .735 0.833 0.202 
M3 .743 0.672 0.540 
M4 .596 0.733 0.240 
M5 .476 0.316 0.613 
M6 .767 0.476 0.735 
M7 .797 0.002 0.893 

Eigenvalues 2.605 2.116 
Percentage of variance explained 37.217 30.226 

Total cumulative percentage of variance 
explained 67.443 
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model fits are evaluated in terms of multiple fit indices, including the chi-square, RMSEA1, 

SRMR2, and the GFI. For the RMSEA, values between .05 and .08 as acceptable (Browne and 

Cudeck, 1992). The GFI3 and AGFI4 should be above 0.90 and 0.8 (Bentler, 1992).In sum, Table 

4.14 presents the X2/df5,AGFI,GFI,SRMR,and RMSEA admissibility for a model to be 

confirmed. 

Table4.8: Measure of model fitness 
X2/df GFI AGFI SRMR RMSEA 

< 2 0.9≤ 0.8≤ 0.1≥ 0.08≥ 

 

4.3. Important criteria in Development of CFA 

As it is mentioned before e-publishing readiness is measured through six attributes of 

Management, Human Resources, Social, Infrastructure ,Economical and Financial Issues, and 

Legislation that they will be measured by their indicators presented with their reliably through 

computing related Cronbach’s alphas. So all we can make a model in LISREL software .However 

before making structural model we need to define some indices which will be used in continue:  

• R² value 

The proportion of variance R² is used to estimate the reliability of a particular observed 

variable item. R² values above 0.50 provide evidence of acceptable reliability (Silverman, 2000). 

In classical test score theory, the reliability of a variable is a measure of the degree of the true-

score variation relative to the observed score-variation. Reliability can also be interpreted as the 

proportion of the observed variable that is free from error .It would be difficult to justify a 

proposed indicator of a latent variable in research if its reliability was less than 0.50 for in that 

case 50% of its variance would be error variance. If any items exhibit R² less than 0.50, it is 

common to drop the worst performing item from its respective scale and to re-estimate parameter 

values. This may require several iterations but the acceptable model has to be retested using a 

validation sample (S. Mann P, 1995) 

                                                            
١The root mean square error of approximation 
٢ The standardized root mean square residual 
٣ Goodness of fit index 
٤ Adjusted  Goodness of fit index 
٥ Chi square divided to degrees of freedom 
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• Model fit 

Using the maximum likelihood χ ² statistic provided in the LISREL output can test the 

overall fit of a hypothesized model. This χ ² measure of fit is a function of how well the model 

meets both conditions for unidimensionality. That is, χ ² is a function of internal and external 

consistency. The p-value associated with this χ ² is the probability of obtaining a χ ² value larger 

than the value actually obtained under the hypothesis that the model specified is a true reflection 

of reality. Small p-values indicate that the hypothesized structure is not confirmed by the sample 

data. The χ ² statistics is a global test of model’s ability to reproduce the sample variance and 

covariance matrix. However, its significance levels are sensitive to size of the sample and 

departures from multivariate normality; Consequently, the Chi-square statistic must be interpreted 

with care in most applications (Sullivan, 2001). 

• Standardized residuals 
 
LISREL makes useful information in the assessment of measurement models and 

unidimensionality in particular. The first diagnostic comes from the examination of the residuals 

of the predicted covariance or correlation matrix. Residuals represent differences between 

elements in the observed and fitted moment matrices of covariance. Although their size depends 

on the units of measures of the observed variables, Small fitted residuals illustrate good fit 

(Denzin, 2003) .To ease interpretation, residuals could be standardized by dividing them by their 

asymptotic standard. The magnitude of a standardized residual is influenced by the sample size 

with larger sample. Sizes producing larger standardized residuals. Therefore to find a solution, we 

investigated different combinations of indicators for each attribute and applied the gathered data 

on empirical phase of this research to achieve a proper structural model by using LISREL and 

SPSS softwares. Following sections clarified my findings in regard to each construct and its 

variables and explain importance of its attributes as well as relationships among them. 
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Chi square=79.23, df=66,P-value=0.13,GFI=0.92,AGFI=0.81,SRMR=0.064,RMSEA=0.079 

Figure 4.7:Technical infrastructure Confirmatory factor analysis 
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Chi square=13.93,df=11,P-value=0.23,GFI=0.95,AGFI=0.88,SRMR=0.071,RMSEA=0.058 

Figure 4.8. Economical and financial construct Confirmatory factor analysis 
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Chi-Square=27.12, df=25,P-value=0.349,RMSEA=0.033,GFI=0.93,AGFI=0.87,SRMR=0.073 

Figure 4.9. Human Resources construct Confirmatory factor analysis 
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Chi- square=108.69, df=79, P-value=0.015,SRMR=0.073,GFI=0.89,AGFI=0.81, RMSEA=0.069 

Figure 4.10.Legislation and Policies construct Confirmatory factor analysis 
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Chi- square=24.15, df=12, P-value=0.019,SRMR=0.06,GFI=0.92,AGFI=0.81,RMSEA=0.0725 

Figure 4.11. Management construct Confirmatory factor analysis 
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Chi-square=48.41, P-value=0.099,df=37,RMSEA=0.062,SRMR=0.081,GFI=0.90,AGFI=0.82 

Figure 4.12. Social construct Confirmatory factor analysis 

Based on the range of model fit indicators in table4.12, there are significant relationships 

between indicators and their latent factors which confirm all the constructs. We could confirm the 

finding models explored in exploratory factor analysis. As shown in all above tables, model Fit 

results shows that all model fitness indicators are in acceptable range, so the total indicators of 

each construct confirmed the fitness of the model for that construct. 
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4.4. The e-publishing readiness model 

The relationship between indicator variables (Technical Infrastructure, Economical and 

Financial Issues, Human Resources, Legislation, Social, and Management) and the latent variable 

such as e-Publishing Readiness is considered on table 4.15 and figure 4.7 through the mentioned 

statistical analysis.  

 

  
Figure 4.13: E-publishing readiness confirmatory factor analysis 

Table 4.9.E-publishing Readiness 
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Indicators Standardizes Std.error Sig 
Tec.Infrastructure 0.2 0.96 P<0.01 

Economical&Finanacial Issues 0.28 0.19 P<0.01 
Legislation 0.38 0.32 P<0.01 

Social 0.42 0.08 P<0.01 
Human Resources 0.43 0.15 P<0.01 

Management 0.45 0.10 P<0.01 
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The importance of each attribute is shown on path diagram as the load of that attribute, 

also the relationships among attributes are indicated through the related covariance matrix table 

below. In order to understand the correlations between the six factors, the matrix of correlation 

coefficients were shown in Table below. A higher coefficient indicates a stronger correlation 

between variables. The highest coefficient is between management and social which is 0.678 and 

human resources that is 0.654.Also the lowest correlation is between Infrastructure and Economy 

which is 0.123 and Legislation that is 0.190. 

Table 4.10.Inter-Correlations between latent variables 

Correlation I E L S H M 
I 1      

E 0.123 1     

L 0.190 0.399 1    

S 0.354 0.379 0.552 1   

H 0.258 0.465 0.316 0.595 1  

M 0.212 0.441 0.398 0.678 0.654 1 

As mentioned before by running different models made by combinations of categories’ 

indicators in LISREL and measuring their related parameters, we found that the above model is 

the most reliable model to show the structure, importance and relationship among attributes of 

proposed model. In continue the obtained range of model fit index will be shown in table below. 

Table 4.11.Obtained range of model fit index 
X2 df GFI AGFI SRMR RMSEA CFI NNFI 

15.45 9 0.94 0.86 0.051 0.079 0.96 0.94 
 

Table 4.12. Normal range of model fit indicators 
X2/df GFI AGFI SRMR RMSEA CFI NNFI 

3.0≤ ≥0.9 ≥0.8 ≤0.1 ≤0.08 ≥0.9 ≥0.9 
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E-Publishing 
Readiness

Technical 
Infrastructure

0.2

Management
0.45

Economical 
and Financial 

Issues
0.28

Legislation
0.38

Social
0.42

Human 
Resources

0.43

As shown in all above tables, model Fit results shows that all model fitness indicators are 

in acceptable range and based on mentioned observations, the total indicators confirmed the 

fitness of whole model.In figure below , the whole model with its weight in regard to e-publishing 

readiness will be shown in figure 4.14..  

Figure 4.14.The conceptual model of e-publishing readiness 

4.5. Descriptive Analysis with Usage of Frequency Distribution 
of the 2nd questionnaire 

The descriptive statistics of the samples is illustrated in figures 4.15, 4.16, 4.17.  Most of them 

were over 20 years old, published more than 100 books and produce humanism and social books. 

They have made more than 15780 books while the number of books published in 2007-2008 were 

34,687(ketab.ir, 2008) which shows that these companies published mostly 48% of the books that 

were published. Among these publishers, tenth of 49 publishers were private (10 %) and the 

others were public ones (90 %). 
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Figure 4.15.The History descriptive statistics of publishers 

 

Figure 4.16. The Number of books published by publishers descriptive statistics 

 
Figure 4.17.the diversity of books published 

The name of the publishers which we took our information from website or talking directly is 

listed in Appendix H. 
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4.6. Reliability of the 2nd Questionnaire 

The Cronbach’s α values and KMO for each construct which was found in literature 

review were all shown in below. 

Table 4.13.Measure of Reliability 

Construct Items Cronbach’s 
Alpha KMO’s 

Infrastructure 14 0.804 0.810 

Social 11 0.820 0.804 

Human resources 9 0.823 0.842 

Economical and financial 
issues 7 0.823 0.810 

Management 7 0.822 0832 

The Cronbach’s alpha calculated from the 48 variables of this research is 0.856, which 

shows high reliability for designed scale. In order to determine whether the partial correlation of 

the variables was small, the authors used the Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling 

adequacy (Kaiser, 1958). As seen in table 4.13, the result shows that all of the KMOs for the 

variables are above 0.8 which is meritorious. Since the questionnaire related to Legislation 

construct is given to the Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance, just a manager who is in 

publishing criterion answered the questionnaire. So we could not use Cronbach’s alpha. However 

the experts review the questionnaire and approved it. 

4.7. Evaluating the e-publishing readiness of publishers 

 To evaluate the e-publishing readiness of Iranian publishing companies, we made 

different Hypothesis which will be discussed in the following: 

For all the constructs except Legislation one related we use the z- one way sample test 

with the Hypothesis below: 
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H0: µ< 3      

H1: µ≥3 (Average of responses is greater than or equal to three) 

And for the I7 in the Infrastructure, the H0: µ<2 and H1: µ≥3 

Furthermore, we use the formula 4.2 in the 1-tailed Z test with α ≤0.05 and df = 32 to find 

the status of each indicator and see whether each one is in a good condition or not.The z value 

with df=32 and α ≤0.05 is 1.694. It is shown in figure 4.18. 

(4.2) z= 
 _  np

√
   , 

 

Figure 4.18: The region of rejection for a = .05 in a 1-tailed z-test 

In this formula X+  is the number of the responses over 3 for each indicator, n is the 

number of respondent (n=152), p=0.5, and q=0.5.so  for each indicator if the statue is good this 

means that  H0 is accepted otherwise rejected . 

Also to check which indicator has the better statue regarding to the others we make a hypothesis.  
 
   H0: The statues of all the Indicators of each factor are the same 
  H1: The statues of all the Indicators of each factor are not the same 

To find whether the statues of all the indicators are the same or not, we use the Friedman 

test in SPSS with the significant level ≤0.05.It is a non-parametric test (distribution-free) used to 

compare observations repeated on the same subjects. This is also called a non-parametric 

randomized black analysis of variance. 
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4.7.1. Evaluating the statue of social construct 

To find the readiness of two universities toward e-publishing, we made seven questions 

which evaluated the Social construct. As seen in table 4.14, S10, S6, S7, and S11 (indicators) are 

not in a good status while the others are.  

Table 4.14.Social Statue status 

 

Also to check which indicator has the better statue regarding to the others we make a hypothesis.  
 
H0: The statues of all the Indicators of Social factor are the same 
H1: The statues of all the Indicators of Social factor are not the same 

According to Table 4.15, p-value of this test is 0.00, which means Null hypothesis (H0) is 

rejected at 0.05 and even 0.01 level, and thus, it can be said that there is significant difference 

between ranks of Social indicators.  

 

 

Index Indicators of Social Factor X+ z-val H0 Result 

S1 Use of computers in everyday life via 
people 144 11.03 Reject Suitable 

S5 Range of House hold online 139 10.22 Reject Suitable 

S10 Readability of e-books compared to texts 72 -0.64 Accept Unsuite 

S4 Perception of people toward e-texts 128 8.44 Reject  Suitable 

S2 Existence of social trust toward e-texts 133 9.25 Reject  Suitable 

S3 Level of customers’ Internet Literacy 100 3.4 Reject  Suitable 

S8 Understanding the features and usages of 
e-publishing 129 8.6 Reject  Suitable 

S6 Liability toward customers 81 0.81 Accept  Unsuite 

S7 Standards mechanism in company 70 0.97 Accept  Unsuite 

S9 Flexibility of monitors compared to 
paperbacks 137 9.9 Reject Suitable 

S11 Inexpensiveness of e-book reader 
apparatuses 58 -2.9 Accept Unsuite 
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Table 4.15.Friedman test significance 
N 152 

Chi-Square 08.763 
df 9 

Asymp.Sig .000 

As seen in table 4.16, we found that readability of e-books compared to texts and the cost 

of e-book reader apparatuses are in the lowest rank. Most of people think that reading text book is 

much easier .However, Household online and social trust toward e-books are in higher ranks.  

Table4.16. Ranking of the Social indicators 

 

4.7.2. Evaluating the statue of Economical and Financial construct 

As seen in table 4.17, publishing companies in E4, E6, E7 (indicators) criteria are not in a 

good status, while the others are in acceptable status.  

Table 4.17.Economical and Financial indicators status 

Code Economical and financial 
Factor X+ z-val H0 Result 

E1 Tariff of fixed line to access the 
internet 49 7 Reject Suitable 

E5 Fairness of uploading online e-
book information expenses 38 3.87 Reject Suitable 

E2 Rate of access to the internet 39 4.12 Reject Suitable 

E3 Fairness of Internet tariff 34 2.71 Reject Suitable 

E6 Obstacles of e-book pricing in 
the web 13 -3.28 Accept Unsuitable 

E7 e-publishing persuasion 16 -2.4 Accept Unsuitable 

E4 Fairness of computer technician 
payment 26 0.42 Accept Unsuitable 

 

Moreover we make the hypothesis below to see whether or not all the indicators are in the 

same rank and to accept or reject any of these hypotheses. We use Fried man test. 

 

Indicators S1 S5 S10 S4 S2 S3 S8 S6 S7 S9 S11 
Mean rank 7.8 7.2 3.70 6.83 7.93 5.51 7.1 5.05 4.20 7.3 3.2 
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H0: The statues of all the Indicators of Economical factor are the same 
H1: The statues of all the Indicators of Economical factor are not the same 

As illustrated in table 4.18, p-value of this test is 0.00, which means Null hypothesis (H0) 

is rejected at 0.05 and even 0.01 level, and thus, it can be said that there is significant difference 

between ranks of Economical indicators.  

                                      Table 4.18.Friedman test significance 
N 49 

Chi-Square 86.990 
df 6 

Asymp.Sig .000 

Also According to table 4.19, we have to notice that, obstacles of e-book pricing in the 

web and e-publishing incentives are in the lowest rank. There is not any incentive facility to 

persuade publishing companies toward e-publishing .In contrast, Tariff of fixed line to access the 

internet and rate of Internet access are in good status and in the highest rank.     

Table4.19.Ranking the Economical and financial indicators 
Indicators E1 E5 E2 E3 E6 E7 E4 
Mean rank 4.64 3.79 5.51 3.77 2.56 2.79 4.95 

 

4.7.3. Evaluating the statue of Management construct 

As it is seen in table 4.20, all the indicators are not in good statue and publishing 

companies have not any preparation in the most important part of the company.  
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Table 4.20.Managament status 

 

Moreover the hypothesis below is used to see whether all the indicators are in the same 

rank. To attend this goal, Friedman test in SPSS is used. 

H0: The statues of all the Indicators of Management factor are the same 
H1: The statues of all the Indicators of Management factor are not the same 

According to Table 4.21, p-value of this test is 0.00, which means Null hypothesis (H0) is 

rejected at 0.05 and even 0.01 level, and thus, it can be said that there is significant difference 

between ranks of Management indicators. 

Table 4.21.Friedman test significance 
N 49 

Chi-Square 39.118 
df 6 

Asymp.Sig .000 

Moreover, as illustrated in table 4.22, we have to notice that, although managers know 

that e-publishing could be their competitive advantage and this criterion is in the high rank, the 

anxiety toward e-publishing and quality of schedules and policies are in the lowest rank. There is 

not any suitable schedule in the even famous publishing companies. 

 
 
 

Code Indicators of Social financial Factor X+ z-val H0 Result 

M1 Quality of services to expand IT 14 -3 Accept Unsuitable 

M2 Level of Investment in e-publishing 
criterion 

7 -5 Accept  Unsuitable 

M3 Level of enthusiasm toward e-
publishing 

9 -4.42 Accept  Unsuitable 

M4 Quality of schedules and policies 12 -3.57 Accept  Unsuitable 

M5 Acquaintance of managers with IT in 
general and e-publishing in special 

18 -1.87 Accept  Unsuitable 

M6 Cognition of CEOs on opportunities 
and threats of IT 

17 -2.14 Accept  Unsuitable 

M7 Using e-publishing as competitive 
advantage via Managers 

20 -0.13 Accept  Unsuitable 
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Table4.22.Ranking of the management indicators 

 

4.7.4. Evaluating the statue of Human Resource construct 

As seen in table 4.23, all the indicators are not in good statue and publishing companies 

have not any preparation in this criterion. We have to notice that the z threshold for all the 

indicators is 1.694 because of df=32 and α≤0.05. 

Table 4.23.Human Resources status 

Code Indicators of Social financial 
Factor X+ z-

value H0 Result 

H5 Number of secondary or tertiary 
educated employees 25 0.14 Accept Unsuitable

H3 Level of IT literacy 19 1.57 Accept  Unsuitable

H4 General expenses on increasing 
literacy of personnel 29 1.285 Accept  Unsuitable

H1 Availability of trained workforce 2 -6.4 Accept  Unsuitable

H6 Level of acceptance 23 -0.42 Accept  Unsuitable

H7 Existence of specialists in the 
legislation of e-publishing criterion 7 -5 Accept  Unsuitable

H8 Description of the role and 
responsibility of personnel precisely 18 -1.87 Accept  Unsuitable

H2 Technical skills of workforce 31 -1.857 Accept  Unsuitable

H9 Existence of specific and advanced 
Content related to e-publishing 22 -0.71 Accept  Unsuitable

Furthermore, the hypothesis below is used to see whether all the indicators are in the 

same rank. To attend this goal, Friedman test in SPSS is applied. 

H0: The statues of all the Indicators of Human Resources factor are the same 
H1: The statues of all the Indicators of Human Resources factor are not the same 

According to Table 4.24, p-value of this test is 0.00, which means Null hypothesis (H0) is 

rejected at 0.05 and even 0.01 level, and thus, it can be said that there is significant difference 

between ranks of Management indicators. 

Indicators M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 
Mean rank 4.57 3.99 3.07 3.06 4.43 4.34 4.54 
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Table 4.24.Friedman test significance 
 

 

Furthermore, As shown in table 4.25,. It is cleared that the number of trained work force 

(H1) is in the lowest rank. However, the general expenditure toward increasing literacy of 

employees is in the highest rank. So we reject the H0. 

Table 4.25. Ranking of the Human resources  indicators 
Indicators H5 H3 H4 H1 H6 H7 H8 H2 H9 

Mean 
rank 

5.71 4.90 6.50 2.77 5.38 3.54 5.26 6.24 4.70 

 
 

4.7.5. Evaluating the statue of Legislation construct 

In order to evaluate the legislation criteria in the in Ministry of culture and Islamic 

Guidance, we used the binomial test with the following features: 

• We have n identical trails. In other words, the given experiment is repeated n times. All 

these repetitions are performed under identical conditions. 

• Each trail has two and only two outcomes. These outcomes are usually called a success 

and failure. 

• The probability of success is represented by p and that of failure by q, and p+q=1,the 

probabilities p and q remain constant for each trail. 

• The trails are independent. In other words, the outcome of one trail does not affect the 

outcome of another trail. 

It is clear that one of the two outcomes of a trail is called a success and the other a failure 

and success does not mean that the corresponding outcome is considered favorable or desirable. 

Similarly, a failure does not necessarily refer to an unfavorable or undesirable outcome. These are 

two names used to explain the two possible outcomes of a trail. The result the question refers is 

usually called success and, the outcomes one is called failure (MANN, 1995). 

  H0: P=0.5             x is not applied in laws (Unsuitable statue) 
  H1: P≠ 0.5               x is applied in laws (Suitable statue) 

 

N 49 
Chi-Square 93.462 

df 8 
Asymp.Sig .000 
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Table 4.26.Legislation status 
Code Indicators of  Legislation Factor Test 

Prop 
Obs 
prop  

Result 

L1 Suitable reference against cyber squatting  ( e- 
plagiarism) 

0.5 1 Unsuitable 

L2 Preserve emoluments of e-book publishers 0.5 1 Unsuitable 

L3 eBook pricing mechanism 0.5 1 Unsuitable 

L4 Limiting bureaucracy of the e-publishing criterion 0.5 1 Unsuitable 

L5 Joining to the copyright convention 0.5 1 Unsuitable 

L6 Governmental persuasive facilities to propagate 
and introduce e-publishing products 

0.5 1 Unsuitable 

L7 Increasing Governmental budget toward 
development of e-publishing 

0.5 1 Unsuitable 

L8 Legitimating of website registering 0.5 0 Suitable 

L9 Assimilation of domestic laws with international 
ones  

0.5 1 Unsuitable 

L10 Suitable policy in  disseminating of e-books in 
domestic and  foreign markets 

0.5 1 Unsuitable 

L11 Existence of non tariff facilities 0.5 1 Unsuitable 

L12 Financial credit to the publishing 0.5 1 Unsuitable 
L13 Existence of policy toward making an e-

publishing market in the Persian language 
countries 

0.5 1 Unsuitable 

L14 
 

Acquaintance of publishing policy makers toward 
information technology and e-publishing 

0.5 1 Unsuitable 

L15 Existence of proper e-pub policy and law 0.5 1 Unsuitable 

As seen in table 4.26, all the indicators except L8 are not enacted by the legislators which 

shows that there has not any rule related to e-publishing. So we accept H0. 

4.7.6. Evaluating the statue of Technical Infrastructure construct 

As seen in table 4.27, all the indicators except I4, I7, I8, I9 are in good statue which show 

that this criteria have better statue regards to the others. We have to notice that the z threshold for 

all the indicators is 1.694. 
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Table4.27 .Technical Infrastructure status 
Code Indicators X+ z-

val 
H0 Result 

I1 Number of telephone lines 32 2.14 Reject Suitable 

I2 Number of computers 15 -1.2 Accept Unsuitable

I3 The bandwidth offering (#Kilobyte, 
Megabyte) 

39 4.1 Reject Suitable 

I4 The speed and quality of access to the internet 45 5.85 Reject Suitable 
I5 Number of computers access to internet 10 -4.1 Accept Unsuitable

I6 Standard  26 4.2 Reject Suitable 
I7  Broad band services (ADSL, ADSL2+,..) 49 7 Reject  Suitable 

I8 The quality of network facility  49 7 Reject  Suitable 

I9 Existence of security of information  49 7 Reject  Suitable 

I10 Quality of technical patronage units 27 7 Reject  Suitable 

I11 Capability of Readability and Revisory of 
eBooks  

15 5.09 Reject  Suitable 

I12 Efficiency of browsers on retrieval of 
information 

15 0.66 Accept Unsuitable

I13 Supporting of Farsi  language in the web 
 

18 -0.2 Accept Unsuitable

I14 Possibility of buying and selling books online 35 3 Reject Suitable 

Moreover, the hypothesis below is used to see whether all the indicators are in the same 

rank. To attend this goal, Friedman test in SPSS is applied. 

H0: The statues of all the Indicators of Technical infrastructure factor are the same 
H1: The statues of all the Indicators of Technical Infrastructure factor are not the same 

As illustrated in table 4.28, p-value of this test is 0.00, which means Null hypothesis (H0) 

is rejected at 0.05 and even 0.01 level, and thus, it can be said that there is significant difference 

between ranks of Technical infrastructure indicators. 
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             Table 4.28.Friedman test significance 
 

 

As shown in table 29, all the indicators are in the high statue. Moreover, Existence of 

security of information (I9), Broad band services (ADSL, ADSL2+,..)(I7), and Standard (I6)are in 

the highest of ranking. However, we have to reject the H0. 

Table 4.29. Ranking of the Technical infrastructure indicators 
Indicators I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 I7 I8 
Mean rank 7.56 8.25 7.31 4.28 4.11 10.53 10.7 9.7 

Indicators I9 I10 I11 I12 I13 I14 
Mean rank 10.5 5.17 6.75 6.69 5.81 7.61 

 

4.8. Overall statue of all Six Constructs 

In this section the overall statue of constructs will be discussed. So we need to make a 

hypothesis below: 

  H0: The number of suitable indicators in each construct is equal or greater than the number of    
unsuitable  indicators. 

  H1: The number of Unsuitable indicators in each construct is greater than the number of 
unsuitable indicators. 

Table 4.30.Overal statue of Constructs 
                 Indicators   
Statue Tech-Infra E&F 

Issues Legislate HR Social Managn
t 

No. Suitable 
Indicators 10 4 1 0 7 0 

No. Unsuitable 
Indicators 4 3 14 9 4 7 

Total 14 7 15 9 11 7 
H0  Accepted Accepted rejected rejected Accepted Rejected 

 

As seen in table 4.30, although the H0 is accepted in the Infrastructure, Economical and 

Financial Issues, and Social criteria, it is rejected in three important criteria which are Legislation, 

Human Resources and Management. All the indicators of Management and Human resources 

criteria are not in good statue. 

N 49 
Chi-Square 103.5 

df 13 
Asymp.Sig .000 
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4.9. Evaluating overall readiness of Publishers toward e-         
publishing 

As it is mentioned before, 4 criteria are used to evaluate the readiness of publishers 

toward e-publishing. To evaluate them, we make Radar chart to show the overall readiness of 

each construct in publishing companies. Moreover, we made radar chart for both private and 

public companies. The public companies which are investigated were Soroush, Nashre 

daneshgahi, Amir kabir,and Samt. As shown in figure 4.19, 4.20 and table 4.31, and 4.32, there is 

not much difference between public or private companies. However, the management confine has 

better status in private companies. The overall grade of constructs shows that approximately all 

the construct are in same conditions .Although Infrastructure is in a highest rank, the 

Management construct is in the lowest rank. 

     Table 4.31.E-publishing readiness construct grade for public companies 
Indicators Grade Ideal 
Economy 3 5 

Human Resource 2.14 5 

Management 1.94 5 

Infrastructure 3.2 5 

 
Figure 4.19. Overall e-publishing readiness of public companies 
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Table 4.32.E-publishing readiness construct grade for private companies 
Indicators Grade Ideal 

Infrastructure 3.194 5 

Economy 2.88 5 

Human Resource 2.27 5 

Management 2.18 5 

 
Figure 4.20. Overall e-publishing readiness of private companies 

4.10. Evaluating overall score of all the constructs 

As seen in figure 4.21and table 4.33, The Infrastructure, Economical issues, and Social 

has better status than Legislation and Management constructs. The worst case is related to 

Legislation in which there are not ant suitable related laws toward e-publishing. 
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Table 4.33.E-publishing readiness construct grade  
Indicators Grade Ideal 

Infrastructure 3.194 5 

Economy 2.90 5 

Legislation 0.3 5 

Social 3.09 5 

Human Resource 2.294 5 

Management 2.093 5 

 
Figure 4.21.Overal score of all the constructs 

4.11. Summary 

In this chapter, first the description analysis of our data was presented. Next, we tried to 

explore a new model related to e-publishing readiness of publishing companies. Exploring the 

model, three items from Legislation were discarded. Exploring the model, we needed to confirm 

the model. Confirming the model, we came to the last phase of our research which was evaluating 

the e-publishing readiness of publishers, Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance, and Iranian 

society. Evaluating each part with constructs of the new model, we found the current statue of 

each indicator in each construct. Furthermore, the overall ranking of each indicator in regards to 

the others in each construct was analyzed. At last the overall grade of each construct in regards to 

the others in evaluation of e-publishing readiness of publishers was shown.  
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Chapter 5 

Finding and Conclusion 

 

5. Finding and Conclusion 

In this chapter, findings and conclusions drawn from the research performed in this study 

will be presented. Based on finding, the research questions stated in chapter one will be 

answered and made conclusions from the analysis in chapter four 

5.1. Discussion and Conclusion 

In this section, the answers of research questions as well as the conclusions based on the 

theory and the results will be presented. 

5.1.1 Overall Findings and Results 

The findings of this research is divided to two phases: first, Making a  new Model  

,second, evaluating e-publishing readiness of publishers ,Society, and Ministry of culture and 
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Islamic Guidance .In continue, discussion and comments based on research questions will be 

brought. 

5.2. Research Questions 

RQ1. Are there any suitable e-readiness assessment tool which could be used in e-publishing?  

To answer this question, 13 e-readiness tools were investigated. There were a lot of 

resemblances among tools, each tool defines some indicators in their own words but with the 

same function .There is not any perfect model which may focus on all dimensions of e-readiness 

.Most of aforementioned tools focus on infrastructures but don’t pay attention to on some main 

constructs such as social or policy aspects. 

Studying the publishing concept, components of e-readiness, and comparative studies, we 

found that the prior tools could not evaluate the publishing .their indicators should be put together 

to evaluate the e-publishing readiness of publishers. So we offered a new model based on e-

publishing criteria in which it covers all aspects and dimensions of e-publishing readiness. It was 

tried to find most appropriate variables which were either common among the tools or belong to 

the special tools. Our proposed model council prior models and covers the weaknesses of the 

previous tools. So by adding new indicators and variables to these constructs and also adding 

constructs to the framework, the new tool could have the ability to cover the weaknesses of the 

prior tools and cover all the dimension of e-publishing criterion. Finding the new model, When a 

factor solution were obtained in which all variables have a significant loading, it was tried to 

assign some meaning to the pattern of factor loading which is shown in figure 5.1. So we made a 

model which could independently define different part of epublishing criteria which are society, 

law makers (Legislators) and publishing companies. 
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Figure 5.1. E-readiness model for assessment of B2C Publishing companies (based on research results) 

RQ2.Do Iranian publishers have the ability to be e-publishers? 

To if whether they have the ability to be e-publishers, we evaluate the 49 Iranian 

publishers based on new model. As seen in table 4.33, we found that in the infrastructure, 

economical and financial issues, publishers could gain the acceptance level. However in the 

human resources and management section, they are still weak. However, based on figure 4.19 to 

4.21, we found that the average levels of all the four indicators are above 2 out of 3 which show 

that they have the ability to be e-publishers but to do so much work. 
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RQ3. What solutions or guidelines could be offered to improve e-publishing? 

Finding this model, some results could be gained which are listed below: 

Firstly, as shown in Figure 5.1, although the management factor could explain just 20% 

percent of e-publishing (R2=0.452), it is the most critical factor among the others. Managerial 

issues such as level of investment, enthusiasm toward expanding e-publishing, perception of 

CEOs on opportunities and threats of IT are important indicators needed to be more focused. 

Moreover, ICT management is a key issue for competitive advantage and further growth.  

Secondly, the human resource factor explains just 18% percent of e-publishing 

(R2=0.432) indicated that it needed to be more focused; Also, the acceptance level and qualified 

workers as its critical factors should be concentrated. Moreover, recruitment of innovative and 

creative scholars has to be focused. 

Thirdly, the social factor states only 25% of e-publishing (R2=0.482); however, cultural 

and emotional issues and trust as human resource factors are emphasized by experts. Moreover, 

the ‘‘industry standards’’ criterion plays a significant role in this set since it is related to trust and 

assurance. Also, Internet literacy and perception of people toward e-texts are also critical issues 

which could not be ignored. In this way, in order to be succeeded, the culture and beliefs toward 

e-text needed to be altered first.  

An interesting point in this research is that technical infrastructure is not distinguished as 

an important factor (R2=0.202). It took the lowest percentage of describing e-publishing which 

showed that managerial, cultural factors and human resource issues are more important than the 

other factors for success in e-publishing. But this industry needs greater infrastructural support in 

order to reap the benefits of ICT and to develop the capabilities to contribute in the economic 

development. 

Furthermore, the legislation and economical issues are not stated as important factors in 

regard to managerial issues which showed that government policies could not be effective in this 

industry. Also to enter into e-publishing, the expenses are not so high that makes it a good 

opportunity for most people to get involved in with making huge investments. Finding the model, 

we evaluated the e-publishing readiness of publishers. What we found are listed below: 
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Firstly: in the Technical Infrastructure criterion, Iranian publishers are in acceptable level 

and most of the indicators were in acceptable levels too. However, to implement e-publishing  

some issues should be focused which are: 

1. Standards 

• To observe all the technical standards of e-publishing ,the e-publishing convention should 
make unique format and standard in e-publishing criterion which could help publishers obey the 
specific standards in making information. 
• All the e-publishers need to obey unique standard in their hardware,software,and e-book 
readers. 
 
2. Improving Telecommunication infrastructure 

• To help publishers making, storing ,and retrieve e-books ,The internet, intranet, and the other 
computer facilities should be strengthened  
• Improving the traditional booksellers facilities for selling the e-publishing materials 
• Obtaining and presenting  e-book readers 
• To search and retrieve information precisely, we need suitable browsers. So websites should 
have the high ability to be searched. 
• There are not enough computers in companies. The number of computers should increased.  

Secondly: In the Economical and financial criterion: 

• Making a suitable method relate to e-book pricing 
• Giving financial assistance (subisidy) to obtain special needs of e-publishing criteria ,like 
computers, scanners, printers and also connecting to Internet and informational databases soon 
to persuade publishers towards e-publishing  

Thirdly: In the social criterion:  

• Making e-publishing products with high quality and guarantee products to increase customers’  
trust  
• Making high security mechanism in the websites and databases of companies in a way    
     customers be sure that their information will not used in any situation 

Fourthly: In the management criterion: 

• Unfortunately most of the managers are traditional ones which could see books as paperback 
ones and not in the other forms .Consequently, the resist to any change. So, they need to be 
accustomed with IT in general and e-publishing in special by attending the training courses in 
the e-publishing convention or council with experts. 

• They have to define a precise strategy toward Quality of IT services to expand IT 
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• Mangers should invest in the e-publishing criterion .They have to allocate budget if they want 
to use this criterion as their competitive advantageous. They need to have clear policy and 
schedule toward expanding e-publishing in their companies. 

Moreover, in the Human Resources criterion: 

• Companies need to teach the e-publishing related laws to their employees which could be done 
with joint programs of ministries of culture Islamic Guidance and science, Research,and 
Technologies to establish some related training courses 

•  Making new e-publishing criterion related majors in universities which train experts in this 
scope 

At last in the Legislation criterion,  

• Government should pay subsidy for e-book readers which persuade people toward reading 
ebooks 
• To support publishers, Ministry of culture and parliament has to enact related laws which 
could protect the e-publishing rights of publishers. 
• It is needed to design systems that customers pay based on the whole book or some sections of 
the books  
• We need a general law which could be based on scientific structure related to e-publishing 
• Government need to decrease or omit the resistance toward e-publishing from traditional 
publishers. To do this it is needed to establish some courses for the managers to increase the 
knowledge toward this kind of technology. 
• government should increase using of internet among people by precise schedule and plan 
• it is need to held an annual e-publishing product exhibition to increase the propensity and 
tendency of people toward this industry. 
 

It should be noticed that if we want to improve e-publishing, we need to have holistic 

view toward the model. We should consider all the dimension of e-publishing.for instance, 

Although Technical Infrastructure is in better status, we have to promote it and increase the level 

of Infrastructure without forgetting the other constructs like Legislation factor. 

 
5.3. Limitations 

There were some limitations in this research work:  

1. Limitations of sample size  

2. Having conservatism morality of the managers; 

3. Difficult to make an appointment for interview with the managers; 

4. Data were gathered from single country (Iran) 

5. Lack of having a comprehensive model in the field of implementation of e-publishing. 
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5.4. Further Researches 
 

This research leads to some observations that might be of interest to future researchers 

using a different sample size to test and compare the results obtained here. It will be interesting to 

evaluate e-publishing readiness of multiple countries and compare with the others. Moreover, it is 

desirable if the new model can be adopted in the other industries. 

 
5.3. Summary 
 

In the last chapter we illustrated the new model and answered the research questions. 

Moreover the evaluation of e-publishing readiness among publishers, society, and Ministry of 

culture and Islamic guidance based on the new model were done. Based on finding, we made 

some suggestions which could be helpful on omitting the obstacles of e-publishing readiness. 
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Appendixes 
 
Appendix A: Description 

 

 
Infrastructure Description 
 

 i_1 i_2 i_3 i_4 i_5 i_6 i_7 
N Valid 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 
 Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Mean 3.0625 3.2375 4.1250 4.1375 3.4250 4.1375 2.8000 
Median 3.0000 3.0000 4.0000 4.0000 3.0000 4.0000 3.0000 
Mode 3.00 3.00 5.00 5.00 3.00 5.00 3.00 

Minimum 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Maximum 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 
 

 
 
Indicators N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
i_1 80 1.00 5.00 3.0625 .87647
i_2 80 1.00 5.00 3.2375 .78343
i_3 80 1.00 5.00 4.1250 1.01102
i_4 80 1.00 5.00 4.1375 1.04025
i_5 80 1.00 5.00 3.4250 1.05272
i_6 80 1.00 5.00 4.1375 .96448
i_7 80 1.00 5.00 2.8000 1.15177
i_8 80 1.00 5.00 3.5625 1.17832
i_9 80 1.00 5.00 3.9625 .98654
i_10 80 1.00 5.00 4.0250 1.09052
i_11 80 1.00 5.00 3.0250 1.01850
i_12 80 1.00 5.00 3.8750 1.04790
i_13 80 1.00 5.00 4.2250 .99333
i_14 80 1.00 5.00 4.2250 .99333
Valid N 
(listwise) 80     

 i_8 i_9 i_10 i_11 i_12 i_13 i_14 
N Valid 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 
 Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Mean 3.5625 3.9625 4.0250 3.0250 3.8750 4.2250 4.2250 
Median 4.0000 4.0000 4.0000 3.0000 4.0000 5.0000 4.5000 
Mode 4.00 4.00 5.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 

Minimum 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Maximum 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 
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Economical and Financial issues Descriptive Statistics 
 

  N Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std. 

Deviation Variance
e1 80 1.00 5.00 3.3250 .96489 .931 
e2 80 2.00 5.00 3.9375 .73508 .540 
e3 80 1.00 5.00 3.8375 .96053 .923 
e4 80 1.00 5.00 3.9375 .93245 .869 
e5 80 1.00 5.00 3.9125 .82973 .688 
e6 80 1.00 5.00 4.1000 .78917 .623 
e7 80 1.00 5.00 4.0500 1.20021 1.441 

Valid N 
(listwise) 80      

 
 Statistics 
 

 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7 
N Valid 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 
 Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Mean 3.32 3.93 3.83 3.93 3.91 4.10 4.05 
Median 3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.50 
Mode 3.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 5.00 

Variance .931 .540 .923 .869 .688 .623 1.44 
Range 4.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 

Minimum 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Maximum 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 
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Human Resources Description 

 
Statistics 

 
Indicators h1 h2 h3 h4 h5 

N Valid 80 80 80 80 80 
Mean 4.2750 4.2375 4.1625 3.8625 3.7375 

Median 4.0000 4.0000 4.0000 4.0000 4.0000 
Mode 4.00(a) 5.00 5.00 4.00 3.00 

Variance .506 .690 .720 .778 .930 
Range 2.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 

Minimum 3.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 
Maximum 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 

Statistics 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Descriptive Statistics

80 3.00 5.00 4.2750 .71112
80 2.00 5.00 4.2375 .83049
80 2.00 5.00 4.1625 .84858
80 1.00 5.00 3.8625 .88223
80 2.00 5.00 3.7375 .96448
80 1.00 5.00 4.0625 .93245
80 2.00 5.00 4.0625 .80101
80 2.00 5.00 3.8125 .94258
80 2.00 5.00 3.9500 .88447
80

h1
h2
h3
h4
h5
h6
h7
h8
h9
Valid N (listwise)

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
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  h6 h7 h8 h9 
N Valid 80 80 80 80 
  Missing 0 0 0 0 
Mean 4.0625 4.0625 3.8125 3.9500 
Median 4.0000 4.0000 4.0000 4.0000 
Mode 5.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 
Variance .869 .642 .888 .782 
Range 4.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 
Minimum 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
Maximum 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 

a  Multiple modes exist. The smallest value is shown 
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Legislation Indicators 
  
 
Descriptive Statistics 
 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
l4 80 1.00 5.00 4.5250 .95434 
l5 80 2.00 5.00 4.6500 .67693 
l6 80 1.00 5.00 3.8500 .95599 
l7 80 2.00 5.00 3.9750 .85647 
l8 80 1.00 5.00 4.4875 .89998 
l9 80 1.00 5.00 4.1750 .99078 
l10 80 1.00 5.00 4.0625 1.14011 
l11 80 1.00 5.00 4.3875 .94793 
l12 80 1.00 5.00 4.3250 .99078 
l13 80 2.00 5.00 4.1500 .84344 
l14 80 1.00 5.00 4.2125 .93719 
l15 80 2.00 5.00 4.0625 .95922 
l16 80 1.00 5.00 4.1750 .88267 
l17 80 1.00 5.00 4.5375 .72816 
l18 80 1.00 5.00 4.4125 .95060 

Valid N  80     
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Frequencies 

 
 
 
 
Statistics 

 l4 l5 l6 l7 l8 l9 l10 l11 l12 
N Valid 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 
 Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Mean 4.52 4.65 3.85 3.97 4.48 4.17 4.06 4.38 4.32 
Median 5.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 5.00 4.50 4.00 5.00 5.00 
Mode 5.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 5.00 5.0 5.0 5.00 5.00 

Variance .911 .458 .914 .734 .810 .982 1.30 .89 .982 
Range 4.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 

Minimum 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Maximum 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 

 l13 l14 l15 l16 l17 l18 
N Valid 80 80 80 80 80 80
  Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mean 4.1500 4.2125 4.0625 4.1750 4.5375 4.4125
Median 4.0000 4.0000 4.0000 4.0000 5.0000 5.0000
Mode 4.00 5.00 4.00(a) 4.00(a) 5.00 5.00
Variance .711 .878 .920 .779 .530 .904
Range 3.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
Minimum 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Maximum 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
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Social Indicators 
 
Descriptive Statistics 
 

 s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 
N Valid 80 80 80 80 80 80 
 Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Mean 4.5250 4.2000 4.2125 4.2500 4.1250 4.1750 
Median 5.0000 4.0000 4.0000 4.0000 4.0000 4.0000 
Mode 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 

Variance .556 .744 .853 .696 .870 .627 
Range 2.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 

Minimum 3.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
Maximum 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 
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 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 
N Valid 80 80 80 80 80 
 Missing 0 0 0 0 0 

Mean 4.2125 4.2625 3.6500 3.9875 4.0625 
Median 4.0000 4.0000 4.0000 4.0000 4.0000 
Mode 5.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 

Variance .701 .677 1.091 .721 .920 
Range 3.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 

Minimum 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Maximum 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 

 
 
 
Statistics 
 
 Descriptive Statistics 
 

  N Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std. 

Deviation Variance 
s1 80 3.00 5.00 4.52 .74 .556
s2 80 2.00 5.00 4.20 .86 .744
s3 80 2.00 5.00 4.21 .92 .853
s4 80 2.00 5.00 4.25 .83 .696
s5 80 2.00 5.00 4.12 .93 .870
s6 80 2.00 5.00 4.17 .79197 .627
s7 80 2.00 5.00 4.21 .83732 .701
s8 80 2.00 5.00 4.26 .82283 .677
s9 80 1.00 5.00 3.65 1.04458 1.091
s10 80 1.00 5.00 3.98 .84933 .721
s11 80 1.00 5.00 4.06 .95922 .920
Valid N  80       
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Management Indicators 
 Statistics 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 

 m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 m7 
N Valid 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 
  Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Mean 4.07 4.21 4.33 4.27 4.31 4.41 4.23 
Std. Deviation .85 .66 .71 .779 .72 .80 .87 

Variance .72 .44 .50 .60 .52 .65 .76 
Minimum 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 
Maximum 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 
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Descriptive Statistics 
 
  N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
m1 80 1.00 5.00 4.0750 .85351 
m2 80 2.00 5.00 4.2125 .66929 
m3 80 2.00 5.00 4.3375 .71057 
m4 80 2.00 5.00 4.2750 .77908 
m5 80 2.00 5.00 4.3125 .72205 
m6 80 2.00 5.00 4.4125 .80652 
m7 80 1.00 5.00 4.2375 .87502 
Valid N 
(listwise) 80      

m1
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 Mean =4.08
 Std. Dev. =0.854

N =80
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Appendix B. Indicators 

Criterion E-readiness Assessment tools 

 

Infrastructure (Network, Teledensity) 

 

APEC,EIU,McConnell,GDI,WITSA,UNCTAD,CID,KAM,Orbicom,NRI,WTI 

Pricing APEC, McConnell, WITSA, UNCTAD, CID, NRI, WTI 

Reliability APEC, EIU, WITSA, CID 

Service and support APEC, EIU, WITSA, CID 

E-commerce APEC, EIU,McConnell,GDI, WITSA, UNCTAD, CID, NRI,CSPP 

Market competition APEC,EIU,McConnell,GDI, WITSA, UNCTAD, KAM, NRI, WTI 

Export trade,Foreign Investment APEC, EIU, McConnell, GDI, KAM 

Prevalence of foreign technology licensing NRI 

Use of Internet in business APEC, EIU, McConnell, GDI, WITSA, CID 

Ease of registering a new business EIU 

Regulation (Privacy,e-signature,etc.) EIU, GDI, WITSA, CID, McConnell, APEC, KAM, WTI 

Political openness McConnell, KAM 

Government spend on ICT  EIU, CID, KAM, NRI 

Basic Legal framework APEC, EIU, MCCONNEL,GDI, WITSA, CID, KAM, NRI 

Harmonization with international law WITSA 

Tax regime,Tariff and Non Tariff barrier APEC, EIU, WITSA, KAM, NRI, WTI 

Domestic credit to Private sector GDI,KAM 

Technical skills of workforce APEC, McConnel,GDI, CID, KAM, Orbicom, NRI 

Availability of Trained workforce EIU, McConnel,APEC,WITSA,CID,KAM,Orbicom,NRI 

Content related training of educators MCCONNEL,KAM 

Level of education EIU,GDI,KAM,CID,NRI 

Public expenditure on education KAM,NRI,CID, McConnel 

Adult literacy rate UNCTAD,KAM,NRI,WTI,Orbicom 

Secondary and Tertiary enrollment NRI,KAM 

Use of ICT in Everyday life EIU,GDI,ORBICOM,CID,McConnell,APEC,KAM,WTI,EIU 

Utilization of Technology  McConnell,GDI,UNCTAD,CID,KAM, Orbicom,NRI,WTI 

Locally relevant content CID,APEC,EIU 

Household online CID,APEC,CSPP,McConnel,NRI 

Consumer Trust 

ICT management and policy 

WITSA,UNCTADM,CID,NRI 

CID, CSPP, EIU, CIDCM 

Certificate accreditation of ICT literacy 

level 

KAM,NRI 
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Appendix C:  

1st QUESTIONNAIRE (Persian) 
شناسايي عوامل موثر برآمادگي نشرالكترونيكي در شركتهاي انتشاراتي ايران پرسشنامه  

انديشمند گرامي    

 با سالم

ميزان مهيا بودن شرايط  يك سازمان يا جامعه براي حضور موفق در عصر اطالعات و توانمندي بهره  ‹‹ آمادگي الكترونيكي عموما

  .تعريف مي شود ››تحقق اهداف سازمانگيري از فناوري اطالعات در جهت 

 ،ي ورود به تجارت الكترونيكيبرا "شركتهاي انتشاراتي در ايران مدل مناسب آمادگي الكترونيكي"به منظور شناسايي 

اين پرسشنامه براي دريافت نظرات كارشناسي شما تدوين گرديده . طرحي تحقيقاتي در دانشگاه تربيت مدرس در دست اجراست

در بخش ياريگران درج ، نام و مشخصات خود را ارائه فرماييد تا در گزارش نهايي تحقيق  ،خواهشمند است در صورت موافقت. است

  .قبًال از همكاري شما سپاسگزارم. گردد

  سامرند طوفاني

 دانشجوي كارشناسي ارشد تجارت الكترونيكي

:لطفا مشخصات خود را ذيالً ارائه فرمائيد  

              ) :اختياري(نام و نام خانوادگي •

  : سن  •

  :تحصيالت  •

 :شغل  •

  :محل خدمت  •

 :زمينه كاري  •

  : تلفن •

 :پست الكترونيكي •
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موثر بر آمادگی الکترونيکی شرکتھای انتشاراتی برای ورود به عرصه تجارت الکترونيکی در مھمترين عوامل - الف

  .را مشخص فرمائيد) عامل(لطفا ميزان تاثيرگذاری ھر شاخص:جدول زير آماده است

 

 

 

 

 

 

 شاخص
 ميزان تاثير

 بسيار کم کم متوسط زيادبسيار زياد

       آمادگی منابع انسانی حوزه نشر

      )شبکه،رسانه(ساختھای فنی  مھيا بودن زير

       مھيا بودن زير ساختھای اقتصادی و مالی

      ميزان پذيرش اجتماعی محصوالت الکترونيکی

آماده بودن قوانين و مقررات در زمينه نشر 
 الکترونيکی

     

در  مھيا بودن زير ساختھای مديريتی

  موسسات و شرکتھای انتشاراتی

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

)لطفا ذکر فرمايد(ديگرعوامل   

-------------------------- 

-------------------------- 
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.لطفااثر ھر يک را مشخص فرماييد.در شرکتھای انتشاراتی در زير آمده است››زير ساختھای فنی ‹‹عوامل موثر برآمادگی   

 

I شاخص 
 ميزان تاثير

 بسيار کم کم متوسط زيادبسيار زياد

       )ثابت وسيار(تعداد خطوط تلفن شرکتھای انتشاراتی   ١

 تعداد کامپيوتر موجود درشرکتھای انتشاراتی ٢
     

      پھناي باند دسترسي به شبکه اينترنت در شرکتھای انتشاراتی ٣

      سرعت وکيفيت دسترسی به شبکه توسط شرکتھای انتشاراتی ۴

      در شرکتھای انتشاراتیتعداد کامپيوترھاي متصل به اينترنت  ۵

وجود استاندارد مناسب برای کليه عمليات اعم از سخت  ۶
 افزاری،نرم افزاری،دستگاھھای  کتابخوان

     

  انتشاراتی در شرکتپر سرعت ميزان استفاده از اينترنت   ٧
     

٨  
  

 کيفيت تجھيزات سخت افزاری شبکه
  )مودم ھای بی سيم وساير ادوات جانبی سرورھا،(

     

٩  
  

  وجود زير ساخت امنيت اطالعات در سازمان
  )،نرم افزارھای ويروس يابVPNشبيه سيستم فايروال،شبکه (

     

وجود واحدھای ( پشتيبانی فنی ومخابراتی کيفيت خدمات و  ١٠
  )پشتيبانی فنی ومکانيزمھای مناسب خدمات پشتيبانی فنی

     

  قابليت خواندن ومرور کتابھای الکترونيکی   ١١
     

کار آمدی موتورھای جستجوگر در بازيابی کامل و دقيق   ١٢
  اطالعات

     

١٣ 
پشتيبانی از خط و زبان فارسی در محيط وب و وجود 
 استانداردفارسی سازی مناسب در توليد اطالعات

     

١٤  
ديجيتالی کردن  فراھم شدن زير ساختھای فنی در جھت

  کتابھاوھمچنين امکان خريد بر خط آنھا
     

       ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐)لطفا ذکر فرماييد(عوامل ديگر  
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لطفا  ا ثر ھر يک را مشخص .در شرکتھای انتشاراتی در زير آمده است››مقررات اقتصادی و مالی ‹‹عوامل موثر برآمادگی 

فرماييد   

 

E 
 شاخص

تاثيرميزان   

بسيار 
بسيار  کم متوسط زياد زياد

 کم
       ھزينه تلفن خطوط ثابت جھت دسترسی به اينترنت توسط شرکتھا ١

نرخ دسترسی به اينترنت وپايگاھھای اطالعاتی شرکت ھای  ٢
  انتشاراتی

     

منصفانه بودن اجرت شرکتھای ارائه دھنده اينترنت بابت ارائه  ٣
 انتشاراتیسرويس به شرکتھای 

     

پرداخت حقوق و مزايای منصفانه ومناسب  به متخصصان رايانه  ۴
  توسط ناشران

     

 )online(متعادل و مناسب بودن ھزينه ثبت و نشر اطالعات بر خط ٥
  کتابھای الکترونيکی در محيط وب

     

٦ 

موانع و سردرگمی مربوط به چگونگی قيمت گذاری بر روی کتابھای 
نحوه قيمت گذاری کتابھا بر (online الکترونيکی در محيط بر خط

چه اساس باشد؟بر اساس کل کتاب يا بخشی يا ھم وزن قيمت کتاب 
 )معمولی

     

       پرداخت يارانه در جھت نشر الکترونيکی برای ناشران توسط دولت ٧

 

 عوامل ديگر

--------------------------------- 
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.لطفا ميزان اثر ھريک را مشخص فرماييد.اثردارد›› سياست،قوانين و مقررات نشرالکترونيکی‹‹عوامل زير بر آمادگی   

 

L شاخص 
 ميزان تاثير

بسيار
بسيار کم متوسط زياد زياد

 کم
1 
 

ايجادرقابت  توسط دولت در ميان شرکتھای انتشاراتی برای استفاده 
 شرکتھادراين  IT روزافزون

      

صدورپروانه برای جذب امکانات وتواناييھای به روز در جھت  2
  نشرالکترونيکی کتاب

          

پذيرش سرمايه گذاری خارجی در جھت نشر و پخش کتابھای  3
  الکترونيکی در داخل و خارج

      

        وجود مرجع مناسب برای دادخواھی درزمينه سرقت ادبی ديجيتالی 4

قراردادھای مناسب برای حفظ حقوق ناشران کتابھای وجود  5
 الکترونيکی

      

       ارائه مکانيزم مشخص حقوقی برای قيمت گذاری کتابھا 6

        آسان کردن فرايندھای اداری در نشرالکترونيکی  کتابھا 7

        )کپی رايت(وارد شدن ايران در کنوانسيون حق نشر  8

9 
تشويقی دولت در جھت تبليغ و معرفی محصوالت وجود امکانات 

نشر الکترونيکی در  نشرالکترونيک در جھت باال بردن انگيزه  ايجاد
  انتشارات

      

افزايش بودجه ھای تخصيص داده شده دولت جھت افزايش نشر  10
  الکترونيکی

      

قوانين مربوط يه حقوق مالکيت برای ثبت قانونی سايتھای مرتبط  11
باشرکتھای انتشاراتی

      

12 
ھمسو کردن قوانين داخلی با قوانين بين المللی در جھت برداشتن 
موانع مربوط يه سرمايه گذاری خارجی و داخلی در صنعت نشر 

الکترونيکی

      

ارائه سياست مناسب درجھت پخش کتابھای الکترونيکی در بازارھای  13
 خارجی  داخلی و

      

تسھيالت مالياتی در جھت بھبود وضعيت شرکتھای نشر ايجاد  14
 الکترونيکی

      

15 
 

اعتبار مالی تخصيص يافته به بخش انتشارات برای پشتيبانی موثرو 
 ايجاد انگيزه در شرکتھای نشر الکترونيکی

      

16 
 

سياست ايجاد يک بازار مناسب و بزرگ نشر الکترونيکی در ميان 
  ...)ايران،تاجيکستان،( ھمسايه ايران کشورھای فارسی زبان و

      

آشنايی مديران سياستگذار عرصه نشر به مباحث فناوری اطالعات و  17
        نشرالکترونيکی

        وجود سياستی مدون وطراحی نظام جامع نشر الکترونيکی در کشور 18

:عوامل ديگر   
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.لطفا ميزان اثر ھريک را مشخص فرماييد.اثردارد›› محصوالت الکترونيکیپذيرش اجتماعی ‹‹ عوامل زير بر آمادگی   

 

S شاخص 
 ميزان تاثير

بسيار
بسيار کم متوسط زياد زياد

 کم

فراگيری استفاده از کامپيوتر در تمامی امور روزمره توسط مردم  ١
 )مشتريان(

     

٢  
 

الکترونيکی متون ( وجود اعتماد اجتماعی به متون الکترونيکی
ھمان نسخه متون چاپی ميباشد،فقط با اين تفاوت که قابل لمس 

 )نمی باشد

     

ميزان آشنايی افراد با نرم (سطح سواد رايانه ای مشتريان  ٣
  )افزارھای کتابخوان الکترونيکی

     

۴ 
نشر الکترونيکی درک مردم  از به صرفه  و بی دردسر بودن

در عين حال فضايی را ھم در منزل کتابھا ارزان تر و (کتابھا
)اشغال نمی کنند

     

 افراد)online(ميزان بر خط بودن ۵
 )چقدر با دنيای مجازی آشنايی دارند(

     

  
۶  

  مشتريان در شرکتھای انتشاراتی نسبت به) تعھد(مسوليت
کتب الکترونيکی در صورت ناقص بودن يا ھرگونه مشکلی (

  )شودتوسط شرکت پس گرفته می 

     

  
٧  

شبيه  ( رعايت استاندارد و مکانيزمھای امنيتی در سازمان
درجھت  )مکانيزم احراز ھويت ،صحت داده، کنترل دسترسی

اطمينان به مشتری که اطالعات وی نه از بين ميرود و نه توسط 
  )افراد ديگری مورد بھره برداری قرار می گيرد

     

  نشرالکترونيکی شناخت مردم از مزاياوکاربردھای  ٨
     

٩ 
انعطاف پذيری نمايشگرھای رايانه ای در مقايسه باصفحات کتب 

 )باالرفتن کيفيت ودقت نوشته ھا بر روی صفحه(چاپی
     

١٠ 

آسان شدن مطالعه يک متن الکترونيکی در قياس با يک متن 
 کاغذی

نکات مھم،پيدا کردن صفحات با  )Highlight(برجسته کردن(
  ....)وارد کردن شماره صفحه و 

      

در جھت تشويق (ارزان شدن دستگاھھای کتابخوان الکترونيکی ١١
 )عموم به استفاده از اين نوع کتابھا

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

       ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐عوامل ديگر 
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 ميزان تاثير ھريک را مشخص فرماييد لطفا.اثر دارد›› منابع انسانی حوزه نشرالکترونيکی‹‹ عوامل زير بر آمادگی 

 

H شاخص 
 ميزان تاثير

بسيار 
 بسيار کم کم متوسط زياد زياد

١ 
وجود نيروھای آموزش ديده و کارآمد چون تحليلگران سيستم 
ومھندسان رايانه برای راه اندازی و نگھداری از سيستمھای 

 کامپيوتری نشر الکترونيکی

     

٢ 
 

مھارت تکنيکی نيروی کار در زمينه ھای مختلف 
  )توليد،ويرايش (نشرالکترونيکی 

     

٣ 
 

  سطح سواد مھارتي فناوري اطالعاتی کارکنان
  )ICDLاي  مطابق با الگوھايي شبيه  آشنايي با مھارتھاي رايانه(

     

۴ 
 

شرکتھای انتشاراتی در  ميزان  تخصيص ھزينه ھای عمومی 
 جھت باال بردن سطح سواد کارکنان

     

      تعداد کارکنانی که دارای تحصيالت باالتر از ديپلم می باشند ۵

۶ 
 

کارکنان اھميت و مزايای (سطح پذيرش کارکنان
نشرالکترونيکی رادريافته و توجيه شده اند، والکترونيکی کردن 

)آينده شغلی خود نمی بينندنشررا درجھت به خطر افتادن   

     

وجود افراد متخصص در زمينه قوانين ومقررات نشر  ٧
 الکترونيکی

     

٨ 
تعريف نقش و مسوليت پرسنلی که با ابزارھای نشر الکترونيک 

ھر يک وظايف خود را به خوبی شناخته و در ھمان (کارميکنند
)قسمت مربوطه کار ميکنند  

     

تخصصی و پيشرفته مربوط به نشر وجود دوره ھای  ٩
 الکترونيکی درشرکتھای انتشاراتی

     

------------ ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐عوامل ديگر
----  
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 لطفا ميزان تاثير ھريک را مشخص فرماييد.اثردارد››  مھيا بودن زير ساختھای مديريتی‹‹ عوامل زير بر آمادگی 

Mشاخص 
 ميزان تاثير

بسيار 
 زياد

بسيار  کم متوسط زياد
 کم

      در سازمان ITکيفيت خدمات واحد سازماني مسئول براي توسعه  ١

در زمينه توسعه نشر  شرکتھای انتشاراتی ميزان سرمايه گذاري  ٢
  الکترونيکی

     

در زمينه توسعه نشر  شرکتھای انتشاراتیميزان تعھد و جديت   ٣
  الکترونيکی

     

      کيفيت برنامه ھا و سياستھای شفاف برای توسعه نشر الکترونيکی ۴

۵  

  

به طوراعم  IT آشنايی مديران شرکتھای انتشاراتی با مباحث
  وصنعت نشرالکترونيکی به طوراخص

     

٦
شناخت مديران ارشد صنعت نشر از فرصتھا و تھديدھای استفاده 

طوراعم و نشر الکترونيک به تجارت الکترونيک به )ابزارھای(از
  طور اخص

     

ھدف قرار دادن نشر الکترونيکی به عنوان يک مزيت رقابتی  ٧
  نسبت به رقبا توسط مديران شرکتھای انتشاراتی

     

  ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐عوامل ديگر
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Appendix D. Questionnaire 1st (English):  

Finding the affective indices of e-publishing readiness of Iranian publishers 

E-Readiness is defined as the readiness of an organization or a society to be present 

prosperously in Information era and the ability to use IT in order to gain the goal of organization. 

To find a suitable model of e-publishing readiness of Iranian publishers to help them enter to e-

business, a research project is done in the Tarbiat Modares University. This questionnaire is 

made to get your view to find affective factors related to e-publishing readiness. Now, please tell 

us your own opinion of this framework and make it more correct and if you want to support your 

idea, please write down some explanative words. If you like, you can enter your personal 

information below.  

         Samrand Toufani 

MSc Student of E‐   commerce and Marketing    

 

Please enter your information below: 

• First and Last name(Optional): 

• Age: 

• Education: 

• Career: 

• Job experience: 

• Job position: 

• Email: 

• Phone Number(Optional) 
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The most important constructs in the e-publishing readiness criterion are listed below 

Please indicate their level of importance. 

Constructs 
Level of Importance 

Very 
Important Important Neutral Less 

Important 
Not 

important
Technical Infrastructure      

Economical and Financial 
issues      

Social      

Legislation      

Human Resources      

Management      

Others……………      
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The most important factors related to the Technical Infrastructure criterion are listed 

below. Please indicate their level of importance. 

I Indicators Level of Importance 

Very 
Important Important Neutral Less 

import 
Not 

import 

I1 Number of telephone lines 
         

I2 Number of computers 
         

I3 The bandwidth offering (#Kilobyte, 
Megabyte) 

         

I4 The speed and quality of access 
to the internet 

         

I5 Number of computers access to 
internet 

         

I6 Suitable standard related to 
software,hardware 

         

I7 Broad band services 
(ADSL,ADSL2+,..) 

         

I8 The quality of network facility 
         

I9 Existence of security of 
information(Firewall,VPN netw,..) 

         

I10 Quality of technical patronage 
units 

         

I11 Capability of Readability and 
Revisory of eBooks 

         

I12 Efficiency of browsers on retrieval 
of information 

         

I13 Supporting of Farsi  language in 
the web 

         

I14 Possibility of buying and selling 
books online 

         

 Others………………………          
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The most important factors related to the Economical and Infrastructure issues are listed 

below. Please indicate their level of importance. 

E Indicators 
Level of Importance 

Very 
Important Important Neutral Less 

import 
Not 

import 

E1 
Tariff of fixed line to access the 

internet     
 

E2 Rate of access to the internet      

E3 Fairness of Internet tariff      

E4 
Fairness of computer technician 

payment     
 

E5 
Fairness of uploading online e-

book information expenses     
 

E6 
Obstacles of e-book pricing in the 

web     
 

E7 e-Publishing Persuasion      

 Others………………………     
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The most important factors related to the Legislation criterion are listed below. Please indicate 

their level of importance. 

L Indicators 
Level of Importance 

Very 
Important Important Neutral Less 

import 
Not 

import 

L1 
Making competition among 

publishers toward using IT from 
government 

         

L2 
Prevalence of foreign technology 

licensing 
 

         

L3 Admission of foreign investment 
          

L4 Suitable reference against cyber 
squatting  ( e- plagiarism)          

L5 Preserve emoluments of e-book 
publishers          

L6 eBook pricing mechanism          

L7 Limiting bureaucracy of the e-
publishing criterion          

L8 Joining to the copyright 
convention          

I9 
Governmental persuasive 
facilities to propagate and 

introduce e-publishing products 
         

L10 
Increasing Governmental budget 

toward development of e-
publishing 

         

L11 Legitimating of website registering          

L12 Assimilation of domestic laws with 
international ones          

L13 
Suitable policy in  disseminating 

of e-books in domestic and  
foreign markets 

         

L14 Existence of non tariff facilities          

L15 Financial credit to the epublishing          

L16 
Existence of policy toward making 

an e-publishing market in the 
Persian language countries 

         

L17 
Acquaintance of publishing policy 

makers toward information 
technology and e-publishing 

         

L18 Existence of proper e-pub policy 
and laws 

         

 Others……………………… 
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The most important factors related to the e-publishing readiness of Society are listed 

below. Please indicate their level of importance. 

S Indicators 
Level of Importance 

Very 
Important Important Neutral Less 

import 
Not 

import 

S1 
Use of computers in daily life via 

people          

S2 
Existence of social trust toward 

e-texts          

S3 
Level of customers’ Internet 

Literacy          

S4 
Perception of people toward e-

texts          

S5 Range of House hold online          

S6 
Liability toward customers( 

cancellation policy)          

S7 
Existence standards mechanism 

in company          

S8 
Understanding the features and 

usages of e-publishing          

S9 
Flexibility of monitors compared 

to paperbacks          

S10 

Readability of e-books 

compared to texts(Highlight 

sentences,page finding) 
         

S11 
Inexpensiveness of e-book 

reader apparatuses          

 Others………………………          
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The most important factors related to the Human Resources criterion are listed below 

Please indicate their level of importance. 

H Indicators 
Level of Importance 

Very 
Important Important Neutral Less 

import 
Not 

import 
H1 Availability of trained workforce          

H2 Technical skills of workforce          

H3 Level of IT literacy          

H4 
General expenses on increasing 

literacy of personnel 
         

H5 
Number of secondary or tertiary 

educated employees 
         

H6 Level of acceptance          

H7 
Existence of specialists in the 

legislation of e-publishing criterion 
         

H8 

Description of the role and 

responsibility of personnel 

precisely 

         

H9 

Existence of specific and 

advanced Content related to e-

publishing 

         

 Others………………………          
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The most important factors related to the Management criterion are listed below Please 

indicate their level of importance. 

M Indicators 
Level of Importance 

Very 
Important 

Importa
nt Neutral Less 

important 
Not 

import 
M1 Quality of services to expand IT          

M2 
Level of Investment in e-

publishing criterion 
         

M3 
Level of enthusiasm toward e-

publishing 
         

M4 
Quality of schedules and 

policies 
         

M5 

Acquaintance of managers with 

IT in general and e-publishing in 

special 

         

M6 
Cognition of CEOs on 

opportunities and threats of IT 
         

M7 

Using e-publishing as 

competitive advantage via 

Managers 

         

 Others………………………          
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Appendix E. 2st QUESTIONNAIRE (Persian) 

 

بررسي آمادگي نشرالكترونيكي در شركتهاي انتشاراتي ايران پرسشنامه  

 انديشمند گرامي 

 با سالم

ميزان مھيا بودن شرايط  يک سازمان يا جامعه برای حضور موفق در عصر اطالعات و  ‹‹ آمادگی الکترونيکی عموما

  .تعريف می شود›› تحقق اھداف سازمانتوانمندی بھره گيری از فناوری اطالعات در جھت 

 ،برای ورود به تجارت الکترونيکی "شرکتھای انتشاراتی در ايران مدل مناسب آمادگی الکترونيکی"به منظور بررسی 

اين پرسشنامه براي دريافت نظرات کارشناسي شما تدوين . رحي تحقيقاتي در دانشگاه تربيت مدرس در دست اجراستط

در ، نام و مشخصات خود را ارائه فرماييد تا در گزارش نھايي تحقيق  ،خواھشمند است در صورت موافقت. گرديده است

  .قبالً از ھمکاري شما سپاسگزارم. بخش ياريگران درج گردد

  سامرند طوفانی

 دانشجوی کارشناسی ارشد تجارت الکترونيکی
  :خود را ذيالً ارائه فرمائيد لطفا مشخصات  شرکت

  :)  اختياری( نام شرکت •

                              ٢٠+              ١۵ -٢٠               ١٠ - ١۵           ۵ -١٠     سال              ۵کمتر از :  سابقه شرکت •

   :تعداد کتابھای چاپ شده  •

 ادبيات داستانی             علوم انسانی و اجتماعی                  فنی ومھندسی  علوم پزشکی : زمينه فعاليت نشر •

 .................ديگرزمينه   عمومی                          کتاب کودکان                      علوم رايانه    

 :شماره تماس  •

 :پست الكترونيكي •
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در شرکتھای انتشاراتی در زير آمده ››زير ساختھای فنی  نشر الکترونيکی‹‹عوامل موثر برآمادگی الکترونيکی      
 .لطفا  به سواالت آن پاسخ دھيد.است

  تعداد خطوط تلفن  ثابت در شرکت                                       .1

١ ١-٨۶-١ -٢٣            ٩۶     ٢-٣١۴       +٣١    

  تعداد کامپيوترھای موجود در شرکت . ٢

۶-٢      ١٣-١٨      ٧ -١٢             ١۴-٢+    ١٩۴  

  پھنای باند دسترسی به شبکه اينترنت.٣

kbps٥٦               kbps ١٢٨       kbps ٢٥٦       Kbps ٥١٢ Mbs             ١        

  استفاده می کنيد روشی برای دسترسی به اينترنتاز چه .٤

  ماھواره ای                 بی سيم                  ADSL    ADSL2       تلفنی 

 تعداد کامپيوترھای متصل به اينترنت.٥

 ۶-٢          ١٣-١٨          ٧-١٢             ١۴-٢+               ١٩۵       

   )سرور، مودم ھا وديگر تجھيزات(ميزان خرابی واز کار افتادن تجھيزات سخت افزاری شبکه-٦

    زياد بسيار          زياد              متوسط                     کم                   بسيار کم        

  بار اتصا ل  ١٠ميزان قطعی اينترنت به ازای ھر  -٧

    بسيار زياد    زياد           متوسط                  کم                  بسيار کم      

  کبفيت نرم افزار سيستمھای حفاظتی موجود در شرکت ؟   -٨

    بسيار خوب    خوب                     متوسط         ضعبف               بسيار ضعبف       

  واحدھای پشتيبانی  فنی است؟کار  کبفيت  .٩

    بسيار خوب    خوب              متوسط                ضعبف                بسيار ضعبف        

  تاکنون چه تعداد از کتابھای خود را به صورت الکترونيکی در آورده ايد ؟     -١٠

  ٣٠+            ٢٠ -٣٠           ١٠ -٢٠                ١٠کمتر از                 ٠
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  .در صورتی که  حداقل يک کتاب را به صورت الکترونيکی در آورده ايد، لطفا به سوال زير پاسخ دھيد

  گونه ارزيابی ميکنيد؟کيفيت خواندن و مرور کتابھای الکترونيکی شما نسبت به کتب الکترونيکی خارجی را چ -١١

    خوب                عالی      خيلی بد                 بد               متوسط           

را در حين توليد کتابھای الکترونيکی رعايت می ..) سخت افزاری،نرم افزاری،(به چه ميزان استانداردھای الزم--١٢

  )و سخت افزارھای شناخته شده توانايی کار داشته باشد به طوريکه با نرم افزارھای معمول(کنيد؟

    زياد                 خيلی زياد     م                  متوسط           کخيلی کم              

    آيا کتابھای شما در اينترنت قابل دسترسی ھستند؟ -١٣

             امکان دانلودبلی با پرداخت ھزينه وبدون         صورت رايگان  بهبلی    

  خير        بلی با امکان دانلود تنھا قسمتی از کتاب                    بلی با پرداخت ھزينه وبا امکان دانلود 

تا  پاسخ  ١۴و١۵مثبت و ھمچنين شرکت دارای وب سايت می باشد ميباشد لطفا به سوال   ١٣در صورتی که جواب سوال 

  دھيد

  ا به چه فرمتی بر روی اينترنت قابل مشاھده است؟کتابھای شم -١۴

    SWF) مثل(به فرمت تصاوير و انيميشن                 PDFبه فرمت                       HTMLبه فرمت  

  به ھر سه فرمت                                        PDFو HTML در ھر دو فرمت             

  موتورھای جستجوگر را در يازيابی و جستجوی دقيق اطالعات کتابھای خود را چگونه ارزيابی می کنيد؟کارآمدی -١۵

     بسيار کم                  کم                متوسط                   زياد              بسيار زياد        

  . امکان خريد کتابھای شرکت  به چه شکل ميسر است  -١٦

  خريد از طريق تلفن                                 فقط خريد حضوری از فروشگاه   

سفارش ازطريق اينترنت اما پرداخت به روش معمولی                                          خريداز طريق اينترنت اما پرداخت از طريق پست 

    خريد و پرداخت به صورت بر خط    

 ی ديگری وجود دارد و ناديده گرفته شده است لطفا ذکر فرماييددر صورتيکه موارد
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لطفا  به سواالت آن .در شرکتھای انتشاراتی در زير آمده است››مقررات اقتصادی و مالی ‹‹عوامل موثر برآمادگی الکترونيکی 
.پاسخ دھيد  

  ميزان استفاده از اينترنت در شرکت--1

    کم                   متوسط               زياد               بسيار زياد          بسيار کم            

در اختيار قرار دادن پھنای باند مناسب ،حل مشکالت (ميزان رضايت از خدمات اينترنتی شرکتھای تامين کننده اينترنت -٢
  ........)مريوط به شبکه ،

  متوسط               زياد               بسيار زياد              بسيار کم               کم           

  ھزينه  ماھيانه اينترنت درشرکت چه قدراست؟ -٣

 لایر            ٢٠٠٠٠٠-٣٠٠٠٠٠                     لایر ١٥٠٠٠٠-٢٠٠٠٠٠لایر               ٠-١٥٠٠٠٠

 لایر ٤٠٠٠٠٠+     لایر٣٠٠٠٠٠-٤٠٠٠٠٠    

  ثبت و نشر کتابھای الکترونيکی به چه ميزان است؟ھزينه -۴

    بسيار زياد       زياد            بسيار کم              کم                متوسط            

  سود حاصل از فروش و کتابھای الکترونيکی نسبت به فروش کتابھای خطی چه ميزان است؟ -۵

    بسيار زياد    زياد             متوسط                   کم      بسيار کم            

  شرکت شما برای چاپ و نشر کتابھای الکترونيکی ميزان دريافتی يارانه  -٦

    زياد             بسيار زياد     متوسط          بسيار کم              کم          

  جھت تشويق  به تالش و فعاليت بيشترميزان پرداختی به متخصصان رايانه در .٧

    بسيار زياد    زياد             متوسط           کم                بسيار کم          

  :در صورتيکه مواردی ديگری وجود دارد و ناديده گرفته شده است لطفا ذکر فرماييد 
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در شرکتھای انتشاراتی در زير آمده ››الکترونيکیپذيرش اجتماعی محصوالت ‹‹ عوامل موثر برآمادگی الکترونيکی  
  .لطفا  به سواالت آن پاسخ دھيد.است

  ميزان استفاده از کامپيوتر در انجام کارھای روزانه-١

   زياد              بسيار زياد   متوسط            بسيار کم            کم           

  انجام فعاليتھای روزانه شما چقدر است؟ ميزان استفاده از اينترنت در جھت -٢

   زياد              بسيار زياد   متوسط              کم             بسيار کم             

  .تاکنون چه تعداد کتاب را به صورت الکترونيکی مطالعه کرده ايد -٣

   بسيار زياد         زياد          بسيار کم              کم           متوسط       

کتابھای الکترونيکی ارزانتر و در عين حال (چه ميزان از به صرفه و بی دردسر بودن کتابھای الکترونيکی آگاھيد؟ -۴
 )فضايی را اشغال نميکنند

   زياد             بسيار زياد  کم              متوسط               بسيار کم             

  )متون الکترونيکی ھمان نسخه چاپی ميباشند با اين تفاوت که قابل لمس نمی باشند(ن اعتماد به متون الکترونيکی ميزا -۵

   بسيار کم                 کم             متوسط              زياد              بسيار زياد

 .دميزان سھولت دريافت و مطالعه کتب الکترونيکی را مشخص نمايي -۶

   متوسط                آسان               بسيار آسان    بسيار سخت                  سخت             

امکان برجسته شدن نکات مھم،جستجوی واژه (چه ميزان از مزايا و کاربردھای کتب الکترونيکی مطلع ھستيد؟ -٧
  ...)ھا،جستجوی راحت صفحات و 

   بسيار زياد           زياد                 متوسط              بسيار کم              کم        

کتب الکترونيکی در صورت ناقص بودن .(کيفيت تعھد واحد خدمات پس از فروش ناشران را در چه حد ارزيابی ميکنيد -٨
  )با مشتری است يا ھرگونه مشکلی توسط شرکت پس گرفته می شود و ھميشه حق

   بسيار خوب   متوسط           خوب                 خيلی ضعيف              ضعيف        

در ھنگام واردکردن اطالعات (ميزان اعتماد شما به ناشران نسبت به در اختيار قرار دادن اطالعات خود در اختيار آنھا -٩
   )در وب سايت شرکت

   بسيار زياد    زياد                بسيار کم              کم           متوسط         

  .ميزان کيفيت و دقت نوشته ھای الکترونيکی را نسبت به صفحات کتب چاپی چگونه ارزيابی می کنيد-١٠

   بسيار زياد     زياد                متوسط           کم            بسيار کم             

  چه ميزان نسبت به دستگاھھای کتابخوان الکترونيکی آگاھی داريد؟ -١١

      زياد             بسيار زياد      متوسط            بسيار کم              کم          
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انتشاراتی در زير آمده در شرکتھای ››منابع انسانی حوزه نشر الکترونيکی‹‹ عوامل موثر برآمادگی الکترونيکی 
  .لطفا  به سواالت آن پاسخ دھيد.است

  .تعداد کارمندانی که دارای تحصيالت باالتر از ديپلم ھستند -١

٤٠+                  ٣٠-٤٠                ٢٠-٣٠                   ١٠-٢٠           ١ -١٠    

 در چه حد است؟) ICDLمثال (رتھای فناوری اطالعات ميزان آشنايی کارمندان  شرکت با مھا -٢

   بسيار زياد     بسيار کم              کم            متوسط            زياد            

 ...)،برسسی  وب سايتھا وe-mailمثال ارسال (ميزان آشنايی و استفاده کارکنان از اينترنت -٣

    بسيار زياد     زياد             بسيار کم             کم            متوسط         

چه تعداد نيروی متخصص در جھت راه اندازی و نگھداری سيستمھای نشر الکترونيکی در شرکت مشغول به فعاليت  -۴
  .ھستند

٠ -٢                  ۴-٢                 ۶- ۴      ٨- ۶                      +٨  

 .به عنوان يک تسھيل کننده و نه  يک مانع به چه ميزان است  ITسطح پذيرش کارکنان در پذيرش فناوری  -۵

   بسيار زياد            زياد            متوسط            بسيار کم                کم          

  نشر الکترونيکیسطح آشنايی افراد به قوانين و مقررات  -۶

   زياد             بسيار زياد   بسيار کم            کم          متوسط         

افراد وظايف خود را به (ميزان تعريف نقش و مسووليت پرسنلی که با ابزارھای نشر الکترونيکی  در ارتباط ھستند  -٧
    )خوبی شناخته ودر ھمان قسمت مربوطه کار می کنند

   ر کم              کم            متوسط             زياد              بسيار زيادبسيا

ميزان آشنايی نيروی کار خود را با توجه به مھارت و سمت خود در ھر يک از موارد زير چگونه ارزيابی می  -٨
 )نک اطالعاتیمھارت در طراحی وب سايت، نويسندگی و ويرايشگری محتوای وب ، گرافيک،با.(کنيد

   بسيار زياد      بسيار کم              کم               متوسط                 زياد          

  ....)شرکت در کالس و دوره ھای پيشرفته و(ميزان مطالعه وعالقه به مطالب روز دنيا در زمينه نشر الکترونيکی  -٩

   بسيار زياد             زياد             متوسط            کم              بسيار کم             

 :در صورتيکه مواردی ديگری وجود دارد و ناديده گرفته شده است لطفا ذکر فرماييد 
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لطفا  به سواالت آن پاسخ .در شرکتھای انتشاراتی در زير آمده است››مديريت ‹‹ عوامل موثر برآمادگی الکترونيکی 
  .دھيد

تعريف يک استرتژی دقيق و جامع در جھت (به چه ميزان می باشد ITيت خدمات ارايه شده شرکت در جھت توسعه کيف -١
  ).در شرکت ITسازگاری با 

   بسيار زياد          زياد                   متوسط                 کم            بسيار کم             

  مديريت شرکت  در زمينه توسعه نشر الکترونيکیميزان  سرمايه گذاری   -٢

   بسيار زياد      زياد                 متوسط             بسيار کم               کم          

  در زمينه نشر الکترونيکی ....)زمان،کارمند،بودجه،(ميزان جديت مديريت شرکت در تخصيص منابع -٣

   بسيار زياد              زياد         متوسط             کم             بسيار کم             

  ميزان برنامه ريزی و سياستھای شفاف مديريت شرکت در زمينه توسعه نشر الکترونيکی  -۴

   بسيار زياد    زياد                 متوسط             بسيار کم               کم        

  به طور اعم و نشر الکترونيکی به طور اخص  IT آشنايی مديريت شرکت با مباحث ميزان  -۵

   بسيار زياد      زياد                متوسط            بسيار کم               کم          

ميزان شناخت مديريت شرکت از فرصتھا و تھديدھای ابزارھای تجارت الکترونيک به طور اعم و نشر الکترونيکی به  -۶

  طور اخص 

   بسيار کم              کم          متوسط           زياد             بسيار زياد

  .نسبت به ديگر رقبانگرش مديريت  به  نشر الکترونيکی به عنوان يک مزيت رقابتی  -٧

   بسيار زياد     بسيار کم               کم          متوسط           زياد          

 :در صورتيکه مواردی ديگری وجود دارد و ناديده گرفته شده است لطفا ذکر فرماييد 
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 .فا ميزان اثر ھريک را مشخص فرماييدلط.اثردارد›› سياست،قوانين و مقررات نشرالکترونيکی‹‹عوامل زير بر آمادگی 

  آيا مرجعی مناسب برای دادخواھی درزمينه سرقت ادبی ديجيتالی وجود دارد؟       بلی               خير  -١

    آيا قرار دادھای مناسب و استاندارد برای حفظ حقوق ناشران الکترونيکی وجود دارد؟     بلی            خير  -٢

  بلی                خير          مکانيزم مشخص حقوقی برای قيمت گذاری کتابھا وجود دارد؟آيا يک  -٣

  بلی                 خير     آيا فرايندھای اداری در نشرالکترونيکی  کتابھا به سھولت انجام ميگيرد؟  -۴

  خير           بلی        می باشد؟   ) کپی رايت(آيا ايران عضو کنوانسيون حق نشر  -۵

آيا دولت از امکانات تشويقی درجھت تبليغ ومعرفی محصوالت نشرالکترونيک درجھت باال بردن انگيزه ايجاد  -۶

  بلی                خير       نشرالکترونيکی در انتشارات استفاده ميکند؟   

  بلی             خير ش يافته است؟     آيا بودجه ھای تخصيصی دولت  در جھت توسعه نشر الکترونيکی افزاي -٧

    بلی        خيرآيا قوانين مربوط به حقوق مالکيت برای ثبت قانونی سايتھای مرتبط باشرکتھای انتشاراتی وجود دارد؟   -٨

آيا قوانين داخلی ھمسو با قوانين بين المللی در جھت برداشتن موانع مربوط به سرمايه گذاری خارجی و داخلی در صنعت  -٩

      بلی               خيرنشر الکترونيکی می باشد؟      

  است؟ خارجی  آيا دولت دارای يک سياست مناسب درجھت پخش کتابھای الکترونيکی در بازارھای داخلی و -١٠

  خير                     بلی       

  آيا دولت يک سری  تسھيالت مالياتی در جھت بھبود وضعيت شرکتھای نشر الکترونيکی وضع کرده است؟  -١١

  بلی          خير  

آيا سياستھای الزم در جھت ارايه اعتبار مالی به بخش انتشارات برای پشتيبانی موثرو ايجاد انگيزه در جھت نشر  -١٢

  بلی          خير الکترونيکی وجود دارد؟  

 سياست ايجاد يک بازار مناسب و بزرگ نشر الکترونيکی در ميان کشورھای فارسی زبان و ھمسايه ايرانآيا دولت  -١٣

  بلی            خير رادنبال کرده است؟    ...) ايران،تاجيکستان،(

 آيا مديران سياستگذار عرصه نشر به مباحث فناوری اطالعات و نشرالکترونيکی آشنايی دارند؟   بلی          خير   -١٤

    خير    آيا يک سياست مدون و جامع نشر الکترونيکی در کشوروجود دارد؟             بلی -١۵

 :در صورتيکه مواردی ديگری وجود دارد و ناديده گرفته شده است لطفا ذکر فرماييد 
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Appendix F.2nd Questionnaire (English) 

Evaluating the e-publishing readiness of Publishers,Society,Legislator  

E-Readiness is defined as the readiness of an organization or a society to be present 

prosperously in Information era and the ability to use IT in order to gain the goal of organization. 

To evaluate e-publishing readiness of Iranian publishers, a research project is done in the Tarbiat 

Modares University. This questionnaire is made to get your view to find affective factors related to 

e-publishing readiness. Now, please tell us your own opinion of this framework and make it more 

correct and if you want to support your idea, please write down some explanative words. If you 

like, you can enter your personal information below.  

         Samrand Toufani 

MSc Student of E‐   commerce and Marketing    

 

Please enter your information below: 

• Company Name(Optional): 

• Company’s background: ≤5 years         5-10        10-15           15-20          20+  

• Field of work: 1.story and anecdotes   2.  humanism           3. Technical and 
engineering          4. General          5.Children           6.Computer 7.     Others..... 

• Email: 

• Number of books: 

• Phone Number(Optional): 
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The most important factors related to the Technical Infrastructure criterion are listed 

below .Please answer the related questions. 

1. Number of fixed telephone lines 

1-5          6-10                11-15                 16-20                     21+ 

2. Number of computers in your company 

1-5                    6-10                 11-15                       16-20                     21+ 

3. The bandwidth your company uses 

56kbs           128kbps               256kbps               512kbps               1mbs & above 

4. Internet service you use 

Dial up                ADSL                ADSL2+               Wireless            Satelite 

5. Number of computers access to internet 

1-5          6-10                    11-15                   16-20                       21+ 

6. Average rate of malfunction in the network facility while using (Servers,Modems,..) 

seldom                   rare              medium                High            extreme 

7. Average number of faults in every 10 internet connections (disconnect,hanging of computers) 

seldom                     rare                   medium                     High                   extreme 

8. The quality of internet software security  

Very bad                 bad                    medium                  good                      very good 

9. Quality of technical patronage units tasks 

Very bad                 bad                    medium                  good                      very good 

10. Number of e-books that you have made up 

0                lower than 10             10-20                20-30                      30+ 

Please answer question below If you have made at least one e-book 

11. Quality of Readability and Revisory of your eBooks in regard to the foreign ones 

Very bad                 bad                    medium                  good                      very good 
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12. How much do you care about standards related to eBook making (secure,readability,…) 

seldom                      rare               medium                  High                     extreme 

13. Are your ebooks accessible in the internet?  

 Yes  – free download            Yes-pay with no download ability           

Yes-pay with download ability            Yes-pay and download some parts           No 

If the answer of question 13 is ‘Yes’, please answer questions below 

14. How is the retrieval of your information via browsers  

Very bad                 bad                    medium                  good                    very good 

15. The formats of your books in the internet 

HTML                       PDF                       Image and animation formats (like SWF)      

both HTML and PDF                                 all the three formats 

16. The book selling from your company is via 

Traditional (book stores)             selling via phone and book stores  

selling via internet but paying by cash             selling via internet but paying and sending by post   

               selling and paying online 
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The most important factors related to the Economical and Infrastructure issues are listed 

below .Please answer the following questions. 

1. Rate of access to the internet 

seldom                      rare              medium                  High                     extreme 

2. Rate of internet access satisfactory (suitable bandwidth, decreasing the network problems,  ..) 

seldom                      rare              medium                  High                     extreme 

3. Rate of internet tariff 

1.  0-150000 Rials            2. 150000-200000R                  3.  200000-300000R              

4. 300000-400000 R  5. 400000+ Rials 

4. Rate of submit and uploading e-books in the internet 

Very low               low                       medium                 high               very high 

5. Profit of ebook selling in regard to traditional selling books 

Very low               low                    medium                 high               very high 

6. Rate of access to the governmental subsidy 

Very low               low                   medium                 high               very high 

7. Rate of payment to computer technicians to encourage them 

Very low               low                       medium                 high               very high 

 

Others………………………………………………… 
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The most important factors related to the Human Resources criterion are listed below Please  

Please answer related questions. 

1. Number of secondary or tertiary educated employees. 

1-10                10-20                20-30                30-40                40+ 

2. Level of IT literacy (ICDL,..) 

Very low               low                       medium                 high               very high 

3. General expenses on increasing literacy of personnel 

Very low               low                       medium                 high               very high 

4. Number of trained workforce in e-publishing criterion 

0-3              4-7             8-11              12-15                   16+ 

5. Level of IT acceptance among employees  

Very low               low                       medium                 high               very high 

6. Rate of acquaintance in the legislation of e-publishing criterion 

Very low               low                       medium                 high               very high 

7. Description rate of the role and responsibility of personnel precisely 

Very low               low                       medium                 high               very high 

8. Technical skills rate of workforce(webpage designing, make and editing WebPages,..) 

Very low                  low                      medium               high               very high 

9. Existence of specific and advanced Content related to e-publishing 

Very low                  low                      medium               high               very high 

 

Others……………………………….. 
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The most important factors related to the Management criterion are listed below Please  

Please answer related questions. 

1. Quality of services to expand IT(describe a precise and perfect  strategy toward expanding IT)  

Very low                  low                      medium               high               very high 

2. Level of Investment in e-publishing criterion 

Very low                  low                      medium               high               very high 

3. Level of enthusiasm among managers (in allotting time, employees, and budget) toward e-
publishing 

Very low                  low                      medium               high               very high 

4. Quality of schedules and policies in IT expanding 

Very low                  low                      medium               high               very high 

5. Acquaintance of managers with IT in general and e-publishing in special 

Very low                  low                      medium               high               very high 

6. Cognition of CEOs on opportunities and threats of IT 

Very low                  low                      medium               high               very high 

7. Using e-publishing as competitive advantage via Managers 

Very low                  low                      medium               high               very high 

 

Others…………………………………………. 
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The most important factors related to the Legislation criterion are listed below Please  

Please answer related questions. 

1. Is there a Suitable reference against cyber squatting (e- plagiarism)? Yes            No  

2. Does government bond to preserve emoluments of e-book publishers in contracts?  

  Yes                  No  

3. Is there a suitable eBook pricing mechanism?  Yes                  No 

4. Does government try to limit bureaucracy of the e-publishing criterion? Yes                No 

5. Does our government try to join to the copyright convention? Yes                No 

6. Does government use persuasive facilities to propagate and introduce e-publishing products? 

         Yes                            No 

7. Does governmental budget increase toward development of e-publishing?  Yes           No                  

8. Is there any law related to Legitimating of website registering of book publishers enacted? 

        Yes                            No 

9. Do Iranian publishing laws assimilate with international ones? Yes                       No 

10. Is there any suitable policy toward disseminating of e-books in domestic and foreign markets? 

            Yes                       No 

11. Does government make any non tariff facilities for publishing companies to improve their 
situation? Yes                       No 

12. Is there any financial credit to the publishers toward epublishing? Yes                      No 

13. Is there any policy toward making an e-publishing market in the Persian language countries? 

      Yes                      No 

14. Do publishing policy makers familiar with information technology and e-publishing? 
           Yes                             No 

15. Is there proper and perfect e-publishing policy and laws? Yes                      No 
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The most important factors related to the Social criterion are listed below Please  

Please answer related questions. 

1. Use of computers in daily life  

Very low               low                    medium                 high               very high 

2. Rate of access to internet 

Very low               low                    medium                 high               very high 

3. How many e-books have you studied? 

Very low                low                    medium                 high               very high 

4. How much do you know about features of e-books(cheaper and take no space) 

Very low               low                    medium                 high               very high 

5. Rate of trust toward e-texts (The same as text books while could not be touchable) 

Very low               low                    medium                 high               very high 

6. Easibility of download and studying e-books 

Very low                low                    medium                 high               very high 

7. How much do you know about readability of e-books compared to texts(Highlight sentences, 
page finding) 

Very low               low                   medium                 high               very high 

8. Quality of after sale liability  

Very low               low                    medium                 high               very high 

9. Level of trust toward e-publishing companies (security of your information,..) 

Very low               low                    medium                 high               very high 

10. Rate of quality and accuracy of e-books in regard to text books 
Very low               low                    medium                 high               very high 
11. How much do you know about ebook reader? 

Very low               low                    medium                 high               very high 
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Appendix G. List of factor and variables in the new e-publishing 
readiness model 

The first construct is Technical Infrastructure which is consisted of fourteen indicators: 

F1:   Information and communication technology infrastructures 

I3. The bandwidth offering (#Kilobyte, Megabyte) 

I4.The speed and quality of access to the internet 

I5.Number of computers access to internet 

I6.Existence of suitable standard for any hardware,software,machine Book reader operation 

I7.Using WIFI services to access the internet 

I8.the quality of network facility of network (Servers,wireless modem,etc..) 

I9.Existence of security of information in organization (Like firewalls ,VPN,Anti virus softwares) 

I10. The quality of services and technical patronage (Existence of technical patronage units) 

F2: standards of web 

I12. Efficiency of browsers on retrieval of information 

I13.supporting of Farsi characters and language in the web 

I14.preparing the Technical facilities in order to digitize books and also possibility of buying and 

selling them online 

I11.capability of Readability and revisory of eBooks by Mobiles 

F3.Prerequisite service 

I1. Average number of telephone line 

I2.Average Number of computers 

--------- 

The Second construct is Economical and financial issues which is consisted of seven indicators: 

F1: Internet expenses (IT availability) 

E1: Affordability of local fixed line or mobile ones to access the internet 

E2.Rate of access to the internet and databases of publishing companies 

E3. Fairness of Internet tariff regard to access the Database of publishing companies and web 

services 

F2: Financial support 

E4: Fairness of payment to the computer technician via publishers 

E5: Fairness of expenses of registering and disseminating of online information of e-books in the 

web  
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E6: obstacles and perplexities of e-book pricing in the web 

E7: Persuade of publishing companies toward e-publishing  

------ 

The third construct is Legislation and Policies which is consisted of fifteen indicators: 

F1: Supportive policies 

L4. Existence of suitable reference against cyber squatting   

L5. Existence of suitable contracts in order to preserve emoluments of e-book publishers 

L8.assisting of Iran to copyright convention 

L12.Assimilation of domestic percept with international one to omit the obstacles of foreign and 

local investments  

L16.existence of policy toward making an enormous e-publishing market in the Persian language 

countries like Afghanistan and Tajikistan 

L17. Acquaintance of publishing policy makers toward information technology and e-publishing 

L18.existence of proper policy and also publishing system in Iran 

F2: Financial persuasive policies 

L9.existence of governmental persuasive facilities in order to propagate and introduce e-

publishing products   

L10.Increasing the allocated budget of government toward development of e-publishing 

L13.existence of suitable policy in order to disseminate effluence of e-books in domestic and 

foreign markets 

L14.existence of non tariff facilities in order to improve financial condition of publishing 

companies 

L15. Financial credit to the publishing sectors to support and  motivate  the e-publishing 

companies 

F3: Administrative law 

L6. Existence of legal mechanism related to pricing of eBooks 

L7.Limiting bureaucracy of the e-publishing criteria 

L11.existence of percept related to emoluments of ownership for legitimate of website registering 

related to publishing company 

--------------------- 

The forth construct is Social which is consisted of eleven indicators: 

F1: Cultural issues 

S1.Use of computers in everyday life via people 
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S2.existence of social trust toward e-texts  

S3. Level of customers’ Internet Literacy 

S4. Perception of people toward e-texts  

F2: Trust 

S5.Range of House hold online 

S6. Liability: Existence of Liability in publishing companies toward customers 

S7.Standards: Observance of standards and Security mechanism in company  

S8.Cognition of people toward features and usages of e-publishing 

F3: emotional issues 

S9. Flexibility of monitors compared to paperbacks 

S10.Readability of e-books compared to texts 

S11. inexpensiveness of e-book reader apparatuses 

--------------------- 

The fifth construct is Human Resources which is consisted of nine indicators: 

F1: Acceptance level 

H4. Public expenditure on increasing literacy of personnel 

H5.number of secondary or tertiary educated employees 

H6.Level of acceptance  

H7.existence of specialists in the legislation of e-publishing criteria 

H8.Description of the role and responsibility of personnel’s precisely 

H9.Existence of specific and advanced Content related to e-publishing 

F2. Qualified workers 

H1.Availability of trained workforce 

H2.Technical skills of workforce 

H3. Level of literacy  

--------------------- 

The sixth construct is Management which is consisted of seven indicators: 

F1.Administrative tasks 

M1.Quality of services to expand IT  

M2.Level of Investment in e-publishing criteria via publishing companies 

M3. Level of enthusiasm of publishing companies toward expanding e-publishing  

M4.quality of schedules and policies toward expanding e-publishing 
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F2.Administrative qualification 

M5. Acquaintance of managers of publishing companies with IT in general and e-publishing in 

special  

M6. Cognition of CEO’s of publishing industry on opportunities and threats of IT 

M7.Using e-publishing as competitive advantage via Managers 
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Appendix H. The descriptive statistics of the publishers 

• Company’s background: 1: ≤5 years     2: 5-10     3: 10-15   4: 15-20     5:     20+  

• Field of work: 1.story and anecdotes   2.  Humanism     3. Technical and 
engineering          4. General        5.Children           6.Computer   7.    Others..... 

Number Name History Number of 
Books 

Field of 
works 

Private Or 
Public 

1 Sales 
 3 600 4 Private 

2 
 

Nour Danesh 
 5 270 4 Private 

3 
 

Nashre Ney 
 5 1000 1,2,5,6 Private 

4 Nashre Daneshgahi 
 5 1250 all Public 

5 Soroush 
 5 400 1..6 Public 

6 
 

Gaj 
 3 400 Entrance 

exam Private 

7 
 

Mola 
 5 130 2 Private 

8 
 

Qoqnoos 
 5 1000 1,2,5 Private 

9 
 

Boshra 
 4 800 4 Private 

10 
 

Ostadi 
 3 260 2,5 Private 

11 Riahi-daneshgah 
 2  2,4,7 Public 

12 Amir Kabir 
 5 600 1..6 Public 

13 Noor Elm 
 5 120 1,2,3,5 Private 

14 Moein 
 5 70 1,2,5 Public 

15 Kordestan 
 3 218 4,religious Private 

16 
 

Kavir 
 4 50 1,2,5 Private 

17 
 

Negah 
 5 100 1,2,5 Private 

18 Heram 
 4 50 1,2 Private 

19 
 

Sokhan 
 5 103 1,2,3,5,6 Private 

20 moj 3  1,2,3,4,5 Private 
21 

 
Peykan 

 3 360 1,2,3,5 Private 

22 Peyke adabiyat 
 2 114 1,2,3,5 Private 
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23 
 

shayan nemoudar 
 3 128 4 Private 

24 Morsal 
 4 140 1,2,5,6 Private 

25 Karvan 
 3 102 1,2,5,6 Private 

26 Roshan Ketab 
 2 2500 4 Private 

27 Samt 
 5 1260 2 Public 

28 
 

Peyke Farhang 
 5 125 1,5,6 Private 

29 
 

Peydayesh 
 4 700 1,3,4,5,6,7 Private 

30 Tous 
 5 212 1,2,5 Private 

31 Kanoun Nashre oloum 
 4 300 7,3 Private 

32 
 

Dayere 
 3 300 1,2,5 Private 

33 
 

khatoun 
 5 250 1,2,5 Private 

34 Gandeman 
 1 11 1,2,5 Private 

35 Danesh 
 5 100 1,2,5 Private 

36 Hafez 5 150 1,2,5,6 Private 

37 Rahnama 5 100 1,2,5 Private 

38 Elmi farhangi 5 620 1,2,5,3 Private 
39 

 
Shora 

 3 115 5,6 Private 

40 
 

Avaye kelar 
 2 31 1,2,5 Private 

41 Ahoura 
 3 21 1,2,5 Private 

42 
 

Koumesh 
 5 150 2,5 Private 

43 Behjat 4 80 1,2,5 Private 
44 

 
Kavir 

 4 140 1,2,5 Private 

45 
 

Tarfand 
 2 40 1,2,5,6 Private 

46 Kharazmi 5 290 1,2,5 Private 

47 Negah 
 5 370 1,2,5,6 Private 

48 
 

Cheshmeh 
 5 302 1,2,5,6 Private 

49 Ofogh 
 4 580 1,2,5,6 Private 

 


